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PREFACE

On April 8, 1965, President Roland R. De Marco met with the Educational
Policy Committee of Finch College and the Doan, Dr. Rodney Felder, to
discuss the possibility of master's degree work at Finch.

Interest in the subject had been developing at the college for some
time. The question had been raised more than once at faculty meetings,
and it appears no less than five times in the minutes of the Educational
Policy Committee for 1963-65. The chairman of the Committee had dis-
cussed the matter with the Dean, who, with the President's approval,
had prepared a preliminary survey. The meeting with President De gam)
on April 8 was arranged to provide an opportunity for thorough discussion 4

and, if possible, agreement on a program to implement full investigation
of the idea.

Discussion confirmed the tact that a major study would be needed. In
view of this, President De Marco made the following proposal:

That a Finch faculty member be asked and, if willing,
be appointed to study master's degree programs for
small colleges and, in particular, to study the feasi-
bility of establishing such a program at Finch College.

This proposal months unanimous support of the Committee. On May 4,
with Committee recommendation, it was brought before the Finch faculty
and again received unanimous endorsement.

I was then chairman of the Educational Policy Committee, and soon after
faculty endorsement of the proposal I was asked by the President to
undertake the study. I agreed, though fully aware of the difficulty
and magnitude of the task, because I felt it to be of great importance
to the college. Arrangements were made with the cooperation of my
departmental chairman, Dr. Jeremy Bagster-Collins, to relieve me of
part of my teaching load to provide time for the necessary research.

On May 25 I spoke et a regular meeting of the Board of Trustees to
inform them of the background of the study and its goals. No action
of the Board was necessary at that time, but channels of communication
were opened so that the Board might be kept informed as the study
progressed. Since then, as sections of the report have been submitted
to President De Marco, he has arranged for duplication and distribution
to all members of the faculty, the administration, and the Board.

-The orientation of the project from the beginning has been to place
the question of master's degree work at Finch in the context of a
broad understanding of master's degree programs in American education
today. To evaluate the role of the small college, and of Finch in
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particular, it has been necessary to see the larger background- -not in
every detail but as it affects the function and structure of vi_ 1c for
the degree in a small institutional setting. Is there a present need
for master's degree programs, and is a future need likely? What are
the academic and professional functions of the degree? That is the
relationship of the master's to undergraduate work? to doctoral
programs? :'drat patterns have been established for master's degree
programs, and what are the significant recent developments? Are trends
discernible? What are the main poirts of difference between programs
at liberal arts colleges, especially the smaller colleges, and programs
at large institutions? Can the colleges make any special contribution?
What effect does the establishment of a master's degree program have
on a college, especially on the undergraduate program? How large a
faculty is needed, and with what qualifications? What library and other
educational facilities are required? What standards and guidelines have
been established by accrediting associations, state departments of
education, and other associations and advisory bodies?

With such questions in mind, the study was planned in three stages.
The first would be a general orientation, to be achieved primarily
through wide reading in the literature of the subject, attendance at
conferences, and discussions with educators broadly involved in the
field. The second would be a close examination of various types of
programs in operation, especially important recent developments in
master's degree work. This would be achieved through visits to
selected institutions to observe their programs and talk with the ad-
ministrators, faculty members, and students concerned; through corre-
spondence with program directors at other institutions; and through
supplementary reading and comparisons of program policy and structure.
Finally, in the light of an evaluation of needs and resources, recom-
mendations for Finch College would be made.

These stages of investigation have become the main divisions of the
report which follows. Part One surveys the subject for a comprehensive
view. Part Two examines closely three significant developments in
master's degree work: "MA-3" programs, special programs in teacher
education, and programs of study overseas. Part Three offers conclusions
and recommendations. The approach throughout has been at the level of
institutional policy, since the specifics of departmental programs
would properly have to be developed by the departments concerned, working
with the appropriate faculty-administrative committees.

I can thank here only a few of the many persons who, through their
knowledge and generosity, have contributed to the preparation of this
report. At Finch College I should like to make grateful acknowledgment
in particular to President Roland De Marco for his constructive and
unfailing interest, to Dean Rodney Felder, to Dr. Jeremy Bagster-Collins,
and to many other colleagues on the faculty and staff. I am appreciative
of the opportunity given me by the Biddle States Association, especially
by Dr. F. Taylor Jones and Dean Albert E. Meder, to participate in the
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Lehigh Univeriiity Cute Study of October 1966, from which I learned
much of value. I should like to thank Miss A. Jean Kennedy and other
staff members of the New York State Department of EducE tion at Albany
for information on evaluation and certification policies; Mrs. Natalie
Baddcm of the Fund for the Advancement of Education of the Ford Founda-
tion for information and literature on experimental programs; Miss
Sandra Krebs of Education and World Affairs for information and per-
mission to use the files of that organization in studying American-
sponsored programs overseas; and staff members of the Institute of
International Education for lists and information about overseas programs.

At institutions I have visited, I am grateful for the generous coopera-
tion of administrators and members of the faculty: at the City University
of New York, Dean Mina Rees of the Graduate School, Dean Ruth G. Vleintraub
of Hunter College, Professors Max Eckstein and Ernest Schwartz of lueens
College; at Columbia University, Dean Ralph S. Halford of the Graduate
Faculties, Professor Raymond A. Ducharme, Jr., of Teachers College, and
Dean Henry Boorse of Barnard; at Elmira College, Professor Barbara W.
Northrup; at Fairleigh Dickinson University at Wroxton4 England, Dean
Loyd Haberly;:at Lehigh University, all who cooperated in the Middle
States Case Study; at Mount Holyoke College, Dean Meribeth E. Cameron.
and Prefer gore Mary S. Benson, Margaret Boyd, Jane L. Maxwell, and
Jean Sudrann; at the New School for Social Research, Dean Joseph L.
Greenbaum and Professor Philip J. Nelson; at New York University,
Dean Ralph A. Ranald; at Sarah Lawrence College, President Esther
Raushenbush, Dean JacquelYn, Llattfeld, and members of the Committee on
Graduate Study; at Smith College, Dean Kenneth Sherk,and Professors
Louis Cohn-Haft and Lawrence A. Fink; at Wagner College, Dean J. J.
Boies; at Wells College, Professor Diether G. I1arkees, Dean Chester F.
Natunewicz, and Professors D. Joy Humes, Marion K. Mabey, and Marion
Sonnenfeld; at Yeshiva University, Dean Joseph B. Gittler.

Those who have corresponded with me regarding *rarious aspects of programs
and policies include Dean Keith Aldrich, University of California at
Santa Barbara; Sister M. Benevenuta, Rosary College; Dean Eleanor A.
Bliss, Bryn Mawr College; Dean Robert A. Bryan, University of Florida;
Professor Lyman B. Burbank, Vanderbilt Univorsity; Professor Robert N.
Bush, Stanford University; Dean John 3. Carey, Florida State University;
Sister Marie Carolyn, 0.P., Barry-College; Professor James L. Cate,
University of Chicago; Professor Alfred A. Cave, University of Utah;
Mr. John Chase, U.S. Office of Education; Sister James Claudia, 0.P.,
Siena Heights College; Professor Robert Clausen, New York University;
'Dean Susan P. Cobbs, Swarthmore College; Professor William Coffield,
Kansas State University; Professor Joseph Cohen, Tulane University;
Professor Louise Cowan, University of Dallas; Professor Mario Domandi,
Vassar College; Professor Malcolm P. Douglass, Claremont Graduate School
and University Center; Dean J. E. Elmore, ELrlham College; Dean Robert
F. Forth, Maryland Institute College of Art; Professor William H. Forthomma
Washington University; Dean Margery S. Foste,, Hollins College; Professor
Guy Foulkes, University of Wisconsin; Profes: )1*F. Smith Fussner, Reed
College; Dean Elizabeth Gem, Goudher College Professor aobert Gilmore,
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University of New Hampshire; Professor Ellis A. Hagstram, Emory Univer-
sity; Dean Richard C. Hawk, University of Chicago; Professor John
Herbert, Reed College; Dean Alan M. Hollinsworth, Indiana University;
Professor Allan S. Hurlburt, Duke University; Professor William W.
Jellema, University of Michigan; Professor John R. Jones, Jr., Southern
Methodist University; Professor William H. Jones, Emory University;
Professor William M. Jones, University of Missouri; Doan Richard A.
Kelley, Tufts University; Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick, Bowdoin College;
Dean John W. Kennedy, University of North Carolina at Greensboro;
Dean John S. Kieffer, St. Jdhnts College; Dean Benjamin W. Labaree,
Williams College; Mrs. Eleanor Lane, Stanford University; Professor
Frank Laycock, Oberlin College; Professor Richard H. Leach, Duke
University; Professor Robert E. Lee, University of Colordao; Professor
Benjamin W. McCashland, University of Nebraska; Professor Merle B.
Marks, University of Southern California; Professor George O. Marshall,
University of Georgia; Professor William H. Masterson, Rice University;
Professor Richard B. Morland, Stetson University; Dean Henry Noss,
New York University; Professor Thomas W. Parker, University of Arizona;
Dean Rosemary Pierrel, Pembroke College; Professor David E. Purpel,
Harvard University; Professor Charles F. Reasoner, New York University;
Professor Maxine G. Roberts, University of Pittsburgh; Professor
Henry S. Robinson, American School of Classical Studies at Athens;
Mr. Hammond M. Roiph, University of Southern California; Dean Sidney
Rosenblum, University of New Mexico; Professor John H. Sandberg,
Carnegie Institute of Technology; Professor Edward Sarmiento, Saint
Louis University; Dean Leon Shoob, Monterey Institute of Foreign Studies;
Professor Elmer R. Smith, Brown University; Professor Ernest Stabler,
Wesleyan University; Miss Joan Sutton, Antioch College; Professor
Orville J. Sweeting, Yale University; Mrs. Lisa H. Tate, Bennington
College; Miss Dorothy M. Taylor, Temple University Tyler School of
Art; Professor Glynn Thomas, University of Wyoming; Mr. James P.
Thurber, Jr., Standord University; Professor Richard Toven, New York
University; Dean Frank J. Vattano, University of Denver; Professor
John Walton, the Johns Hopkins University; Professor Donald J. Wahmeyer,
University of Notre Dame; Dean Robert B. Whitney, Amherst College;
Professor Edward Younger, Univorsity of Virginia; Dean Herwig G.
Zauchenberger, Yale University. I make grateful acknowledgment to all.

Finally, I should like to thank Miss Leslie Page and the secretarial
staff of Finch College for their care, patience, and good humor in
typing correspondence and mimeographing sections of the report.

C. He

Finch College
September 1967
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PART I

NEEDS, PROGRAidS, STANDARDS



NEED FOR GRADUATE PROGRAMS

The need for programs of graduate study in the United States is greater now than
at any time in the past and is increasing year by year. From 1910 to 1960 the

over-all college and university population increased tenfold, but graduate school

enrollments increased more than thirtyfold. From 1940 to 1965 the number of bach-
elor's degrees awarded annually increased from 186,500 to 525,000, or 281%; during
the same period the number of graduate degrees increased from 30,021 to 126,300, or
421%. In the number of master's degrees alone, there was an increase of about

10,000 during the zzatcyear 1964-65, to make a total of 112,200 awarded in 1965.

This increase has occurred in response to demands of the times. The "explosion"

of information and scholarship in virtually all acadenic And professional fields
has made study beyond the bachelor's degree as necessary for advancement as it is

rewarding for personal satisfaction. Teachers at all levels must now have advanced

degrees, as must many who enter such fields as psychology,
social work, art history, library service, business and industrial research, and

government.

The institutions awarding graduate degrees vary in type from large universities to

small colleges. Here again the past twenty-five years have been significant in
changing the pattern. During that time the master's degree in particular has be-
come the concern of many colleges, which have developed strong
programs as part of an academic or professional sequence. When Frederic Ness and
Benjamin James began their study of graduate programs in liberal arts colleges
in 1960, they found that of the 623 American independent liberal arts colleges
with enrollments of under 2500, 148, or over 22% were offering work leading to

the master's degree. Eighty-one of these programs had been started since 1946, and
in 1960 seventy more colleges were seriously considering the possibility of offer-

ing graduate work.

Colleges which institute graduate programs do so for varied reasons, but most of

the reasons relate to one or mere of the following areas:

1. The student. In a small liberal arts college, it is felt, the graduate

student has certain opportunities impossible to obtain elsewhere. He becomes

part of an academic community which is intimate enough to encourage close, in-
formal relationships between students and faculty and between students in dif-

ferent disciplines. He can work closely with the faculty in his major field
and can develop a cccuitnent to scholarship which may encourage him to go on
to the doctorate or otherwise contribute to the advancement of learning in

later life. He receives individual guidance in research which bridges the gap

between undergraduate and graduate study. He may, if he has had a satisfac-
tory undergraduate experience, continue that experience in the same institu-

tion in a sequence of studies planned to guide him toward full understanding

of his field. Or if his undergraduate experience has been less than satisfac-
tory, especially if his individuality has been all but lost as one among thou-
sands, he has the opportunity to rediscover himself and develop his abilities
in a small institution of high academic reputation.

2. The community. Because the small liberal arts college is often more
closely identified with its neighbornood or community than is the large uni-
versity, it can serve that community in a number of special ways. It can, for



example, provide teacher training of the kind most needed in local schools.
It can serve the technological and professional needs of local business,
koverrinsmt, "ma ftervief. institutions. Through special programs and scheduling
it can open work toward advanced degrees to married women and others with out-
side responsibilities and limited time.

3. The advancement of education. The small college, more than any other
institution, is free to offer experimental programs at the graduate level.
if it has rot previously offered graduate work, it has no institutional pat-
tern to force it into a mold. Its master's degree is not overshadowed by the
doctorate, and therefore full attention can be given to the development of a
strong master's program. In particular, it has an opportunity to carry the
humanistic tradition beyond the bachelor's degree and to develop en under -

graduate-- graduate sequence which will equip the student for further study or
for professional works but most of all for a rich personal life.

II. TYPES OF PROPAM

Variation3 of the raster's degree are many, including the M.A.. M.S., M.A.T.,
M.Ed., M.Phil., M.F.A., M.B.A., and others more or less well known. Despite this
confusing proliferation. the degrees fall into three classifications of general
purpose: professional-terminal* cultural-terminal, and predoctoral. The pro-
fessional degrees, which account for about 70% of all master's degrees awarded,
are earned in such fields as education, nursing, library science, and engineering.

The cultural-terminal end predoctoral degrees, 'which together account for the
remaining 30%, are earned in the arts and sciences. Since in the natural sciences
the present trend is toward proceeding from the bachelor's degree directly to the
doctorate, the master's as a p.redoctoral degree is most important in the humanities
and social sciences.

A.Among the newer developments in professional degrees, the M.A.T. has been of special
interest to libcrel arts cealness Their academic traditions have enabled them
4o offer programs il which candidates take from 1/3 to 2/3 of their work in a sub-
ject matter disciriine, yet fulfill state certification requirements for teaching.
These programs prcvide a gooa example of the way in which colleges can build on
existing streilgth: .,;() Tr:Dv-Ida:cm unusually rich educational experience.

B. In cultural-terml-tai ana prcloctoral programs also, colleges are finding it possible
to make an im-oort_nt rtontribuion. One of the most significant experiments at the
present time is tl.e litg or three-yea master's degree program proposed by Oliver
Carmichael in 1962 and inc implemented by Ford Foundation grants to some 38
institutions. The purpose of the program is to create a strong master's degree
to be earned thrcugh a sevence of studies beginning in the junior year of college.
Able candieates, ratMsia upper 15-20% of their class, are identified early
and encouraged to enter the scquenee. Superior transfer students are also at-
trEicted by the opportunity to become part of tht- program. As the sequence is
designed, students in their junior and sentOr years as undergraduates complete the
requirements fc,r t'nz A,Z., wovk toward competence in two foreign languages, and



each year participate in a special seminar which introduces them to the materials
and methods of research. In their year of graduate study, the students continue
to vork in their major fields, complete the foreign Unguage requirements, rite
a master's thesis, and complete three semester hours of teaching at the junior
college level. When they receive the degree, they are qualified to teach in a
junior college or well equipped to proceed to the doctorate if they so desire.
This program is playing an important role in increasing the academic significance
of the master's degree. It serves an important need in preparing faculty for
junior and community colleges, and it provides a link between the college and the
university. It seems especially wel3 adapted to the curricular structure of senior
(third and fourth year) colleges, a number of which are extending their programs
to include a graduate year.

C. Master's degree programs which include staktabroad have been developed in English
as well as in foreign languages, in the social seqnces, said is the
arts..

D. Accelerated master's degree programs are now being offered in connection with ac-
nelerated work for the A.B. In such programs qualified undergraduates are admitted
to graduate courses for credit at the graduate level, and this has led in a few
institutions to the simulatneous awarding of the A.B. and the M.A.

S. Finally, among notable developments must be listed the cooperative programs involv-
ing groups of colleges with or without an associate university. The close co-
operation between the Claremont CollegeL in California and the Claremont Graduate
School, the Middlebury-Wesleyan Plan for graduate study abroad, the Amherst-
Smith-Mount Holyoke-University of Massachusetts cooperative Ph.D. program and
facilities for exchange of faculty and students at the master's level- -all these
and others have been established to provide the advantages of a small institution
in conbination:mith the resources of greater size.

III.BASIC POLICIES AND STANDARDS

Despite the variety in master's degree programs, a number of generalizations can
be made concerning administrative policies and standards. The Ness-James survey
of 143 colleges, completed in 1962, has been especially useful in compiling the
following information; the number of colleges following a given practice, as
recorded below, follows the statistics in this work. Additional information is
drawn from Berelson, Carmichl4e1, and other sources listed in the bibliography.

A. Recruitment of students

The first master's degree programs to be established in the smaller colleges drew
their students largely from graduates of the home college. Then, largely because
f a desire to prevent inbreeding, a number of colleges began to exclude their
jvn graduates as a matter of policy, and by 1960 less thin 5% of graduate students
in colleges were at their home institutions. Since 1962, however, the introduction
of the MA-3 program, vit., its emphasis on the articulation of undergraduate and
graduate work, and the interest in simultaneous undergraduate and graduate work
it accelerated programs have again increased the unumber of students earning
master's degrees on the home campus. Educational policy at present favors the



acceptance of an institution's own graduates provided that the policy is justified

by articulation, acceleration, or the like.

The attraction of graduates of other colleges and universities to a small college

program depends upon the special features of the program, both academic and per=

sonal. Academically, the reputation of the college and a strong program such as

the MA-3 or one which offers study in a highly specialized field will attract the

best candidates. Personally, students may seek the individualized program and

close faculty relationships of a small institution. This is especially true of

students who have discovered their major interests late in their college years

and must fill in gaps in their general knowledge of a field, and also students

who have been away from college work for some time and need guidance to help them

return. In education programs, teachers who must complete state certification

requirements are often attracted to the small college by special course offer-

ings end flexible schedules.

Small colleges attract more nonresident than resident graduate students, more

part-time than full-time students, and more women than men. The colleges in the

Ness -James survey felt that a relatively small number of their graduate students

would go on tc the doctorate, but nearly 60% of the students polled stated that

the doctorate was their long-term goal. Today the MA-3 programs would increase

this expectation.

B. Admissions
Responsibility for the admission of graduate students is usually not delegated .o

the undergraduate admissions officer. The colleges in the Ness-James survey re-

quire approval by one or more of the following:

Graduate Council (faculty-administv.tive cammittee) 49 colleges

Director or dean of the graduate mgr.= 48 colleges

Chairmen of individual departments 41 colleges

Qualifications for admission, supported by documentary evidence, are widely

required in the following areas:

1. Bachelor's degree
From accredited college 59 colleges

In accelerated programs, where undergraduates are permitted to elect

graduate courses for graduate credit, this requirement is necessarily

waived. Instead, the candidate must have an exceptional academic record

and is often required to be only 6-9 credits short of the bachelor's degree.

2. Transcript of undergraduate work.

a. Minimum undergraduate average requirement

80% over-all...... 42 colleges

b. Course requirements
Lndergrad. major in proposed grad. field 20 colleges

Undergrad. major or minor in proposed grad. field 6 colleges.

General education or area requirements 17 colleges

Courses in education (teacher training program),.., 18 colleges

c. Foreign language requrement 40 colleges

Often this may be fulfilled by successful completion of an

undergraduate course at the intermediate level.



3. Score on a qualifying examination.

Graduate Record Examination 54 collegee

Miller Analogies Test 14 colleges

Despite reports of increasing dissatisfaction with the GRE, it continues

to be the most widely accepted examination. Only a handful of clolleges

construct their own entrance examinations at the graduate level.

4. Letters of recommendation (those from undergraduate instructors

preferred) 20 colleges

5. Interview (recommended highly for individualized programs, such as that

at Sarah Lawrence) 15 colleges

6. Health certificate.

T. Special requirements for teacher training programs.

Certification to teach (before beginning master's work) 15 colleges

Successful teaching experience 11 colleges

Current employment as a teacher 9 colleges

Transtm credits are accepted within limits, provided that the credits presented

for transfer are at the grade level required for the master's degree by the host

institution:
Acceptance of up to 6 semester hours of transfer credit 75 colleges

tf 0 8 it 11 11 5 colleges
9 it It tt tt 5 colleges

These limits do not apply among colleges which have cooperative or reciprocal

arrangements for the exchange of students and faculty.

Conditional admission may be granted in special cases; for example, age and ex-

perience may be weighed against some lack of high academic performance as an

undergraduate 17 colleges.

It should be noted the: admission of a student to graduate study does not mto-

matically make him a candidate for the degree. In 46 (approximately one-third)

of the institutions in the Ness-James survey, candidacy for the degree is granted

only after the candidate has completed the required number of courses and ful-

filled his language requirement. This explains the disparity between graduate

enrollments and the number of degrees granted: nationally the figure is five

enrollees to one degree, and in small colleges it is 8 enrollees to one degree.

It is expected, moreover, that as enrollments go up, the proportion of degrees

will go down. In the decade from 1950 to 1960, while graduate enrollments in the

143 small colleges increased from 7,510 to 25,240, the degrees awarded increased

only from 1,390 to 3,140.

C. Requirements for the master's degree

Basically the master's degree requires the successful completion of a year of

course work plus one oromeof the following: a thesis, a general examination,

and a language requirement. In certain fields, such as fine arts and business

administration, special requirements extend full-time work to two or three years.

M.A.T. and other teacher education programs may extend the program by a summer



or an extra semester in order to provide time for a period of internship or

practice teaching. The fact that many graduate students are on a part-time basis

also prolongs the earning of the degree. Thus, although theoretically it JCS pos-

sible to earn a mas*- 's degree in one academic year at most of the colleges repre-

sented in the Ness -e survey, the time- actually required by the average student

was: 1 year 16 colleges

2 years 39 colleges
3 years ,.36 colleges

4 years.. 8 colleges

To avoid an indefinite exteasion of the time required, many colleges have set

limits within which the
that a college has many

3 years 1

4 years 3

5 years
6 years 12

degree must
part-time g
collei;e

colleges
colleges

colleges

be earned. A high time limit usually means

aeuace students:
7 years... 12 colleges

8 yeers 3 colleges

9 summers.., 2 colleges

1. Tha course work required for the eegrce: in tcems of semester hours, is gener-

ally set at 30 credits (126 colleges). The full range is from 24 to 36 credits,

some of the higher requirements reflecting inutituional policy of pcee.iting

students to substitute extra course worts for a thesis.

2. Major requirements vary, in that 57 colleges permit the election of courses

outside the field of specialization, and 22 colleges rewire diversification.

In terms of the percentage of credits toward the degree permitted in fields

outside the major, policy is as follows:
None outside the major field 31 colleges

16% outside the major field. 22 colleges

33% cuLside the major field 38 col3egee

50% outside the major field .17 colleges

66% outside the major field .. OOOO eos 2 colleges

Within the major, 21 colleges require a strict sequence of courses, while 17

have a flexible sequence.

3. The grade average required for the degree is substantially higher than at the

undergraduate level. An over-all B average is required by 78 colleges, and

some of these will accept either no credits of C work for the master's or no

more than 6 credits of C. There is usually no indication, however, of the

minimum average required for c student to remain in good standing; it is not

unusual for poor students to be advised to witadray rather than be dismissed

for leeJ grades. Letter grades are generallv need in the college programs,

and averages are computed by the qualiey point siece. At the other extrcee,

however, it should be noted that at e f.h;tf.tuJ_ions either no ccurse grades

or "satisfactory-unsatisfactory" ratings are given, and students mu5t qualify

for the degree on the basis of their thesis and gene: al examinations.

4. General examinations,written: oral or Loth, a :'e often required before a student

is recognized as a candidate foe the c? _c,-e.r or -oefo-...c he is graduated. Thece

examinations center on the students:. of soec5Llitation and/or on a



specialty within that field. When oral, they may be related to the t"..lis.

Responsibility for their composition or development rests most often with the

major departments but may vary as follows:

Department chairman. colleges

Graduate Council ..... .. OOOOO ........31 colleges

Director of the graduate program.........22 colleges

Graduate faculty as a whole . OOOOO ........12 colleges

5. The thesis is regarded as of great importance in the liberal arts graduate

programs. It is required in 76 colleges, which may allow from 3-6 credit hours

toward the degree for its composition. It is most likely to be dropped in

teacher training programs, where 6 hours of course work may be substituted for

it or 3 hours given to the development of a special project.

6. The foreip language requirament for the master's degree is being given much

attention at the present time. Of the 40 colleges which listed a language

requirement in the Ness-James survey, most specified it as an admission re-

quirement and went no further at the graduate level. The MA-3 programs, how-

ever: require proficiency in two languages, and much effort is being made to

extend thin dlmand tv other programs. The purpose is not only to equip the

student to function .gore successfully as the holder of a graduate degree but

to rcL;ove one of the major barriers to the Ph.D.

D. pe graduate curriculum
The graduate curriculum is more often planned by groups within the college than

by an !mdividual such as the director or graduate dean:

Greaata Council 79 colleges

Dcllartalental chairmol 38 colleges

Faculty as a whole 25 colleges

Director of graduate program 19 colleges

Nov cource3 usually originate in the departments and are submitted to a faculty

or fa=ulty-administrative committee for acceptance, modification, or

Mee:Ames.. is the general rule and has led to some concern over the prolifer-

ation of courses and too much specialization.

le Aloes of courses aLd other work for credit range from the lecture course to

inderendent study. The tables below will give some idea of distribution

by type:
a. Estimated percentage of credit toward the degree earned in lecture or

le:ture-discussion courses:

0 2C% 7 colleges

21-40% 19 colleges

1.1-60% 29 colleges

610 OOOOOOOO 142 colleges

81-100% 13 colleges
b. Estimated percentage of credit earned in seminars, exclusive of

thesis seminars:
0-207 80 colleges

colleges

41-100%.., 5 colleges



c. Estimated percentage
0-20%. ..... ......107

. 3
d. EstimatOO.PerCCMDge

023000941,0991IS106
21Z-100%........'; -4

e. Estimated percentage
of the thesis: ..

of credit earned in thesis seminars:
colleges

colleges.

^-edit
colleges
college;
of bredit

0 -20., 107 colleges

earned by the thesis:

earned by independent study exclusive

2. Mixed courses which admit both graduate and undergraduate students have
been a subject of controversy for some time. They are of two kinds:

graduate level courses which admit selected undergraduates and upper
level undergraduate courses which admit graduate students for credit.

Graduate courses which admit selected undergraduates are the more
favorably regarded of the two, since they are held to increase the
challenge to the superior undergraduate rattler than reduce it for the

graduate student. They are also necessary to accelerated programs
in which the undergraduate may earn credit toward his master's degree
before he has achieved his A.B. The fact is that more than 70% of
the graduate courses in small colleges are open to undergraduates whose
qualifications meet the established standards of superior grade average
and closeness (usually 6-9 credits) to the bachelor's degree.

Upper level undergraduate courses which are open to graduate students
for credit toward a graduate degree are more sharply criticized.
Although the presence in a class of graduate students of some maturity
and experience may challenge the undergraduates to greater effort, the
question of challenge for the graduate student arises. To comp?rsete,
the graduate student is often required to read beyond the regular
class assignments, to prepare an unusually extensive research paper,
or to complete some other project requiring independent work. Mwcover,
it is customary to allow him credit toward a graduate degree Yaly if
he achieves a grade of B or better in an upper level undergraduate
course. With such safeguards, all but two of the colleges in the Nenz-
James survey give credit to graduate students for completing cw.:17.'

An entirely different policy prevails with respect to lower division
undergraduate courses. Although graduate students are occasionally
permitted to elect these for a specific purpose (in teacher training
programs, for example, where candidates may lack distribution in
liberal studies), they rarely if ever may count credits for this work
toward a graduate degree.

3. Subject matter
are many. The

fields open to students working toward a master's degree
following table shows those in which courses are

available at a substantial number of colleges:
Education 120 colleges Physics 67 colleges
English 94 colleges Economics 66 colYrr3s
History 92 colleges Philosophy 66 colleges
Biology 78 colleges French 65 colleges
Psychology 78 colleges Spanish 59 collcLe
Chemistry 77 colleges Art 51 colleg:s

Mathematics 76 colleges German 50 colleges
Sociology 75 colleges Speech 48 collages

Religion colleges Business Adm ....... 44 calla, : ^5
Political Science 1 colleges

i3

Physical Education 43
Music id colleges Classics 1.0 c ):.... --;n1



In 1'14 42 subject matter fields were available in the colleges of the Ness-James

survey, but the course offerings per field averaged only 10, and not all of the

courses were offered each year.

There has been some experimentation with interdisciplinar y studies in the colleges

as well as in the universities. This may be accomplished by integration, in which
two or more disciplines unite to form a new field, as in the sciences (biochem-

istry, biophysics, etc.). Or, as is more usual in the humanities, it may be ac-
complished by juxtaposition, as in American Studies rrograms. Such programs may

contribute much to the crossing of disciplinary lines, and they may be challeng-

ing to students and faculty. Experience has shown, however, that before insti-
ti'ting them a college should investigate the extent to which they may equi:, the

student either for further graduate study or for a career. A number of experi-

mental programs have failed because credits earned in them have not been accepted

outside of the home institution.

4. A graduate program differs from a mere series of courses in its sense of sequence

and integration. Colleges which are planning to institute graduate work are re-

peatedly advised to think in terms of a program. The program should draw upon the

resources of more than one department but need not require the 'anticipation of all.

The student who completes a ;rue program, regardless of his major, should possess
a comprehensive view of an organized field of knowledge. The current interest in

and foundation support of programs such as the MA-3 and the M.A.T. is largely due

to the fact that as organized programs they seem likely to contribute most to the

education of the student and the establishment of the master's degree as a mark

of achievement in the academic and professional hierarchy of studies.

E. Student counseling and aid.
Student counseling at the graduate level is primarily academic and in this respect

is the responsibility of the departmental chairman (62 colleges) or the director

of the graduate program (48).

The fact is, however, that graduate students, like undergraduates, have social and

personal problems &is°, and these cannot always be solved by mere access to the

college psychologist, chaplain, or the like.

1. Integration into the life of the college is one of the major problems of the gradu-

ate student in a small institution. He may have come to the institution in the
hope of avoiding the impersonality of a university, only to find that he is fully

accepted neither by the undergraduates nor by the faculty, and that he has only a

handful of fellow graduate students with whom to make friends. The colleges ap-

proach this problem in various ways, but their policies agree as follows:

a. Some activities involving both faculty members and graduate students are

planned to make the graduate students feel welcome in the "community of

scholars" at the college. These activities are planned by the Dean of
Students (33 colleges) or by groups such as student-faculty committees.

b.A graduate student "common room" is provided for relaxation and informal

talk between the students. This is especially important in colleges which

have a large non-resident graduate registration.
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c. A graduate student reading room is set up in the library whenever possible.
It may contain basic reference works and on occasion may be used for

graduate seminars.

d. Living acccctodations for resident graduate students are arranged to provide

privacy for study but proximity for friendship within the group.

2.Financial help for graduate students in small colleges is notoriously leis widely
available than in the universities; indeed, this is one of the major problems in

recruitment of superior students for the colleges. Unlike medical students,

graduate students in the arts and sciences have no tradition of family help
beyond the undergraduate level (women may be able to draw from this source more
frequently than men), and most students are reluctant to take out loans because
their financial prospects are less encouraging than in medicine or law. The
colleges, therefore, despite limited budgets, provide what financial aid they can.

a. Graduate assistantships for undergraduate teaching are the most widely used
form of aid, since they help the college also in faculty recruitment, espe-
cially where senior staff members have assignments in the graduate program.
A few colleges state that the assistantships are a major institutional bene-

fit frcm:the ,Iradu4te prwrar:. AcLAcAcally speakin -, howevet, a :"ore im-

portant function of the assistantships, when properly supervised, is to
provide an internship program in college teaching. The MA-3 sequences

especially make this a part of the curriculum. It is felt that if the lib-

eral arts tradition is to preserved, a teaching internship in a liberal arts
college is the most effective training ground for prospective members of

the faculty. In the Ness-James survey, 51 of the 143 colleges provided
graduate assistantships or internships in some form.

b. Some other work such as clerical duties in the college offices or library
is provided purely as financial assistance.

c. Some fellowship and scholarship funds are available. The median in 1962

in small colleges was $1500 exclusive of tuition. It is possible, of course,

for winners of Woodrow Wilson and other national grants to choose to do
their graduate work at a small college, but the fact is that most of these
students so far have chosen the large universities.

d. Miscellaneous forms of aid include free textbooks for scholarship students
and free tuition for the wives of married male students.

3.Placement services for graduate students seem to present no special problem
because of wide opportunities at present for holders of advanced degrees. Where

help is needed, however, it is provided through the regular placement office of
the college (67 colleges) or the department chairmen (30 colleges).

IV. FACULTY

A. Recruitment
Alza55rof the faculty in liberal arts colleges is drawn from the regular,
full-time teaching staff of the institutions, with preference being given to the

senior and more experienced members. Several colleges make a strong point of the
fact that they do not require any faculty member who is opposed to the idea of
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graduate work at the institution to participate in the graduate program. Where
and other highly specialized courses are needed, the regular faculty is

supplemented by part-time experts in these fields. It is considered important.

hovewm, to have a strong full-time staff who are not only highly qualified
in their disciplines but also dedicated to the traditions of the institution.

B.Rualifications
l.The doctorate or its equivalent, that is, the highest terminal degree in a given
field, is the essential minimum qualification for teaching at the graduate level.
Although it is possible to find some instances of graduate teaching without the
doctorate, colleges limit this severely by requiring, for example, that no more
than one member of a department may lack the degree, and the strong preference is

that all members have it.

2.Productive scholarship is a second important qualification with much greater em-

phasis at the graduate than at the undergraduate level. Publication, participa-

tion in professional meetings, keeping abreast of new developments in one's field

-- all 0.7.e considered necessary if the graduate faculty is to provide the kind

of direction that graduate students need. In teacher training programs where

the thcsic requirement has been abolished for the master's degree, the publica-
tion requirement may be relaxed, but academically this is held to be a retreat
from high standards and is frowned upon by accrediting agencies and committees

for evaluation.

3.Pffective teaching is also emphasized, especially in the college programs. Ex-

tensiva experience and succeTin teaching advanced undergraduate courses may be
used as a criterion here, since superior undergraduates and graduate students are
oftcn taught in the same class (see above, "Mixed Courses").

4.nenk is the final criterion, closely associated with the other three. The general

actice is to have no faculty member below the rank of associate professor give
instruction at the graduate level.

C.Tegehing_loirl
EamevIlat lighter teaching load for the faculty member who works even part of his

time at the graduate level is both strongly recommended (see Middle States criteria)

and widely practiced. A 3-hour graduate course, for example, may count as 4 hours

of teaching credit, and an hour of credit may be given for the direction of three
or four theses. The faculty member may also be provided with graduate assistants

to hr.ndle routine work.

The rational3of this derives from the necessity for more careful preparation and
individual counseling at the graduate than at the undergraduate level and also from
the obligation of the graduate faculty member to contribute to and keep abreast of
scholarship in his field. Most of the graduate faculty at smaller colleges teach
undergraduates as well as graduate students, and this is thought to be beneficial
to the college as a whole, but it is agreed that any participation in graduate work
makes special demands which must be recognized in terms of load.
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D. Salary.

Higher salary scales at the graduate level existed at only about 20% of the
colleges in the Ness James survey. The average is generally higher, however, since
it is usually the senior and higher ranking members of departments who teach
graduate courses.

Extra stipends up to $1000 for a 3-hour course are sometimes provided in lieu of
a reduction in teaching load, and extra stipends are always provided if graduate
teaching is undertaken in addition to a regular program. This is not considered
academically sound, however; because of the special demands of graduate teaching.

E. Rese -eh funesa_ct.
Faculty research funds and help in getting outside grants have become increasingly
important with the current elphasis on research. Colleges are still much more
limited than universities in the resources they can provide for research,butthey:are
making an effort to move in this direction. Beyond making what funds they can
available, they encourage research in the following ways:
1. Reduced teaching load for research
2. Special leaves of absence
3. Clerical facilities to help with typing, filing, recording results
4. Salary and -promotion plans to recognize successful research
5.Help to faculty members who apply for outside grants.

It should be noted that at about 70% of the colleges surveyed these benefits are
available to all faculty members, not merely to the graduate faculty. The graduate
faculty takes advantage of them more often, however, because of more frequent
involvement in research.

F. Morale
There appears to be a direct relationship between improved faculty morale and the
opportunity to participate in a graduate program, provided that the program is
well planned in relation to the resources of the college and the teaching staff.

Faculty members surveyed took a negative attitude toward graduate work only when
. their opinion it represented a drain upon the college and upon themselves.

laadequate funds for high-level academic development in terms of staff, course
offerings, and facilities brought a critical reaction, as did inadequate provision
for the extra demonqs graduate work maltes upon the teacher. Evening and summer
session teaching !_n addition to regular work and the carrying of a standard schedule
plus additional oblig_tions to do research produced the greatest degree of dis.
satisfaction

Enthusiastic bupport, on the other hand, was freely given whenever graduate pro-
grams were thought to be sound academically and well administered. Professional
stimulation through challenge, the pleasure of working with highly motivated
students, the stimulus of research. time and motivation for thorough preparation,
pride in result', status in the profession, opportunity for promotion and finan-
cial benefits, satisfaction in helping to develop a high-level academic and pro-
fessioLal program, increased pride in the reputation of the college--all these
were amonG 4J..e benefits cited. It should be noted, moreover, that approximately 2/3
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of the college faculty members involved in graduate programs expressed support,

whereas only about 1/3 were predominantly critical.

V. LELIELUIPATIVI

Both the Middle States and the New York State criteria emphasize the importance

of identifying the graduate program as a separate entity within an institution.

The dean or director of the program plays a key role in establishing this iden-

tity. Long range planning for continuity and progress, departmental coordination,

and the establishment and meintenence of high graeuate standards are among the

important areas in which he exercises leadership.

A problem in many institutions, colleges as well as universities, is the achieve-

ment of a balance of responsibility and authority between the departments and the

graduate dean. The departments must, of course, provide academic guidance within

each discipline and contribute to the development of educational policy. On the

other hand, especially in a small institution, the departments are concerned to

a large extent with undergraduate instruction, and most of the departmental faculty

teach part- or full-time at the undergraduate level. Loyalty to the discipline or

department may, therefore, come into conflict with loyalty to the college as a

whole in relation to the graduate program, and vested interests may set up oppo-

sition to progressive change. Berelson, Ness-James, and Corson, among other au-

thorities, are concerned with this problem and emphasize the need foi sufficient

authority to be vested in the office of graduate dean or director to achieve the

unity in diversity which is essential to the success of the program as a whole.

Administrative participation and leadership in decisions on appointments, promo-

tion, and salary as well as questions of academic standards and policy is consi-

dered essential at the graduate level.

VI. PFYFICAL FACILITIES

At most colleges physical facilities are shared by the graduate and undergraduate

programs; therefore, it is not generally felt that graduate work requires a sub-

stantial new capital investment. The fact is, notertheless, that such facilities

as library collections almost always need to be expanded as graduate work is in-

troduced. The whole college benefits, but the graduate program provides the oc-

casion for expansive change.

A. Library
The discrepancy between theory and practice in library holdings is wide when one

considers the recommendations of the American Council on Education of a 100,000 -

volume minimum for undergraduate and a 1.5 million-volume minimum for graduate

instruction; the estimate is that only 17% of the colleges meet the undergraduate

minimum and only 25 graduate schools meet theirs (no distinction is made here

between master's and doctoral.programs). A check-list of the library holdings of

a few colleges which offer graduate programs will show) however, that they have

substantial collections, even whert their students have access to large university



o: cA)opci,live libraries:
Bryn Mawr 298,055 vols.; 1,000 current periodicals
Earlham 115,000 " 549 "

It

Go" cher 125,412 " 666 el n

Middlcbury 240,450 " 629 It ti

Mount Holyoke 285,000 " 950 I

Reed 141,356 " 500 11 11

Sarah Lawrence 104,125 " 373
11 11

Smith.... 466,874 " 1,870 n n

Vassar 353,061 " 3,503 n n

In theory, library service for a good graduate program is held to cost three to
four times as much as service for undergraduates only. In practice, the increased
outlay CA..-.:nds upon the extent to which present facilities are inadequate for
graduate aLeds. Fifty colleges in the Ness-James survey reported substantial im-
provemeats in library collections and facilities undertaken because of the demands
of graduate work, Of these, three provided totally new library buildings; others
made a large initial outlay to remedy deficiencies in special areas, such as edu-
cation, and followed this with special annual allocations for a number of years;
still oncrs made a genes al graduate allocation (not by department) or simply a
larger nneral allocation when graduate work was introduced at the college. As
for figures, reports of initial expenditmes to remedy departmental deficiencies
ramwd from $9,000 to $15,000; annual departmental allocations were $2000 to
$3000; annual graduate allocations were from $3,500 in a budget of $26,000 to
t.;5,000 in a budp't of $50,000. Since the reporting colleges are not identified,
it is impossible to relate these figures to the size of the institution or of the
uaduate operation; total figures on library expense are available in American
Universities and College*,but these are not broken down into graduate and under-
graduate figures. Inquiries at individual colleges are necessary to provide
detailed information.

It should be noted that funds for library expansion need not always come from the
college itself. The National Science Foundation grants and grants for NDEA
(-miner iustitutes provide for acquisitions in areas covered by the grant. Other
foundation support too may specifically provide for the library or may be used.
1.1 part, for this purpose.

Sun adjuncts to the library as carrels for graduate students, a graduate read-
ing room, tc., may be budgeted with library or with general expenditures, Although
not so essential as the books themselves, these are nonetheless considered im-
portant for student performance and morale in the functioning of the graduate
program.

B. Cthev facilities

Labolatories, classrooms, offices, and dormitory space, like library facilities,
are shared by graduate and undergraduate programs. The Ness-James survey gives
a faw figures on such facilities added and planned by colleges because of their
graduate offerings:

Laboratories (science and language) ....add ed, 15 colleges; planned, 25
Claszlvoms added, 10 colleges; planned, 7
Seminar rooms added, 7 colleges; planned, 7



Graduate school offices, a graduate lounge, graduate student housing, counseling
facilities, and additional faculty office space were reported but no figures
were given.

VII. BUDGET

The importance of a careful cost analysis and projection of income before a college
embarks upon a graduate program is emphasized by every authority. Since there is
a difficult and complex relationship between undergraduate and graduate budget-
ing within an institution, it is customary for several or all of the following
officers to participate in the financial planning: the college president, the
bursar or other financial officer, the dean or director of the graduate program,
the academic dean, special planning committees.

A.Initial support

The first few years of a graduate program almost invariably need outside financial
support. This may he available from a number of sources:
-* 1. A foundation grant. This is possible only where the college has an outstand-

ing academic reputation and the program it pr'poses is distinctive and ex-
perimental.

2. A government grant. In the past such funds have been given almost exclusively
to large universities, even when, as in the MA foreign language study sub-
sidies, they were theoretically available to smaller institutions offering
the M.A. and the H.A.T. The future development of government support pro-
grams should be followed closely, however.

3. A grant from the trustees. This is not unusual as a subsidy for small college
programs.

4. A special fund campaign to enlist alumni and community support.

5. Support from industries being served by special graduate programs, usually in
technical fields.

Financial subsidy for the start of a graduate program is considered so important
that colleges are warned not to begin programs unless their resources are adequate
for at least five years.

,. Continuing support
The concept that graduate programs are never self-sustaining financially is widely
accepted; the facts are confused, however, by budgeting and accounting procedures
and by the impossibility of translating into figures benefits such as enhanced
reputation which the graduate program may bring to the college as a whole.

Funds for the continuing support of graduate work must be planned in recoplition
of the fact that maturing programs show an upward trend in costs. Finds may be
drawn from one or more of the following sources:
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1. Total subsidy. Foundation grants, especially continuing grants from the
National Science Foundation; special endowment funds; annual fund drives.

2. Graduate student fees. These may be an important item of income; yet it is
a fact that tuition for graduate students is often considerably lower than
tuition for undergraduates, and generous fellowship support is considered
mandatory. Even at the City University of New York, for example, advanced
graduate programs were planned on the assumption that without support-there
would be no students.

3. Undergraduate program. This may be called upon to subsidize from 10-75% of the
cost of the graduate program, either directly or, more often, indirectly by
absorbing most or all of the instructional and institutional overhead. Justi-
fication of this practice lies in the benefits which the undergraduate program
is felt to receive in reputation, morale, intel4ectual stimulation, etc.,
from the continuation of graduate work.

C. Budgeting Procedures

One, of the difficulties in

derives from the fact that
James survey) the graduate
The reason is that the two
and faculty, including the

determining the exact cost of graduate programs
in many institutions (over 50% of those in the Ness-
and undergraduate programs are not budgeted separately.
programs share facilities (library, laboratory, etc.)
graduate assistants who teach undergraduates.

Distinctions are relatively easy where graduate programs are financed by special
grants or endowments, or where they are confined to summer or evening sessions.
Otherwise, when a distinction is made, it may be merely a separate line in a
departmental budget, not reflective of the full cost of the graduate program. Or
graduate assistants .ay be given a separate code number which makes it possible
to charge them to the department using their services.

Score institutions attempt to make the graduate school carry its full share of
overhead by basing charges on proportional enrollment or on proportional income
from fees or other sources, but at others the graduate school carries a lower
percentage of overhead despite the belief that it is more expensive to operate
than the undergraduate program.

In general, policy in budgeting seems to be established by the individual insti-
tution to serve itr own special needs in the financing of graduate woes.

VIII. EVALUATION AND ACCREDITATION

A. Evaluation

More uniform standards have been established for the evaluation of undergraduate
and doctoral programs than for programs leading to the master's degree, perhaps
because of the wide variations which exist at the master's level. A comparison
of the undergraduate and doctoral criteria, as reported.by,Bemlson, throws some
light, however, on the intermediate area represented by the master's degree.



Top
Undergraduate criteria

1. Doctorates on faculty (medians)

17.

lib. artn Other lib. arts
colleges colleges
55-60% 30-35%

2. Normal teaching load (hours per week) 12 14
3. Teaching done outside discipline (ay.) 5% 7%
4. Provision of research opportunities

for faculty 6(1 355
5.Graduates who continue education

a. At graduate school (Note: figures
b. At professional school (would be higher

(in 1965.)

16-20%
16 -20Z

Graduate criteria Top 12 Univ.
1. Doctorates on grad. faculty 92,E

2. Faculty teaching grad. level at
least half time 69%

3. Faculty with 6 or more articles in major
learned journals during 5-year period 62%

4. Grad. students with 1/2 to full time
programs 72%

5. Arts and .ence students in total grad.
enrollment %vs. prof. enrollment) 45%

6. Articles by grads. 10 yrs. after Ph.D. 77% (4.8 art.) 73% (4.3) 66% (3.5)
7. % of total U.S. Ph.D.'s awarded 34% 20% 20%

11-15%
6 -l0

2nd group 3rdgroft
91

64% 53%

52% 36%

43% 37%

23% 14%

Besides providing these figures, Berelson lists a number of other criteria which
may be applied in evaluating a graduate program:
1. Enough students for mutual stimulation (at the top universities the average

is 10 or more candidates for the doctorate in 60-65% of the fields in which
the degree is offered).

2. A large enough faculty to provide necessary specialization.

3. A faculty with degrees from the leading universities.

4. Selectivity in the admission of students.

5. Enforcement of the foreign language requirements.

6. Provision for independent research by students- -not a large percentage of
lecture courses.

7. The training of students in research, and high standards for the thesis or
dissertation.

B. Accreditation

Accreditation of graduate programs, as opposed to self-evaluation or educational
survzys, is a relatively nee phenomenon. Standards have been proposed and com-
mittees have made studies from time to time, but only in the past few years have
the regional accrediting associations and state agencies begun to develop specific
guidelines and regulations.
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The Middle States Association has traditionally followed a policy by

which it accredits a whole institution with all of its programs, graduate

and undergraduate, or withholds accreditation; it accredits institutions

rather than programs, on the principle that institutions should offer

programs only in fields where high standards are possible. For the

guidance of institutions considering the establishment of graduate work,

the Association did, however, publish a set of guidelines in 1959, and

with the expansion of master's degree programs in the early 1960's the

Commission on Institutions of Higher Education drew up tentative guide-

lines on the master's degree, which were presented for discussion by the

membership at the annual meeting in December, 1965. With final revisions

the document on the master's degree was published by the Association in

February, 1967. A copy is included for reference in Appendix A of this

report.

The University of the State of New York also has been studying the

problems related to graduate programs and has developed a code for

evaluation. This was approvad by the Commissioner and issued in March,
1962, and an additional set of standards for the evaluation of M.A.T.

programs was issued in June, 1964. Both of these documents are included
for reference in Appendix A.

CONCLUSION

The need for master's degree programs and the contribution which many liberal

arts colleges have been able to make to satisfy this need makes it evident that

more programs must and will be established in the near future.

That there is some opposition to graduate work in the college cannot ae denied.

Such opposition comes from two sources: generalist principles and the fear that

a college will not be able to maintain a quality program at both the undergraduate

and graduate levels.

Generalists argue from the traditional concept of the liberal arts college as a

non-specialized, non-professional institution dedicated to intellectual cultiva-

tion for its own sake. From this point of view, the trend toward graduate edu-

cation exerts a baleful influence on the undergraduate curriculum. Graduate

work is specialized by nature and encourages the establishment of professional

goals and, perhaps, a strong major during the undergraduate years. To counter-

act this influence some generalists, most notably Earl J. McGrath, have suggested

that if colleges enter the graduate field at all they should establish only

generalized master's degree programs. So far, however, such programs have had

little success, since they do not meet the need for specialized knowledge which

is sending most students to graduate school at the present time.

Those who oppose graduate work in the college because they fear a decline in

quality cite the likelihood of large undergraduate sections, heave' teaching

loads, inferior faculty, poorly qualified assistants, lowered standards for

admission and for the degree, and inadequate scholarship and fellowship programs

if a college expands beyond the limit of its resources. All z_,f these dancers

are real enough; yet many colleges have been able, through careful planning, to
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institute graduate programs which not only avoid weakening but actually strengthen

the undergraduate curriculum. Theoddre Dietler and Hugh Taylor are among those
who have studied the problem and concluded that a well conceived and well admin-
istered graauate program can add to the undergraduate strength of a college. A
number of colleges in the Ness-James survey stated that their main reason for in-
ztituting graduate work was to strengthen their undergraduate resources, human as

well as physical. Berelson asserts: "Graduate study helps institutions grow in

quality."

Investigation so far, therefore, has made the need more evident and revealed no
insurmountable obstacles to the institution of a master's degree program in the

liberal arts college. On the contrary, the desirability of more programs of this
type becomes increasingly apparent, provided that safeguards are established to

assure quality. As this repast proceeds to the close study of prc3rams in opera-
tion, special attention will be given to the integration of graduate work with
the traditions of a college, including the establishment of an under-
graduate-graduate sequence.

111.4.-



PART II

PROGRAMS IN OPERAT ION



THE Kt-3

The MA-3 has been in existence for approximately five years. Already
it has been widely recognized as providing the incentive and the
means for superior education at the master's degree level. Its
effectiveness is attested by reports from almost every participating
institution of graduates showing early distinction in teaching and
other professions, and of an unusually high percentage going on to
the Ph.D. Of the 41 programs originally subsidized on an experimental
basis by five-year grants from the Fund for the Advancement of Educa-
tion of the Ford Foundation, 35 have already been evaluated as so
successful that they have been given permanent status in the curriculum,
and additional programs are now being started without subsidy. The
new concept of the senior college, designed to take students through
the third and fourth undergraduate years and the first year of graduate
work, is directly related to the success of the MA-3.

The MA-3 idea was originally proposed in 1960 by Dr. Oliver Carmichael,
consultant to the Fund for the Advancement of Education. Dr. Carmichael
published his plan the following year in the book Graduate Education:
Al Critique and a Program. Here he .utlined a threefold purpose: (1) to
fill the impending need for col:%!ge teachers, especially at the junior
college level, and for other highly qualified personnel in government,
business, and professional work, with holders of unusually strong
master's degrees; (2) by strong preparation of master's candidates,
to shorten the time needed for completing the doctorate and thus to

encourage those capable of earning the highest degree; (3) to increase
the prestige of graduate work in the arts and sciences among superior
students so that it might merit consideration along with such traditional
professional fields as medicine and law. Dr. Carmichael develo?ed a
detailed plan for implementing his suggestions, from the identification
and attraction of candidates to the administration of the program,
and this plan, with some modifications, has provided guidelines for
all programs subsidized by the Fund. The philosophy governing Fund
support has been to encourage the development of original planning
while carrying out the purposes and general outline which Dr. Carmichael
proposed.

Because of this special relationship between proposal and application,
the study which follows is aided into three main parts. First,

Dr. Carmichael's proposal from Graduate Education: A Critique and a
Program is outlined in some detail. Second, two highly successful
programs now in operation are compared and practice in other programs
summarized. Third, a special experiment in college-university
cooperation in the MA-3 is described. Material on specific programs
was gathered by direct correspondence and conversations with directors
of MA-3 plans at 37 colleges and uniErsities, selected at the
suggestion of the Ford Foundation.



The Carmichael Plan

Recruitment and admission
The MA-3 is designed for the upper 15 -20% of the student body, as identified

by scholastic aptitude and achievement.

Dr. Carmichael would begin recruitment among high school seniors with
outstanding records in the academic course. Informed guidance counselors

and opportunities for promising students to visit colleges to be inter-

viewed and see MA-3 ograns in action are primary means of stimulating

early interest.

Colleges are advised to make every effort to identify prospective candidates

among entering freshmen, to interest them in graduate study, and to help

them plan their programs for the first tJa yeor3 to provide the best

possible preparation. During the first two yez.rs these students should

achieve two goals:

a. They should complete all general and arca requirements

for the A.B. degree, such as requirements in English,
social studies, natural science, mathematics, and a foreign

language.

b. They should maintain a scholastic average in the upper

15-20% of their class.

Admission to the pregraduate program, which begins with the third
college year, should be an honor and a privilege to be earned. An

esprit de corps among interested and qualified students should be
encouraged as early as possible. A faculty Recruitment Committee
(described below, under the heading Faculty and Administration) ray
be set up to work with individuals and departments during the first
two college years to stimulate interest, to evaluate, and to advise.

At the end of the second year, student records should be scrutinized
and recommendations for admission made. Some students who were
thought promising as freshmen will be eliminated at this time, and
others, who developed academic strength after admission to college,

will be added. Transfer students, especially those who have shown
distinction in completing the academic course at a junior college,
are an important source of recruitment as they apply for upper level

work. The Carmichael plan suggeststhe possibility of cooperative
arrangements with junior colleges so that pregraf:te admission

requirements may be met.

Admission to pregraduate or graduate work at the end of the third or
fourth college years would be unusual but not impossible in the MA-3.
Permission would be granted only to those students vho, although
working outside the program, had kept pace It fulfilled the

requirements. Thus the door is left open for "late bl.oliers" and
holders of the A.B. from other institutions who givc 1,rcnise of
superior performance in graduate work.



The Pregraduate Program
Students in th° th4 vi AAA fourth college years, according to the

Carmichael recommendations, should fulfill all regular course work

required for the A.B., should complete a major and, if cus::omary at

the institution, a minor field of concentration with d'.partmentai

advice, and should maintain at least a B average. In addition, they

should fulfill special requirements as follows:

a. Independent reading. A list of readings designed by a faculty

committee in the student's major field should be given to the student

each year for completion within that year (September to September, to

allow for summer study). The readings should be chosen with a view

to preparation for a Ph.D. qualifying examination. During the third

and fourth years the readings may also serve as a source of material

for special seminar papers.

b. Seminars and papers. Seminars designed to introduce the student

to the university idea of scholarship should be organized for MA-3

candidates in both pregraduate years. The seminars will ordinarily

be in the student's major field. For his seminar each third-year

student should be asked to write two semester papers requiring

elementary research on an assigned subject, and each fourth-year

student should write a more extensive senior essay. It may be

possible, through choice of subject, to correlate some of the

independent reading described above with the seminar papers. In

preparing the papers students should be asked to follow the manual

of style used for graduate work in their field. Credits should be

assigned for the seminars so that they may count toward the under-

graduate major.

c. Foreign languages. Since a primary purpose of the MA-3 is to

encourage students to go on to the doctorate, and since most doctoral

programs require a reading knowledge of at least two foreign languages,

the MA-3 requires preparation in two foreign languages rather than

the one usually required for the A.B. The recommendation is that

candidates begin or continue work in one foreign language during the

first two college years and begin work in a second language during

the third or fourth year. The object is to achieve proficiency in

one language and reading skill in the second before receiving the

master's degree. The candidate will then be able to pass his

language examinations at the beginning of his doctoral study. In

fields where another skill, such as statistics, is customarily

substituted for the second language, requirements for the MA-3 should

be appropriately adjusted.

d. Summer study. Formal course work in the summer should not

ordinarily be required of MA-3 candidates, since they must devote

at least part of their free time to independent reading. Summer

study may be recommended in individual cases, however, for special

purposes such as fulfillment of the foreign language requirement.

It may be especially helpful to the candidate who enters the program

late, with good ability but some lack of special background.
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The Carmichael plan envisions the pregraduate programs as comparable
with premed programs or prelaw. Inc requirements outlined above
provide only the academic framework. Equally important is the con-
tinued development of esprit de corps through special activities,
opportunities to meet and converse with distinguished scholars, and,
most of all, a close faculty-student relationship. It has been
found that the interest in scholarship and the achievement of pre-
graduate students, far from discouraging other undergraduates, serves
as a leaven in the student body.

The Graduate Program
The final year of the MA-3 continues the work of the third and fourth
undergraduate years to complete the master's degree requirements.
The master's is conceived as demanding 30 credits of academic work
beyond the A.B., most of it in the major field. If the institution
award' other master's degrees, the MA-3 is regarded as an honors
master's degree program. In addition to fulfilling all of the
regular requirements, MA-3 candidates must complete the following:

a. Independent reading. The reading lists of the third and fourth
undergraduate years are continued as a part of graduate work.
By the time he receives his master's degree, an MA-3 candidate
should be able to pass a Ph.D. qualifying examination in
his major field.

b. Seminar and thesis. A thesis may be demanded of all master's
candidates at an institution, but in the MA-3 program the
thesis should be of especially high scholarly quality. The
thesis seminar should continue the work of the junior and
senior seminars in providing guidance and training in scholarly
writing. By the time he receives his degree, the MA-3 candidate
should be able to approach the writing of a doctoral dissertation
with assurance.

c. Foreign languages. The candidate should complete work on his
second language in the graduate year.

d. Teaching experience. Since one of the purposes of the MA-3
is to supply the need for college teachers, the candidate
should be given one semester If supervised teaching experience
at the junior college level in his graduate year. Preferably
he should teach one 3-credit elementary course in his field
under the close supervision of an experienced instructor.

Comprehensive examinations may or may not be required by a given
program. The Carmichael plan assumes that they will probably be
required of all master's candidates and that MA-3 students should be
held to exceptionally high standards in passing them. Preferably
there will be an oral examination on the thesis as well as written
examinations, since the oral provides additional experience in
meeting requirements for the Ph.D. The minimum B average which
MA-3 students must maintain applies also throughout the graduate year.



1st year

The recommended program may be summarized as follows:

1 2nd year

Completion of all general
and area requirements for
A.B.: English, social

science, natural science,
mathematics, foreign
language, etc.

Maintenance of scholastic

average in upper 15-20% of
class.

Identification of likely
candidates as entering
freshmen on basis of
high school record, test
scores, academic interests,
personal qualifications.

At end of second year,
selection of candidates
for pregraduate program
on basis of college record.
Some addition and elimina-
tion at this time.

Transfer students to be
&tatted if they meet
requirements.

3rd year 14th year Sth year

Pregraduate program. Graduate program.
1

Completion of major, minor, Completion of re-
and elective requirements for quirements for M.A.
A.B. i degree.

Maintenance of B average
at least.

Beginning study of a second
foreign language

Junior re- Senior research
search train- training semi-
ing seminar: nar: senior
2 semester
papers re-
quiring ele-
mentary re-
search on
assigned
subject. Ob-
servance of
scholarly
style.

thesis requir-
ing research
and observance
of scholarly
style.

Maintenance of B
average.

Completion of
second foreign
language requiremen

Completion of 3
semester hours of
supervised teaching
experience at the
junior college leve

Completion of thesi

Completion of compr
pensive examination
and defense of thee
if required.

Completion of independent reading in 3rd, 4th, and
5th years from lists compiled by faculty committees
ith a view to preparing students for Ph.D. quali-
ying examinations.

ummer study of independent reading. Summer
ourses only as needed by individual students to
ompiete requirements.

If the candidate goes on to the Ph.D., as expected, he should pass
his foreign language and qualifying examinations in the first semester
of his first year of doctoral study, complete his course requirements,
and begin research the same year. In the second year he should write
his dissertation, pass his defense, and receive the degree. If this
seems optimistic, his long training in research writing as well as
his thorough preparation in his subject and in foreign languages should
be kept in mind.

The MA-3 is conceived as especially well suited to the needs of women
. students of high ability. If they are reluctant, as many women are,

to commit themselves to the long-term demands of the doctorate, they
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can earn an unusually strong master's by the end of the 5th year
and will be qualified to teach at the junior college level, where
instructors are greatly needed. If, after completing the master's
program, they wish to go on to the doctorate, they will find the
time requirement considerably shortened by the preparation they have
received.

Faculty and administration
Beyond the usual departmental organization, three faculty committees
are recommended to support the MA-3, especially in its first few years.

a. Recruitment Committee. This committee, with 3-5 members,
would seek to arouse interest in the program and might be asked
to make recommendations on admission. It might organize programs
on college teaching as a profession and might invite distinguished

scholars to the campus. It would keep in touch with promising

students during their first two college years and would counsel
them on meeting the requirements for admission to pregraduate
work. It might be authorized to study relationships with specific
nigh schools and junior colleges with a view to recruitment.

b. Pregraduate Committee. lost of the 3-5 members of this committee
would have undergraduate teaching as their primary responsibility,
but at least one member should be primarily concerned with graduate

work. The committee would be asked to keep in close touch with
pregraduate studnets individually and as a group. It might cooperate

with the recruitment committee in making recommendations for ad-
mission and with the graduate contaittee in establishing the lists

for independent reading. It would continue the work of the re-

cruitment committee in providing opportunities for students to
hear and meet distinguished scholars and would in general promote

close faculty-student relationships. The Carmichael plan suggests

that in a small institution the same committee might perform the
functions of recruitment and pregraduate supervision, but the
recommendation is that in such circumstances the committee members
would need released time for their extra duties.

c. Graduate Committee The majority of this 3-5 member committee should
be primarily concerned with graduate teaching, but at least one member

should represent the undergraduate approach. The committee should

work with department chairmen, and with the pregraduate committee if
desired, in drawing up the lists for independent reading. The

validity of the lists will depend on a clear understanding of the
purposes, scope, and type of preparation needed for the Ph.D.

qualifying examination in given subject matter fields and also on
an understanding of the intellectual growth of students, year by

year. The lists must be revised periodically to meet current

standards.

The Graduate Committee must also work closely with students to
encourage and advise them and with departments to maintain standards

of quality. It may organize special meetings with scholars for
graivate students, and it may set up seminars for departments at
which standards, especially those for evaluating students' written
work, can be discussed and compared.
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The Graduate Committee might be asked to work with other colleges
to help them arrange programs by which their graduates, holding
the A.B. degree, could qualify to enter the MA-3 program in the
final year.

Because the work of the Graduate Committee is likely to be ex-
tremely demanding, especially during the first few years of a
new program, the Carmichael recommendation is that the members be
given released time during these years to fulfill their duties.

The administration of the program is conceived as the responsibility
of a graduate dean or director, who would work with the students, the
faculty committees and departments, and the general administration of
the college to coordinate efforts and plan for continuing success.

It must be kept in mind that the
yet been tested in practice. As
show, however, it was remarkably
pattern which institutions could
ality and their students' needs.

program as outlined above had not
the analysis of actual programs will
effective in providing a workable
develop in relation to their individu-

II. Programs in Operation

The MA-3 programs at the University of Arizona and at Pembroke College
of Brown University have been selected as representative of programs
in operation because they are full-scale adaptations of the Carmichael
plan, achieving successful results under widely varying conditions.
The differences as well as the similarities will be apparent in the
following comparative chart:

Recruit-
ment,
identifi-
cation,

admission
to MA-3

Arizona

Incoming freshmen are offered a
number of incentives to identify
themselves as superior students:

1. They may apply for

advanced standing with
high scores on CEEB
Advanced Placement exams.
The exams must be
forwarded to Arizona
after grading at Princeton,
and if the appropriate
depts. then approve,
freshmen may be exempted
from req. courses and
admitted to more advanced
work in biology, chemistry,
English, foreign languages,
history, and mathematics.

2. They may score well on
placement examinations
after admission to
college. In English they
may win exemption from
one semester of

Pembroke

Incoming freshmen are identified on
admission on the basis of three criteria:

1. They must place in the predicted
upper half of the entering class

2. They must present 3-4 years in
one foreign language in order to
be able to study the literature

of that language in college.

3. They must have demonstrated thei
interest in and potential for
pursuing a life of scholarship.

Like Arizona, Pembroke permits incoming
freshmen to win exemption from freshman
English by examination (CEEB advanced
placement or dept. exam). It permits
them also to satisfy foreign language
requirements (see next page) and
distribution requirements (CEEB adv.
placement or dept. exam), although it
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Recruit- the freshman course and receive
ment, etc. credit for that semester on suc-
(cont.) cessfully completing the second.

In foreign languages they may ful-
fill the entire 16 unit undergrad.
requirement by proficiency exam
(but see below for additional FL
req. for MA-3). In math they may
be exempted from basic courses. In
chemistry they may be admitted to
Honors work even as incoming fresh --
men with consent of the dept.

3. They may receive non-residence
credit by examination for up to 12
credits of college work by arrange-
ment with the R2gistrar and the
appropriate dept. (This privilege
may be exercised throughout the

undergraduate years; it is not re-
stricted to incoming freshmen.)

It might be noted that while the

avenues to distinction for entering
freshmen summarized above may re-
flect the less selective admissions
policy at Arizona, th_ opportunities
for acceleration are also helpful
to MA-3 candidates who may wish to
qualify for some graduate work in
the fourth undergraduate year.
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Pembroke

will not give credit by examination
toward the undergraduate degree.
Unlike Arizona, however, Pembroke
uses none of these examinations

or exemptions as selection devices
for admission to the Master's
sequence. The three criteria
listed above are considered sufficient.

1

Fresh- 1, By doing distinguished work in the
man first semester of a basic course,
year freshmen may be exempted from the

second semester and admitted to
more advanced work.

2. Students interested in the MA-3
are strongly urged to qualify for
Honors work in the second semester
of the freshman year. To qualify
for Honors a student must be nom.
inated by a member of the teaching
faculty, recommended by a faculty
committee which reviews the nomina-

tions, and approved by vote of the
University Honors Council. If ad-
mitted, the student is given special
privileges and responsibilities:

a. He participates in a special
lecture series, "Frontiers

of Knowledge," in which
Arizona faculty and visiting
scholars discuss research
in progress and welcome
questions.

The MA-3 is actually an MA-5 at
Pembroke. That is, identification
of incoming freshmen by the criteria
summarized above is considered
sufficient to permit a student to
start the undergraduate-graduate
sequence immediately. It is
possible, however, for a student
who does not fulfill expectations
or who changes her plans to transfer
to the ordinary undergraduate program
at the beginning or end of any
semester during her undergraduate years.

Four courses are the normal undergraduate
load at Pembroke. 7'.e special Master's

candidate in the freshman year divides her
program between two courses normally

open to undergraduates and two designed
for her special requirements.
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licrr

(cont.)

I

Arizona

b. He is permitted to enroll in
Honors sections of basic courses.

00 He is interviewed by a panel of
faculty members, who question him
about his work, the subject matter
of his courses, his field of in-
terest, his curricular and extra-

curricular activities, and his
plans for the future. The purpose
of the interview, which is re-
peated in the sophomore year, is
to give the student the benefit of
advice from several faculty
members and also to give him
experience in expressing him-
self orally so that he may be
prepared for oral examinations
and interviews in the future.

Among the general advantages of
Honors work to an undergraduate,
Arizona lists close association
with faculty members, indi

vidualized planning, permission
to enroll for excess credits,
and permission to make freer
course substitutions than
other students. Upperclassmen
may also pursue independent study
and receive graduate credit for
some courses taken as under-
graduates (see below). Honors
students are also given special

consideration in applications for
scholarships, and at the end
of the sophomore year, in
applications for the MA-3

program. The point may be
repeated that Honors work at
Arizona is not the same as MA-3
work but is regarded as the
normal road of entry tn the MA-3
program. Students may, however,
continue Honors during their
third and fourth years without
applying for admission to the
MA-3.

Since the MA-3 requires a minimum
of two years in one foreign
language at he college level
(or the passing of an

examination at that level) and
at least one year in a second
language, students interested
LI the program may include

language study in their work for
the freshman and sophomore years,
but they are not required co do so

Pembroke

a. The first of the special courses
is a seminar open only to students
in the Master's program and to a few
others by permission of the dept.
Such seminars are offered by the
depts. of classics, economics, English,
French, German, history, linguistics,

philosophy, political science, Russian,
sociology, and Spanish. The student
normally elects her seminar in the
field of her expected concentration,

although a final choice of field
need not be made until the end of
the sophomore year. Seminar work
consists of independent reading or
laboratory experiment, the writing
of critical papers, and seminar dis-
cussion.

b. The second special elective is
language study: either a continuation
of the language presented for admission
or beginning work in a second language.
No special courses for Master's
students are offered in language,
but the requirement of continued
language study applies only to them,
since other students may satisfy degree
requirementsby passing a foreign
language test at the intermediate level
or above or entering with advanced

.-:standing in the language at the college

intermediate level or above.

Each freshman in the Master's program
will also be assigned to a faculty
counselor, a member of the dept. of
her major interest--the field in
which she expects to pursue graduate
work. This counselor will ordinarily
remain with the student throughout
the five years of the program. One
faculty member in each participating
department will usually counsel all of
the special Master's students in that
department and will bring them together
periodically in informal seminars. If
a student changes her field of concen-

tration, a counselor from the new
department will be assigned.

Pembroke, like Arizona, has an Honors
program which is closely allied with
special Master's work, but at Pembroke
Honors work does not begin until the
third year.



Sophomore
year

Arizona

1. The special lecture serie-,,

"Frontiers of Knowledge"
continues throughout the
sophomore year.

2. Sophomore Honors students are
admitted to a special
colloquim in natural science,
conducted m a discussion basis
with a small number of
participants.

3. Sophomore Honors students are
also admitted to a special
section of the required
Humanities course with a small

enrollment.
The interview by faculty

Junior
year

members,
repeated

. Language

described above, is
in the sophomore year.
study may be continued.

At the end of the sophomore year,
a student is accepted or rejected
for the MA-3 program. Admission
is based on the following
criteria:

1. Recommendation by a
faculty member from one
of the participating

departments (at present,
anthropology, English,
French, geology, history,
physics, and Spanish).

2. Academic record during the
freshman and sophomore
years, especially work in
Honors courses.

3. Interviews of candidates by
faculty committee.

All candidates are screened
by the faculty committee
for the NA-3 program, under
the chairmanship of the
director of the program.
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Pembroke

1. Candidates continue to fulfill language
and distribution requirements.

2. Another special seminar, open only to
candidates for the Master's program or
by permission, is elected.

3. Counseling by the special faculty
adviser is continued.

4. At the end of the year each student
chooses the field in which she eventually
expects to pursue graduate work.

The record of each student in the program
is reviewed at the end of the sophomore
year,Xt is_mpected th4t_a this.point quo-
telVagtoicrifthalkEehAl-44, litiMittpa to
Ifor which requires a cumulative average of
12.75 or above. Some students who were not

joriginally selected for the Master's program
but who have demonstrated scholarly
excellence in the first two years may also

;be invited to participate at this time.

t
0

I

1

At Pembroke, as at Arizona, a student may
participate in the Honors program without

electing to participate in the special
Master's program, but at both institutions

a student in the Master's program is

expected to qualify for and to do Honors

work. At both institutions Honors work is
available only in specified departments.
These departments at Arizona are listed
in the opposite column; at Pembroke they
are the ones in which special freshman-

sophomore programs are available: classics,

economics, English, French, German, history,
linguistics, philosophy, political science,
Russian, sociology, and Spanish.

Between the sophomore and j1laior

years, the ?1A -3 candidate is re-

quired to elect an Honors course
in summer reading for 1-3 cre4its.
He reads from a list drawn up by

his major adviser, and on hict

s

return

At the beginning of the junior year
each student comes under the super-
vision of the Honors Director within
her major department. This is a
senior faculty member in close touch
with the Graduate School. Honors



Junior
year

(cont.)

Arizona

he takes an oral or written examina-
tion or submits a report on this
reading to the satisfaction of the
adviser, who then sends a grade to
the Registrar for entry on the
student's permanent record.

During the junior year the student
takes the course Honors for Juniors
for 2-4 credits in his own major
department. This course requires
independent study under the direc-

tion of a faculty adviser from the
department and culminates in the
writing of a report. The work is

designed to introduce and accustom
the student to the sources, tools,
methods, and techniques of his
major field, and hopefully it will
prepare the way for the selection
of a senior Honors project, which
will in turn lead to the master's
thesis.

In addition to his Honors course,
the junior pursues regular course
work in his major and related fields
and continues foreign language study
if he has not yet fulfilled the
requirements.

At the end of the junior year the
MA-3 candidate is given an oral
examination by a panel of faculty
members. The examination includes
questioning on his course work,
his program, and his plans.
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Pembroke

work differs slightly from depart-
ment to department, and programs
must be planned to meet requirements
and yet suit the needs of individual
students. Each student also con-
tinues to benefit from the advice
of the faculty counselor with whom
she has worked since the freshman
year.

Juniors, in general, elect Independent
Study in the major field, together
with several courses required
for Honors in that field. (Honors
students normally take at least
ten semester courses, excluding
elementary courses, in the major
field during the junior and senior
years; some of these are required
courses and some electives, the
proportion varyin' from department
to department.)

At the end of the junior year each
candidate's record is reviewed by
the directing committee to determine
whether she may continue in the
program.

Senior
Year

Between the junior and the senior
years, the candidate elects a
second course in summer reading

for 1-3 credits. As before, the
list is arawn up by the major ad-
viser, and the student is given
a grade on his return after sub-
mitting a report or being examined
on the material.

During the senior year the course
Honors for Seniors, carrying 4-6
credits, leads to the writing of
an Honors paper (considered the
equivalent of a senior thesis). As

noted above, this work is designed
to lead to the master's thesis.

If the student has taken advantage

In the senior year each candidate is
required to take at least one inde-

pendent study course designed to
increase her competence in biblio-
graphical or laboratory methods in her
major and she does as much work as possible
possible in Honors seminars.

Comprehensive examination and thesis
requirements for undergraduates
differ from department to department.
In general, comprehensive examinations
are required of all undergraduates in
non-sequential majors, and special
Master's candidates observe the
general regulation. A thesis is

required of Honors students (hence
'taster's candidates) in some fields
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Senior of opportunities for acceleration

Year throughout the undergraduate years

(cont. (credit by examination, summer
reading, etc.), it is expected that

he will complete his credit re-
quirements for the A.B. degree
before the end of his senior year.
Depending on his rate of accelera-
tion, he is therefore permitted to
take up to 15 units for graduate
credit during his senior year. In

no case can the same credits be

counted toward both the undergraduate

and the graduate degree, but this

device for acceleration is especial-

ly helpful to the student who ex-

pects eventually to proceed to the

Ph.D. and wishes to complete his
credit requirements as soon as

possible.

Candidates are also encouraged to
take the foreign language reading
examination for the master's degree
(one language required) during the

senior year.

A special feature of the Arizona

program during the senior year is

an "apprenticeship" which he serves

with one faculty member in his

major field. lie does such work as

assembling bibliographies, survey-
ing library holdings on a special
subject, preparing tests and ques-

tions, correcting examinations,
reading special papers or reports,

setting up laboratory experiments

and demonstrations, classifying
and preparing specimens for col-
lections, reading proof, compiling
special indexes, and reading and
preparing abstracts of books or

articles of special interest. lie

spends about 5 hours a week at this

work and is paid at an approved

hourly rate. The purpose is to

provide him with some experience
in preparation for his teaching as-
signment in the graduate year, to
give him a ',.aste of academic life,

and to provide an opportunity for
him to work closely with a faculty
member in his chosen field.
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but not in others. For example, a

thesis is required in classics, in

English, in history, in sociology;

no thesis is required in economics,

in French, in Spanish.

The Honors examination differs from

the general comprehensives and is
required of all candidates. It may

be oral, written, or both. In

fields where a thesis is required,

it emphasizes the material of the

thesis and related subjects. If

there has been no thesis, the exam-

ination concentrates on the student's

course work and independent reading.

At the end of the senior year the

successful candidate receives her

A.B. degree with Honors.
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year

(cont.)

Graduat
year

Arizona

During the second semester of the
senior year the student must pass
a comprehensive written examination
given by his major department and
finally an oral examination on his
field and the material of his thesis
The oral examination is conducted
by a panel of faculty members ap-
pointed by the Honors Council of
the University.

At the end of the senior year suc-
cessful candidates receive the
A.B. degree with Honors.
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Course work at the graduate level
is continued, and students who
earned some graduate credits the
preceding year may now begin to
earn credits in excess of thc.

master's requirement, to be
counted toward the doctorate.

A thesis is required. The subject
will preferably be developed from
work done for the senior thesis
the preceding year. Independent
reading and investigation done
during the junior and senior years
and in the graduate year in prepara-

tion of the thesis should, it is
felt, constitute at least one fifth
of a student's total credits during
these three years.

During the graduate year candidates
are asked to pass the foreign
language test in a second language.
This, together with the test which
they passed in one fotc4?n language
during their senior year, satisfies

the language requirements for most
doctoral programs.

The candidate also is given one
semester's teaching experience at
the college level during his
graduate year, preferably as a
regular graduate assistant in his
department. He conducts lectures
and discussions, supervises recita-
tions and laboratory sections,
assigns and corrects written work
of several types, evaluates and
grades recitations and written
work, and conducts remedial sessions

Course work is continued at the
graduate level, but emphasis falls
on independent study and research.

A thesis is required in which the
student is asked to demonstrate

her grasp of method as well as

subject.

For teaching experience, each
student is assigned to a senior
faculty member who acts as counselor
and provides opportunities for the
student to advise undergraduates,
direct laboratory work, and aid
in classroom instruction.

A general qualifying examination
in the field of the student's
specialty is also required for the
degree.

At the end of the graduate year
successful candidates receive the
N.A. degree.
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year

(cont.)

Arizona

This experience is given preferably
in the first semester so that the
second semester will be free for
the completion of the thesis and
preparation for the final examina-
tion. For his teaching the student
is paid at regular rates for a
graduate assistant from depart-
mental funds.

Finally, the candidate must pass
an oral examination on thesis and
subject field. Since he has been
examined orally by a faculty com-
mittee at least once a year for
the five years of his undergraduate
and graduate work, assuming that he
took advantage of Honors opportuni-
ties, the graduate oral will be
less formidable to him in prospect
than it would be to the average
student, and he will be well equipped
for further oral examinations if
he decides to proceed to the
doctorate.

At the end of the graduate year,
successful candidates receive the
M.A. degree.

Faculty
and

Admin-
istra-

tion

The program is administered by a
Director attached to the Graduate
College of the University, with
the cooperation of the Director
of the Honors Program for under-
graduates.

These directors are advised by
faculty committees such as the
Honors Council and by the parti-
cipating departments.
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Faculty members are called upon to
advise and work closely with
students, especially in directing
independent reading and research
and in carrying through the
apprenticeship and assistantship
programs. They also serve on

examining panels at all levels of the
curriculum and participate in the
"Frontiers of Knowledge" lecture
series. Such special responsi-
bilities are weighed in determining
course load, though no published
formula is available.

The program is administered for
Pembroke College by the Dean, who
serves as Chairman of the Special
Master's Degree Program. There is
a corresponding administrator for
men at the College, and constant
cooperation is maintained with the
Dean of the Graduate School.

The Director of the Honors Program
and the Honors Council advise on
the coordination of Honors work
with the program.

Participating departments have a
high degree of freedom in establish-
ing requirements (thesis, examina-
tions, required courses) and offering
special programs such as freshman
seminars.

Faculty members are called upon
within their own departments to
serve as five -year, counselors, to
direct Honors work within the depart-
ment, to serve on departmental Honors
committees, to direct student teaching,
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Finance
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to direct work on theses, to give
comprehensive and oral examinations,
etc. As at Arizona, such responsi-
bilities are weighed in determining
course load, but there is no pub-
lished formula.

The Arizona program is described as
"not in itself a scholarship program
in a financial sense," but partici-

pants are encouraged to apply for
scholarships and fellowships through
regular channels with confidence
that they will be "quite likely to
fare well iv the general competi-
tion."

Beyond this, some "modest" financial
assistance has been provided espe-
cially for participants. Beginning

with the junior year, money is pro-
vided for the purchase of books for
summer reading, for subscriptions
to professional journals, and for
acquisition of special reference
works. Some direct grants are made
for special research projects, in-
cluding field projects, and for
special study such as enrollment in
a summer foreign language program.
Finally, as noted above, students
are paid at the regular hourly rate
for the work of the senior year
apprenticeship and at the regular
rate for the assistantship of the
graduate year.

Arizona received a five-year grant
from the Fund for the Advancement
of Education to start the program.
Most such grants are in excess of
$200,000, but Arizona does not
specify the exact amount.

No special scholarships or fellow-

ships are designated for the program,
but as at Arizona, students who need
aid may apply through the regular
channels. Since to be in the program
they must have outstanding academic
records, they are thought likely to
fare well.

There are no special grants for
books, special projects, or appren-
ticeships. Graduate assistantships
are available in the graduate school
on a regular basis, and those students
who carry a regular assistantship
program are paid at the regular rate.

The Brown University grant from the
Ford Foundation for this program
was $262,000 to provide support for
five years. This amount was to be
used for subsidy at Pembroke, the
College, and the Graduate School;
hence it cannot be c,-,rsidered in

relation to Pembroke alone.

Pros-
pects

Arizona has been a leader in
instituting program cor the su-
perior student at both the under-
graduate and the graduate level.
The MA-3 is considered a natural
extension of this movement toward
excellence and has already been
integrated into the university
structure of honors and encourage-
ment of advanced study. The

Director of the program, Professor

At Pembroke, as at Arizona, the
integration of the special master's
program with the honors structure
already in existence has been help-
ful in relating it to institutional
traditions. The more selective
admissions policies at Pembroke
lead to less emphasis in the program
on the identification of the superior
student and the conferring of dis-
tinction and special opportunity.
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(cont.)
Thomas W. Parker of the Graduate
College, writes that it has up-
graded scholarship on the campus,
especially among liberal arts
students, and that for superior
students it has provided an
unusually strong academic
sequence, a distinction to be
earned, and the opportunity
to work closely with able and
respected faculty members. He
is particularly interested in
the fact that the program has
helped to erase "the artificial
line between undergraduate and
graduate work" and that it has
been "especially beneficial for
those students--of whom there is
a high number--continuing on
for the doctoral degree."
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Yet there is some sense of distinc-
tion in the expressed philosophy
of the Pembroke program, "that the
educational process should be a
continuum, that for many students
undergraduate work should lead
simply and directly to graduate
work, and that the attitude and
competence required of a graduate
student may be instilled within
the undergraduate years." While

the student who comiletes the pro-
gram is believed to be qualified
to teach her specialty in a junior
college or the first two years of
an undergraduate college, the many
who are encouraged to proceed to
the doctorate should be able to
earn their degrees in only two or
three additional years. As a
further encouragement to doctoral
study, if a Pembroke student
decides after her senior year in
this program that she wishes the
Ph.D., she is permitted to bypass
the M.A. because of the unusually
strong training of her undergraduate
years.

The comparison of the Arizona and Pembroke programs and the relation-
ship of both to the original Carmichael plan shows that despite dif-
ferences in detail a common philosophy finds expression in features
Characteristic of both: identification and recruitment of superior
students, provision for independent reading and directed research at
the undergraduate as well as the graduate level, establishment of an
undergraduate-graduate sequence to ease the transition from college
to graduate school, development if skill in two foreign languages,
introduction to teaching in the undergraduate or junior college,
encouragement of doctoral study. Special features--freshman seminars,
summer reading, teaching apprenticeships--reflect the imaginative
interpretation of the basic principles in the context of institutional
resources and needs.

Other Institutions

Since every institution studied offers some special features distinc-
tively its own, a complete summary would be lengthy. A selection may
be useful, however, in indicating the variety which exists:

1. Co-curricular events. Most institutions arrange some special
lectures, discussions, and the like, for MA-3 candidates (see the
"Frontiers of Knowledge" series at Arizona described above). The
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events scheduled at New York University are related to these but are
notable for the full use they make of the resources of the University
and of New York City itself. The "co-curricular" designation derives
from the fact that although these sessions are not formal courses, they
are considered a part of the Ford Scholar (MA-3) curriculum, not "extra-
curricular" in the usual sense of that term.

The N.Y U. sessions have been developed from a pilot project of the
1963-64 academic year. About ten meetings were held that year, from
November to April, and most drew upon the resources of the university:the Fales Collection of rare books, taping sessions of Sunrise Semesterlectures, and a tour of the Institute of Fine Arts. Visits to the
U.N. and the New York Historical Society were included also. Some dis-
tinguished members of the faculty and administration participated, forexample, Dean William Buckler and Dr. Sidney Hook.

In 1964-65 the series was expanded and the emphasis shifted from
tours to seminars and discussion meetings. Four early fall meetingscentered on the cultural resources of New York and included a tour ofthe ANTA Washington Square Theatre. These were followed by a series
of seven meetings on various aspects of college teaching. Speakers
included Professors Emanuel Stein and David Boroff, and students were
again invited to taping sessions for the Sunrise Semester. Finally,
from March to May, there was a series of six meetings on the contemporary
arts, led by such practicing artists as Virgil Thomson and Marianne Moore.Throughout the year, locusong:the meetings were supplemented by aseries of faculty-student buffet luncheons to provide an opportunity forinformal association and discussion. An effort was made to bring to the
luncheons those faculty members whom students had expressed a specialdesire to meet.

The 1965-66 series was comparable except that there was further
emphasis on the arts in contemporary America, with four sessions each
on the visual arts, music, and poetry. Richard Rodgers, Virgil Thomson,Muriel Rukeyser, Robert Lowell, and Richard Wilbur were among the
participants. Seminars on college teaching and scholarship were ledby such guest speakers as Professor Robert Langbaum of the University
of Virginia and Henry Simon of Simon and Schuster.

After three years of operation :Le series has proved to be important
in stimulating interdisciplinary interests among students, in orienting stu-dents toward academic and intellectual life, and in recruiting students
eager to participate in a program offering such opportunities in addition
to formal study.

2. Interdisciplinary courses. The interdisciplinary movement has been
gaining strength for many years, since the early experiments with American
Studies, Medieval Studies, and the like. Because the MA-3 programs point
toward graduate work, which normally requirtt's specialization, relativelylittle has been done to introduce interdisciplinary courses or sequences
within them, even where such courses or sequences are available. At
Pembroke, for example, a student may do Honors work in interdepartmental
fields, and in addition University Courses in Interdisciplinary Studieshave been sponsored at Brown by the Carnegie Corporation and are open toPembroke students; however, these do not form a part of the MA-3 sequence.This situation makes more notable the few experiments that are beingmade. At N.Y.U. some interdisciplinary courses, for example, an explora-tion of relationships between English literature and philosophy, are
planned for MA-3 undergraduates at University College. At the University
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of Colorado a social science-interdisciplinary course is required of all
Colorado SctIolars (MA-3 participants) in the junior year. This is a
weekly two-hour colloquy between students and an interderartmental staff
of four or more on the relevancy of the students' specialties to general
knowledge; it is planned to give students expe:'ionce in handling ideas
(the 1965 topic was "Decision and Chi ice in a Democratic Society"). At

Tulane University a series of interdenr?tmental colloquia for participants
extends from the second through the fourth year. For second-year students

a broad, general topic is proposed each year (for 1965-66, "Is There
Anything Universal in Man?" and for 1966-67 Man Against 1114.th: A History

of Fallacious Theories"). For third- and fourth-year students there is

a choice among colloquia in the humanities, the natural and life sciences,

and the social sciences (humanities topic 1965-66 and 1966-67, "An Inves-
tigation of the Arts in the Twentieth Century"; natural and life sciences

topic for the same years, "Contributions of Physics and Chemistry to the
Biological Sciences u° social sciences topic 1965-66, "Social Criticism

in Satire," and 1966167, "Values in the Social Sciences: Invaluable or
Worthless?"). At St. Louis University, re:mired philosophy and special

reading courses are designed to guide participants toward a synthesis of

their specialized knowledge and an understanding of the relationships

between it and other fields. All of these programs are still experimental;

but they reflect consciousness of a need for balance between increasing

specialization and the liberal arts tradition.

3. Junior year abroad. Only one university among those studied specificially

relates a special master's program to the junior year abroad, but this

relationship is well defined and correlated with the program as a whole.

The Tulane Scholars and Fellows Progran is designed, like the Pembroke

program, to extend from the student's first year in college through his

first graduate year. For the first three years the student is called a

Tulane Scholar, and for the last two years he is called a Tulane Fellow.

This division, together with the early start in the freshman year, makes

it possible for the junior year to serve as a culmination of basic studies,

to be followed by the advanced phase of the program, and Scholars are urged

to enroll for the Junior Year Abroad Program. Tulane does not maintain its

own campuses abroad but gives credit for approved programs at universities

in Great Britain, France, Germany, Spain, Italy and Israel. Since "full

cogoetence" in one foreign language and sufficient knowledge of another to

use it in research are required of all Scholars and Fellows at Tulane,

as of MA-3 candidates at almost every institution, study abroad is con-

sidered valuable in meeting the foreign language requirement as well as

in providing opportunities for cultural exchange and depth in various

fields of major interest.

4. Pregraduate summer session. Although almost all of the MA-3 programs

have successfully helped students to earn the master's degree within a

year after receiving the A.B. and also to accelerate the Ph.D. if they

choose to continue their studies, a few reports record delays at the

master's level because of difficulty in finding a topic and complatirg

research on the thesis. This difficulty does not seem to arise at

institutions which require independent study culminating in _ senior

thesis during the undergraduate years. At the University of Wyoming,

however, the senior thesi, is optional, and all MA -3 candidates are re-

quired Anstead to complete a five week summer term in residence after

receiving the A.B. This summer term is devoted to exploring a thesis

subject, or if the student has already made progress on his thesis,
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to completing some graduate course work in advance of the fall semester.

To lessen the financial burden of the summer session, each student

participating in it receives a stipend of $400.

4. Relationships with junior colleges. Since one of the purposes of

the original Carmichael plan was to educate faculty members for junior

colleges and also to provide superior advanced programs for honor
graduates of junior colleges, a number of MA-3 institutions emphasize

the establishment of close relationships with junior colleges for

recruitment, for practice teaching in the graduate year, and for

placement of students who complete the program. The University of

Denver specifically works on recruitment and placement with the coopera-

tion of junior colleges in the area. Tulane, despite its preference for

five-year planning, accepts qualified junior college graduates as third-

year students on the same basis as students who have spent their first

two years at Tulane. Stetson has developed a placement arrangement with

Florida public junior colleges to the point where appointments are assured

for all students who complete the fifth year at Stetson and receive the

master's degree.

5. Recruitment of women. The MA-3 has proved to be especially effective

with women students. Professor Richard Horland, Director of the program at

Stetson, writes of the advantages of the MA-3 for women, for the sponsoring

institution, and for the community:
Most women undergraduates, at this point in their

careers, are thinking of things other than spend-

ing four years pursuing the elusive Ph.D. They

are, however, quite inta-..ested in obtaining the

master's, and they make excellent teachers. In

the revision of our program which will take place

next year when the Ford grant expires, we intend

to give particular attention to this aspect.
Stetson is coeducational, but Professor Borland suggests that the MA -3

would be very effective also at a women's institution. In relation to

this, it is a fact that at a number of universities which have coordinate

men's and women's colleges--Tulane, for example--the women's college

offers a broader and more diversified MA-3 undergraduate program than

the men's: more special courses, lectures, honors seminars, and the like.

6. Finance. Many institutions, like Arizona and Pembroke, specifically

announce that the MA-3 is not designed to offer special financial support

to students. Applicants in need of assistance are urged to apply through

the regular institutional channels, where their outstanding academic

records usually assure them of full consideration. Beyond this, small

awards for the purchase of books and subscription to journals and payment

at regular rates for teaching and other work done as graduate assistants

are the only funds available for direct aid. At such institutions the

Ford grants have been used entirely for administrative expenses, faculty

salaries, visiting scholar programs, library purchases, and other costs

related to facilities and personnel.

.few institutions, however, offer direct subsidies to students who

qualify for the HA-3. The $400 stipend for a pregraduate summer session

at Wyoming has been mentioned above (Item 4). Wyoming alts, awards
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$300 per year for the junior and senior undergraduate years to every
participant in the program, and for the gri'ivate year it awards $1201.50

plus remission of fees to every participant. Florida State University

offers $100 for the junior year, $200 for the senior year, and special

consideration for graduate fellowships of $1800 or assistantships at

$1200 during the graduate year. The University of New Mexico reports

the most generous grants: $250 for the junior year, $400 for the senior

year, and for the graduate year $2200 (only half of which is charged

to the Ford Foundation).

As for faculty costs, a reductiOn in the teaching load of participating

faculty members has been found necessary to allow time for preparation

and for the individual counseling and direction of independent study

which the program requires. New Mexico experimented with increased

reimbursement vs. a reduction in load and concluded that if a choice

must be made, the reduction in load is essential. The recommendation

of the Coordinating Council at Net: Mexico for the establishment of a

permanent program after the "phase-out" of the Ford experiment stipulates

that faculty members should have these special responsibilities "entered

into a definition of their 'full academic load' when administrative

decisions are made concerning teaching assignment." It might be noted

that this decision bears out Middle States recommendations on the

establishment of graduate programs as recorded in an earlier report.

Finally, while budgets for the program are not generally available,

the New Mexico budget for 1964-65 has been published and is reproduced in

Supplement A of this chapter. Since every institution offers its own

interpretation of the MA-3, and since there are wide differences from

place to place in the number of participants, the variety of special

course offerings, etc., no one budget can be considered typical of all,

but this may serve at least to illustrate the practical financial arrange-

ments of a prograll in its fourth year of operation.

III. College-Universit Coo eration

A special development of the MA-3 idea has become increasingly important

with the recent interest in consortia and other arrangements for inter-

institutional cooperation. In a cooperative MA-3 program the student

completes his undergraduate work at a liberal arts college, following

a course of study which parallels the undergraduate portion of the MA-3

curriculum, with emphasis on independent study, research writing, two

foreign languages, etc., and then for his graduate year transfers to

an affiliated university. The Michigan Scholars in College Teaching

Program, entailing cooperation between Kalamazoo, Hope, Calvin, Alma,

and Albion Collages and the University of Michigan, conceived in

1961-62, was one of the first of its kind and has been so successful

that plans call for an indefinite extension after the Ford grant expires.

Similar cooperation exists between the University of Chicago and some

36 liberal arts colleges in the Middle West. Only last year (July, L965)

the Ford Foundation approved a grant to implement a cooperative program

between the University of New Hampshire and five colleges in its area:

Plymouth State, Keene State, Nasson, St. Anselm's, and Bates.



All of these programs have been reported as beneficial to the institu-
tions participating in them, but one danger of the "collegc cluster"

idea is that the colleges may lose some degree of their individuality
because of the dominance of one university over the group. A different

arrangement, and one of promise, has been established between Goucher

College and four universities: Brown, Duke, North Carolina, and Elestern

Reserve. Goucher has also a separate arrangement with Johns Hopkins
which permits qualified Goucher seniors to take graduate courses for

credit at the university. Because of the special interest of the

Goucher plan, the following details of its operation may be helpful:

Recruitment and admission
Goucher prefers to identify prospective candidates as entering freshmen,

and to encourage inquiry and application from able high school seniors

the college has prepared a small brochure, "The College Teacher Program,"

for distribution to selected students. The brochure briefly outlines

the program at Goucher and at the cooperating universities and relates

the program to Goucher's trclition of "pioneering efforts to co-

ordinate the curricula of the secondary schools, the colleges, and the

universities [and] to assist and encourage the exceptionally able

student." The brochure emphasizes the need for college teachers and

the special advantages to women of a college teaching career, which,

it points out, "is compatible with marriage and the rearing of children."

Students are invited to inquire further about the program from the

Director of Admissions at Goucher.

Qualifications for admission to the program, beyond the general
qualifications for admission to the college, are specified as intelligence,

an excellent scholastic record in high school, proficiency in at least

one modern foreign language, and interest in teaching.

When the program was started in 1963, Goucher estimated that if 100 likely

candidates were identified in the freshman class, about 25 of these could

actually be expected to go on to work for advanced degrees. In actual

figures, 82 members of the class of 1967 were associated with the program

as freshmen in 1963; by the beginning of the sophomore year that number

had shrunk to 50; at the beginning of the junior year there were 34, of

whom 5 we-e not on the original list; it is expected that 20 of these

represent a hard core and will definitely go on to graduate work. The

estimate of attrition was therefore fairly accurate, although it may

prove to have been high if a number of good prospects who are not yet

definitely committed decide in favor of graduate work during the senior

year.

Freshman_year
Students are advised in
(in the Goucher system,

who are not chairmen of

their choice of programs by "guidance officers"

these are almost all members of the faculty

departments).

Foreign language study is e-vhasized, with the object of attaining

proficiency in two modern foreign languages by the end of the sophomore

year (assuming that the student enters college with a good background

in one foreign language).

A special feature at Goucher is the freshman seminar, designed to

give the superior student "a vivid, immediate engagement with the



techniques of independent work and research." Candidates for the

College Teacher Program are expected to participate in one of these

seminars during the freshman year.

Sophomore year
Foreign language study continues, as does fulfillment of basic academic

requirements. The "guidance officers" continue to advise candidates

until the end of this year.

At the end of the year students who hope to continue as participants

in the program are asked to fill out a questionnaire concerning their

interests and plans. This questionnaire is returned to the dean, who

in turn distributes the information to the chairmen of the prospective

major departments of the candidates (at Goucher the departmental

chairmen serve as major advisers). The chairmen will have the respon-

sibility of announcing the names of students officially accepted as

"pregraduates" during the junior year, of advising those students

during the junior and senior years, and of establishing a liaison

with the graduate departments in their field at the appropriate

universities; the questionnaire is considered important for guidance

in all of these areas. (A copy of the questionnaire is provided in Sup
Om:Mt B of this Chapter.)

Although ideally the student is expected to reach the "literature

level" of her second foreign language by the end of the sophomore

year, Goucher reports some disappointment with actual results. At

least two good candidates in 1964-65 were only starting a second

language at the end of their junior year; possible reasons for the

delay included poor preparation in high school, late decision to

enter the master's program, the crowding out of language courses

by major requirements. Whatever the reasons, it is considered

possible for such a student to meet the requirements if she takes an

intensive summer language course between her junior and senior years.

The college prefers, however, that the summer work be done between

the sophomore and the junior years,and it provides limited funds to

assist needy students to complete summer language programs at that

level. Awards are made by a committee of departmental chairmen,

acting with the dean; $3327 was awarded in 1964-65.

Junior year
Students work to fulfill major requirements and continue foreign language

study if necessary. They are now advised by the appropriate departmental

chairmen.

The Goucher academic year, from September to June, is divided into

three terms, with each term followed by a vacation. When the College

Teacher Program was instituted, it was planned that the names of

"pregraduates" would be officially announced by departmental chairmen

at the end of the sophomore year After some experience, however, it

was decided to delay the announcement until the end of the first term

of the junior year. This provides the student with a little more time to

make sure of her interests and plans, and it also provides time for

her to become known to her major adviser. Acceptance as a pregraduate

is roughly equivalent to matriculation in the program on the basis of

over two years of college work.
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Senior year
Students complete their major requirements with the advice of departmental

chairmen.

As direct preparation for graduate work, students complete either a

two-term independent work project at Goucher or a graduate course in

the major field at Johns Hopkins. Brown, Duke, North Carolina, and

Western Reserve have agreed to credit the graduate course at Johns

Hopkins toward the master's degree "provided the course credit is in

excess of the quantitative requirement for the Goucher A.B."

Graduate year
Goucher graduates enter the regular master's programs at Brown, Duke,

North Carolina, or Western Reserve, assured of their acceptance

because of their participation in the undergraduate program. Goucher

"confidently expects" that the program will have provided such strong

academic background in the undergraduate years that participants will

earn the masteYs degree after one year of graduate study and the

Ph.D. after three years. This expectation is still to be tested, since

the first group of participants will not begin graduate work until the

fall of 1967.

One problem which has arisen even before the start of the graduate

phase cf the program is that of the student whose interests and academic

needs lead her toward graduate work at a non-affiliated university.

A strong record may assure her of admission elsewhere, but is she

eligible to participate in special features of the program and perhaps

benefit financially from it--be given grants for summer language study,

for example--if she does not intend to complete it within the affiliated

institutions? Goucher cites one example of a student whose field is

best puroued in a special program at Harvard, and another of a student

taking liar senior year at Princeton in the Critical Languages Program.

To provide for such students Goucher hopes to increase the number of

its affiliations, even on an individual and perhaps temporary basis.

There remains the question of graduate fellowships, however, which are

hoped for from the permanent affiliates but may not be available in

a temporary affiliation.

Faculty and administration
Of all the programs studied, that at Goucher has the least special

faculty-administrative machinery. The primary reason for this is

that since graduate work is not offered at the college itself, the

prog::am is rn aly one of counseling students to meet graduate require-

ments by taking advanLage of established features of the Goucher

curriculum, such as freshman seminars, language study, and senior

projects, and the counseling is done within the regular college structure.

Grants for summer language study and the establishment of a personal

liaison between departmental chairmen at Goucher and corresponding

departments at the affiliated universities are innovations but would

scarcely have an immediately perceptible effect on college life.

This situation has both advantages and disadvantages for the college.

The advantages .ie in the lack of dismption of already strong channels

of undergraduate education. The disadvantages lie, on the one hand,

in making the college a directly preparatory institution for specified
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universities, and on the other, in the absence of certain distinctive

features which have brought a new intellectual enthusiasm and spirit

of dedication to other MA-3 campuses: special lectures, courses,

academic sequences, and the visible articulation of undergraduate and

graduate work.

CONCLUSION

The growth and success of the DA-3 idea, from its conception in 1950

to the reality of some forty programs at colleges and universities

today, must impress the observer.

This is not to deny that problems remain to be solved. Institutions

which started programs with the help of Ford grants must now find ways

to make them self-sustaining. Improvements are needed in the identi-

fication of superior students, especially in the freshman year; in

the early fulallment of foreign language requirements; in the guidance

of undergraduates in independent reading and research. Evaluations of

faculty teaching load must be made to provide more time for individual

counseling and the direction of student projects.

One of the objectives of the program, too, may need restatement. It

will be recalled that Dr. Carmichael specified his interest in educating

able faculty members for the growing number of junior and community

colleges and for freshman and sophomore classes in four-year colleges,

and many of the Ford grants were made for this purpose. The academic

community, however, still has grave reservations about any degree less

than the doctorate as preparation for college teaching. A conference

of some forty directors of MA-3 programs in Chicago in November, 1964,

produced a consensus that the master's degree, even with strong prepara-

tion, is a "journeyman's card" to be used only until the young instructor

can proceed to the doctorate. This problem is solving itself in that

almost all MA-3 directors report that a remarkably large number of

their graduates are continuing study with notable success. The MA-3

is seldom terminal but provides both incentive and preparation for the

highest degree.

In this connection, the recent Yale announcement (May 12, 1966) of a

two-year m iter's legres' program leading to the M.Ph., the Master of

Philosopty degree, has :n interesting relationship to the M' -3.

Dr. Camchael's criginzi plan specified that the degree to be awarded

students wno c*mpleted he strong program he outlined shouli be called

ministw:ntors tnd scholars continued to cork on the probleu, of the

the Fore, grants uere vide, however, institutions were left free to

name th. ir ow) ploLrami and degrees, and the traditional M.A. was

genera"iy retAin.A--sPletimes called the Honors M.A. Meanwhile, ad-

so-called A.B.D.'s, the candidates for -the ---dam -crate who -complete-all

but Dwer than the doctoral level. In November, 1965, Fredson Bowers

requi.ements except the dissertation and continue thereaiLer to wand r

in a 'egreeless professional limbo, somewhat higher than the master's

of the University of Virginia published a suggestion that a new degree,

the Masr,!.r of Phixsopli to distinguish it from weaker degrees. When
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the Doctor of Axts, be instituted for such persons, and in March, 1966
a faculty committee on educational reform at the University of California

at Berkeley recommended the adoption of this suggestion. There was some

feet, however, that a new doctoral degree might debase the Ph.D. The

Yale M.Ph. is therefore designed to incorporate the same idea--all
requirements for the doctorate except the dissertation --with a degree

title borrowed from the Carmichael plan.

There can be no doubt that the M.Ph., which requires an extra year of

course work, is stronger than any master's degree which can be earned

in a year beyond the A.B. Yet, except for professional or semi-
professional degrees which traditionally require two or three years- -

the M.F.A. and the M.B.A., for example--it is difficult to defend
requiring more and more time for the master's. The reluctance to
recogyize the master's as preparation for college teaching remains

and seems likely to endure. One of the chief virtues of the MA-3 is

that it offers strength without prolongation and that it actually
accelerates the doctorate for those who can and do go on.

The many other virtues of the MA-3 will be apparent from the content
of this report: the challenge to superior students and provision for
their development; the encouragement of able young women who may be
reluctant to commit themselves for more than a year beyond the A.B.;
the raising of undergraduate standards in the process of developing
an undergraduate-graduate continuum; the stimulation of academic

achievement in high schools and junior colleges, both through the
incentive of qualification for the prograi., and through the education

of able teachers; the education of personnel with superior qualifica-
tions for non-teaching fields such as government, business and

certain professioms,

The MA-3 is a challenge to the college as well as to the student,

and its response to today's needs justifies the effort it requires.
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SUPPLEMENT A

Financial Statement of the Career Scholar Program

University of New Mexico
1964-1965

Mote: The Career Scholar Program (MA-3) at New Mexico completed its fourth

year in 1964-65. Fifty students were enrolled in the program that year

(11 graduate students, 25 seniors, 14 juniors). Twelve departments (54

faculty members) participated, as did four deans, the Academic Vice-President

of the University, and the Director of the General Honors Program. The

program had its own newsletter (6 issues) and sponsored three special meetings

and colloquia for participants as well as a series of informal discussion

meetings. Stipends were given to students (see page 413 of this report).

In the following statement, salaries for the Director (Assistant Dean of the

Graduate School) and others reflect only the portion of time devoted to this

program, not full amounts.

Salaries:
Director $ 4,500.00

Secretary 2,100.03

Faculty advisers 13,025.00

Total salaries $19,625.03

Student Stipends:

Juniors 3,693.75

Seniors 8,062.52

Graduates 12,125.00

Total $23,881.27

Summer Stipends 800.00

Total Student Stipends $24,681.27

Book Allowances for Students 129.15

Supplies and Equipment 19.60

Meetings, Including Honoraria for Guest Speakers 451.80

Publications and Information Bulletins 74.89

$44,981.74

Cash Balance, July 1, 1964...$12,690.80

Cash Received, Sept. 18,19641C,1964_$44000.00
Total 56,690.80

Current Year's Expenditures 44 981.74

Cash Balance, June 30, 1965 $11,709.06
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SUPPLEMENT B

Goucher College Questionnaire

(From the Office of the Dean)

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SOPHOMORES INTERESTED IN COLLEGE TEACHING AS A CAREER

We are trying to map out the direction and focus of your studies for the

next two years and to work out the synchronization of your undergraduate

work with your graduate studies in order to assist you in acquiring your

first advanced degree as speedily as possible. In order to help you and

your major adviser in planning for the next two years, we need to know

the answers to the questions below. Will you complete the questionnaire

and return it to me as quickly as you can. Your replies will not commit

you in any way but they may serve us and you as guidelines in planning

for the future.

Name Class

(1) What dc you now expect your v.lor to be?

(2) What are the fields of study (or courses) that you consider should

support your major?

(3) Have you developed an interest in any period in History - 19th century -

18th century, for example?

(4) What two modern foreign languages do you expect to carry forward to an

advanced level?

(5) Do you plan summer study of one of the foreign languages this summer?

Where? (Please indicate in which language and at what level you plan

to study, as well as the duration of the program.)

(6) Do you expect to finance this yourself or will you need aid?

(7) Have you applied for aid? From what source?

(8) If you consider it necessary to apply to Goucher for financial aid for

summer study, please complete the attached form.

(9) Which one of the four universities with which we are affiliated do you

think you would .pike to attend?





MASTER'S DEGREE PROGRAMS IN EDUCATION

Master's degrees in education account for approximately 40 of all
master's degrees awarded annually in the United States--more than
in any other field, professional or academic. Although education
is also the leading major field in bachelor's degrees, it accounts
for only about 25% of these as against 40% of the master's, according
to the most recent figures issued by the U.S.Office of Education
(Summary Report, 1966). Education, moreover, is an especially
important field of graduate study for women. Of all master's degrees
awarded, women have been earning an average of 30-33% during the
1960's, but they have been earning 4-54% of master's degrees in
education. To put it another way, 5 -62% of all master's degrees
awarded to women have been in education.

The needs of the community, to the point of national crisis, as well

as professional patterns and requirements underlie these figures.
The post-World War II school population explosion, the post-Sputnik
pressures to upgrade the quality of instruction in the schools, and

the increased social pressures on education in the 1960's have been
widely publicized and have stirred response. One direct result has
been a sharp increase in the number of elementary and secondary
schoolteachers: more than half a million additional teachers in the
decade from 1950-1960, a continued increase at the rate of approxi-
mately 100,000 every two years since that time, and shortages still
reported despite the latest total of over one and three-quarters
million. During this period state and local boards of education
have fostered the extension of formal training beyond the bachelor's
degree for both elementary and secondary teachers. In three states,
including New York, a fifth year of study, though not the master's
degree, is now required for permanent certification of elementary

as well as secondary teachers, and twice that number of states
require a fifth year and/or the master's for teaching at the second-

ary level. Even more widely, salary and promotional incentives
encourage the earning of a master's degree, while the availability
of fellowship Sid, paid internships, and loans has eased the problem

of costs. The special interest of women in master's degrees in

education can be related to the fact that women today hold more than
80% of elementary and almost 50% of secondary teaching positions
despite a trend toward the recruitment of more men for classroom
teaching than in the past.

But the full significance of recent developments in master's degree
programs in education cannot be expressed in quantitative terms.
Expansion has been accompanied by analysis, experimentation, the
revision of old methods and programs of study, and the initiation of

new. The variety of degrees being awarded today, ranging from the
traditional M.A. or M.S. with concentration in an educational field
to the M.Ed., the M.S.E.E., the M.A.T., the !.S.T., and many others,
reflects in some measure the search for solutions to the twin proble
of recruitment and preparation. This variety can seem bewildering
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at first glance, especially since distinctions among programs cannot
be drawn primarily on the basis of degrees. The L.A.T., for example,
which was originally associated with the preparation of liberal arts
graduates for teaching, may now be reserved (at Stanford, for example)
for experienced teachers and graduates with previous professional
preparation, whereas the M.S. in Ed., traditionally a professional
degree, may be earned (for example, at liamira) by working in the
liberal arts fields alcne. Ferment and change, the loss of old dis-
tinctions and the foxration of new, have been so great that the Ford
Foundation report on "The New Teacher" (1962) refers to a "revolution
in teacher education" and maintains that "the path to thcl teaching
profession is changing as dramatically as the path to the medical
profession changed following the historic Flexner ileport on medical
education in 1910."

Through all of this ferment, one basic distinction and three major
directions of development are clear. The distinction lies between
programa (whatever the degree) designed for liberal arts graduates
with little or no previous professional preparation and programs
designed for graduates of professional sequences and/or experienced
teachers. The major directions of development, affecting both types
of programs, though in different ways, are these:

1. Academically, there is increasing emphasis on work in a
subject-miatter field; and insofar as possible, this work
is done in courses taught by or developed in consultation
with members of the academic (arts and sciences) faculty.

2. Professionally, there is loss emphasis on "methods" courses
and more on the history, philosophy, sociology, and psychology
of education, on curriculum theory, and on research into the
learnInt.; process.

3. Cliniaally, the internship is now preferred to practice
teaching, despite a consequent lengthenim_; of the time
required to earn the degree by as little as a summer or
as much as a year.

As the first two trends indicate, a itrong effort is being made to
encourage and sustain a complementary, fruitful relationship between
education and the liberal arts. At the same time, as shown by the
borrowing of the "internship" concept from medical education, there is
an effort to strengthen professional preparation by practical as well
as theoretical means.

In the study which follows, the basic distinction noted above provides
the framework for organization. First, programs fcr liberal arts
graduates will be discussed, and then programs for those with professional
background. Differences in the preparation of elementary and secondary
school teachers will be noted in both sections and relationships to the
major trends identified. A third section will outline some special
features and developments of general interest. Material for the study
has been gathered by means of visits and correspondence with program
directors and chairmen at 42 representative institutions. In addition,
the dialogue which has been going on in the literature of education has
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been used to throw light on new developments whenever possible. In
particular, Dr. James B. Conant's influential study, The Education of
American. Teachers (1963), undertaken with the support of theCarneg ri
Corporation, will be referred to in some detail. Other especially
helpful sources have been the report of the Harvard Committee, The
Graduate Stud of Education (1966); discussions of education prograras
TrUFa uate Lduca on To lig, edited by Everett Walters for the American
Coundil on Education (1965); and Ford Foundation booklet reports on
foundation -sup' orted experiments in teacher education in the 1960's.
Anally, since programs for the training of teachers must operate
within the context of certification requirements, though ideally they
should not be determined by such requirements, statements of New York
certification n_olicies for elementary and secondary scool teachers
and statenents concerning the evaluation of M.A.T. and interns }yip
programs, together with statements by the Mddle States Association
on teacher education programs, will be included for convenience in
the Appendix.

I. PROGRAMS FOR LIB AL ARTS GitADUATES

The problem of preparing liberal arts graduates to teach in either
elementary or secondary schools has long been that of professional
training. Without going into the longstanding dispute between
"academics" and "educationists" as to whether or not one can teach
well without such training, it may be convenient to summarize the
three areas of study which are generally accepted today as necessary
parts of a teacher's education:

1. Academic background
a. General education in the liberal arts
b. Concentration in a major subject area (especially important

for secondary and specialist teaching)
2. Study of "foundation" subjects

a. Humanistic foundations: the history. and philosophy of
education

b. Behavioral foundatl ns: the psychology and sociology of
education

3. Professional training
a. Methods of teaching the materials of one's field
b. Supervised practice in teaching, together with an oppor-

tunity to discuss and evaluate teaching problems and
their solution

Liberal arts graduates may be expected to have a strong background in
the first of these areas, but wit-h the possible exception of general
psychology they lack experience in the others. Yet they may be excellent
recruits to teaching if their college records demonstrate academic
ability and if they have the necessary personal qualifications. A
master's degree program in education alone is not the answer, for in
the first place the lack of undergraduate study of the field would
preclude a full program of courses on the graduate level, and in 'he
second place it would be academically wasteful and professionally unsound
not to deepen through ,:raduate work the notential teacher's interest in
and understanding of his undergraduate major field.
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The programs which have been developed as possible solutions to this
problem range from those which advise the student to complete work
for a conventional academic CA. and in addition to complete the
work in professional education required for a teaching certificate
(thus separating master's degree work from work for certification),
to those which concentrate on education requirements and keep academic
work at a minimum. Between such extremes lie the integrated programs
which attempt to achieve a balance. Outstanding among these and
worthy of special consideration are the programs which lead to a
Master of Arts in Teaching degree.

M.A.T. programs have been in Axistence since the 1930's, but they ha7e
been especially significant sInce 1952, when under the leadership of
Dean Francis Keppel and with the aid of a grant from the Fund for the
Advancement of Education of the Ford lloundation, the Harvard University
School of Education organized the Twenty-Nine College Cooperative Plan
to recruit superior graduates of liberal arts colleges for secondary
school teaching. Other colleges and universities, many with the help
of Ford grants, developed corresponding M.A.T. programs in the 1950's
and 60's, with or without a designated group of cooperating colleges
but almost always with emphasis on a liberal arts background of
superior quality. most of these programs prepare students for secondary
school teaching, building on the academic subject field of the under-
graduate major, but more recently a few have offered a second "track"
of preparation for elementary teaching. As noted above, the M.A.T.
has also been adapted to the reouirements of experienced teachers
working for an advanced degree, but this develowent is still
comparatively rare.

A few generalizations about M.A.T. programs may be helpful:
1. Admissions. Standards usually include the following:

a. A bachelor's degree from a "recognized" liberal arts institution.
b. An undergraduate major (or at least 24 credits) in the academic

field of proposed graduate and professional concentration. The
subject should be one commonly taught in secondary schools:
English, history, mathematics, or the like.

c. A "superior" undergraduate average (usually interpreted as at
least B for the last two years or B in the major field).

d. Little or no previous study in professional education courses.
e. Personality and motivation for teaching.

2. Degree requirements. These vary, but the range includes the follow
a. 55:Weredit hours of post-baccalaureate work, most at an advanced

or graduate level.
b. From 1/3 to 2/3 of this work in the academic field of the under-

graduate major. The rest in educatior courses and professional
programs which prepare the student for teaching while fulfilling
certification requirements.

c. internship or practice teaching under supervision of both
graduate faculty and school personne'..

d. Great variation in such degree requirements as a comprehensive
examination, a thesis, and foreign language proficiency.

3. Time. Ranges from 9 months to 2 years of full time graduate study
FEW internship.

4. Results. Excellent reports from school systems employing M.A.T.
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graduates, though so far, as Conant has pointed out, these
represent only a small percentage of working teachers, since
the M.A.T. has been widely available for a relatively short
time. The academic and professional capability of M.A.T.
graduates is evidenced by the fact that nationally about 1/4
of them go on to doctoral study after an average of 2 years
of teaching experience. If they elect to take the doctorate
in an academic field, they can usually count toward it their
academic work for the M.A.T., though not their work in educa-
tion; if they take the doctorate in education, they can count
toward it virtually all of their work for the M.A.T.

A few specific examples of M.A.T. programs will clarify some of the
generalizations about organization and requirements. The programs
analyzed below were chosen because they are offered by relatively
small institutions with strong undergraduate programs, located in
different areas of the country. Programs designed to qualify
graduates for secondary school teaching will be analyzed first,
since these are most often associated with the M.A.T. because of
their natural correlation with an undergraduate academic major.

1,A.T. Programs for Secondary School Teaching

Smith College

1.Graduation from "ap-
proved" liberal arts
tollitge.or-school of
lib. arts in university.

2."Superior" undergrad.
record, esp. in field
applicant intends to
teach. This record
must satisfy both
Dept. of Ed. and dept.
of field of teaching
that applicant shows
promise as grad.stu
and teacher.

3.Undergrad. concentra-
tion in prospective
teaching field of
approx. 24 credits,
incl. min. 18 credits
above freshman level.
To qualify applicant
for summer internship
teaching field must b
ore of following:
English, French,
history, mathematics,
science, music, .art

4.Reading knowledge of
at least one foreign
language.

5.Evidence of personal
qualifications for
teaching.

Oberlin College

1.Graduation from ac-
credited college with
major or equiv. in
one of following: art,
Eng., for. lang. (Fr.,
German, or Span.),
math., soc. sci.
(anthro.,econ., gvt.,
hist., or soc.),
science (biol., chem.,
or physics).

2.Undergrad. record
with ay. of B or
better.

3.Enthusiasm and charac
ter traits necessary
for good teaching.

Supporting documents
for application:
a. Undergrad.transc4A
b. G.R.E. scores
c. Reference letters

Admissions approval by
Oberlin M.A.T. faculty
committee required.

Note: Prior certifica-
tion or near certifica-
tion for teaching dis-
qualifies an applicant
for tills programs but
Peace Corps experience
welcome.

Reed College

lasachelorss degree
from accredited
college or university,
with (a) major or
equiv. in Eng., for.
lang., math, phys or
biol. sci., or bistOr,
and soc. sci. and
(b) broad liberal ed.

2.Personal characteris-
tics Which
success in teaching.

Supporting documents
for application:
a.Undergrad. transcApt
b.3 reference forms
c.(Optional) Aptitude
part of G.R.E.

d.Wherever possible,
interview with Reed
representative.

Admissions approval by
faculty Committee on
the Ed. of Teachers.

Note: Prior work in ed.
or teaching experience
does not disqualify
from M.A.T., but course
work is substituted for
internship in program.



Smith College

Supporting documents for
application:
a.Undergrad.transcript
b.Succinct statement

of plans for teaching
c.Three letters of
reference, one from
member of undergrad.
major dept.

Admissions approval by
Dept.of Ed. and dept. of
acad. field.

Note:Older 'amen grads.,
esp. of Smith, welcomed
and may prepare for
teaching or return to it
after lapse of years.
Recent teaching experie
does not disqualify,but
internship omitted and
attern of courses dif-

ferent.

Oberlin College

Degree
require
manta

1. 10 semester courses,
distr. as follows:
a.Summer intern
teaching-1 course

b.Summer course in
curriculum & prinai-
ples of subj.--lomme

c.Courses in teaching
area during acad.
year--4-5 courses

d.Courses in ed.during
acad. year, incl.
practice teaching- -
3-4 courses

2.0f the 8 courses dur-
ing acad. year, 3
dnuld be at grad.level
& no more than 2 inter
mediate.

3.Grade of B or better
in all courses or
seminar.: (but one C
may be permitted if
dept. recommends to
M.A.T. Committee).

No thesis required.

Note:Experienced teach-
ers working for M.A.T.
complete only 8 courses
(no summer), with 4 in
teaching field, 2 in ed.
and 2 electives.
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Reed College

1. 34 credit hours,
distr. as follows:
a.Summer courses--
(1)Psydh. foundations

of ed. 3 cr
(2)Introd. to teach-

ing (observation,
analysisopractice)

3 cr
(3)Independent study

of materials for
teaching major
subj......... .2 cr

b.Teaching semester- -
(1) Internship 8 or
(2) Seminar in cur-

riculum, methods,
principles 3 cr

cCampus semester- -
(1) Grad. study in

major.... 12 cr
(2) Soc. or phil. of

ed. or compara-
tive ed.... 3 cr

Total of 14 cr. in
major field and 12 cr
in ed. plus 8 cr in-
ternship.
2. Average of B for
the 34 cr hours,
with no grade below
C counting toward
degree.

.No thesis required.

l.Min. of 30 credit
hours (may be more),
distr. as follows:
a.Summer pre4intern-

ship course in
principles of teach-
ing (incl. observa-
tion & practice) 3 or

b.Half-time internship
(3 periods daily)
throughout acad.
year

c.Ed. courses during
acad. year
(i)Seminar in cur-

riculum and
mothods..... 3cr

(2)Hist. of Am.
ed.or phil.
in ed. ..... . 3cr

(3)Ed. psych... 3cr
(4)Child & adoles.

psych 3cr
d.Courses in acad.

subj. area during
acad. year 10cr

Total min. of 10 cry in
major field and 15 or.

in ed. plus 6 or. in-
ternship.
2. Average of B in major
subj. field mt., and
no grad. cr. rar work
below C.
No thesis required.
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Reed College

Note: An alternate plan
for inexperienced lib.
arts grads. permits cams;
pletion of M.A.T. during
acad. year (no summer)
by substituting unpaid
student teaching in
spring semester for the
paid year-long internship

Experienced teachers
working for M.A.T. at
Reed also complete work
in one acad. year if
they study full time.
Both internship and
student teaching omitted.
The 30 cr. req. for
degree distr.as follows:
Majaield 10-15 cr.

(inc1.2-cr seminar
paper)

Ed 5-10 cr.
Electives 10 cr.

(may incl work
outside maj. field)

Reed policy permits grad.
credit to be given for
undergrad, courses if ,

approved by grad.adviser,
but student may be req.
to do extra work in
undergrad. course.

Details
of in-
tern-
ship

Offered in coop. with
Northampton H.S., which
has summer program for
both enrichment and
remedial study.

Teaching done by
"teams" of one masber
teacher and no more than
2 interns, Each intern
serves on 2 teams, nor-
mally under 2 different
teachers,and works in
both enrichment and
remedial classes. All
intern teaching closely
supervised by master
teachers. Subjects:Eng.,
French, hist., mathoci,
music, art.

Internship occupies
mornings for 6-week

summer cession and count
as equiv. of 3 grad. cr.

Offered in coop. with
Cleveland public schools
and other school systems
in area. During pre-
internship summer intro&

teaching,exp. also
available in two demon-
stration school programs
on campus:one for gifted
one for disadvantaged
high school pupils.

Intern performs all
duties of regular class-
room teacher during full
time intern semester
(spring or fall) . Under
supervision by Oberlin
& by school. Subjects
available for ass: Eng.,
French, math, sci.
Special ass. in "Inner
City" schools available
for those desiring work
with disadvantaged.

Offered in coop. with
Portland public schools.
System notable for dvlpt
and experiments with
curriculum, team teach-
ing, flexible scheduling,
programmed Instr., pro-
grams for the disad-
vantaged, etc.

Interne selected
after interviews at both
college and schools,
Whenever possible.
Throughout acad. year
teach under supervision
for 3 periods a day
(usually full morning)
and also have limited
participation in extra-
curricular school activi-
ties. Re-aive 6 cr toward

Coneurrently-carry
approx. cr class Work.

Advising teachers
selected for skill and
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Concurrent req. is after-
noon course in curriculum
and principles of teach-
ing ma j. subj., also
equiv. of 3 grad. cr.

Over-all supervision
by Smith Coordinator
(Ch. of Ed. Dept.) and by
H.S. Principal.

Interns pay fee of
150 for internship,
125 for course, $15 for
registration. Receive
no stipend, but some
scholarships available.
Tuition for acad. year
in addition to summer
tuition ($1200, not in-

cluding dotthitory and
special fees) but here
again fellowships,
scholarships, and loans
available.
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Oberlin College Reed College

Full time internship
for one semester counts
as 8 cr toward degree.
Concurrent req. is
Saturday morning semi-
nar in curriculum,
methods & principles
for 3 cr.

Over-all supervision
by Oberlin Directors
working with M.A.T.
Committee, and by
school supervisory
personnel.

Interns earn salary
of $2500 under contraciA
to schools. This ex-
ceeds Oberlin tuition
($1550 but likely to
be raised). Scholar-
ships and College and
NDEA loans also avail-
able.

interest. Each advises
1-4 interns, has one
period of released time
for each advisee, and
is paid extra stipend
of $200 for one advisee
and 41C0 more for each
extra (4500 for 4).
Teacher introduces in-
tern to teaching subj.
in this school, has
frequent conferences,
observes, evaluates,
has close liaison with
college supervisor.
By college, advising
teachers are given staff
status, listed in cata-
log, given free use of
library and free tuition
for a seminar, invited
to participate in con-
ferences, etc.

Interns regularly
accepted in fields of
Eng., for. lang., math,
sci., sod. sci.& history
There has been one
intern in art.

Over-all supervision,
beyond advising teadher$
by school principals and
college supervisors .

(members of Ed. Dept.,
sometimes lib* arts racy
sometimes experienced
school teachers & admin-
istrators.

Interns paid stipend
of 42100 by schools
(Reed tuition for entire
M.A.T. program 42050).
Scholarship aid up to
01700 and loans also
available.

Faculty
& aim.

Chairman of Smith Dept.
of Ed. is Coordinator
of M.A.T. program. Ad-
vised by faculty com-
mittees: M.A.T. Commit-
tee and Committee on
Grad. Study. All depts.
of college cooperate
in advising M.A.T.
students and admitting
them to courses even if
dept. does not regularl
offer grad. work.

Director of M.A.T.
program works closely
with M.A.T. faculty
committee. Committee
decides on admissions
and standards. Student
whose grades fall below
req. must get permissla:
of M.A.T. director,
chairman of acad. dept.,
and Dean of College to
continue.
Each student has ad-

visor in majs dept.

Chairman of fad. Commit-
tee on Ed. of Teachers
directs M.A.T. program
(this comm. concerned
with all work in ed. at
Reed, undergrad.as well
as grad.). Comm. has
represontatived from
acad. depts. as well as
Ed., and Registrar also
a member. M.A.T. staff
draws on schools as well
as Reed; much coop. on
broad base.



Admission
require-
ments

Degree
require-
ments
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The traditional association of the M.A.T. with the effort to develop

a complementary relationship between professional education and the

liberal arts has been widely sustained by institutions offering the
degree, even though they have broadened its function. This partly

explains, as already suggested, why tne M.A.T. seems especially well
suited to the preparation of secondary school teachers of academic

subjects. Prospective elementary teachers of "common branch" subjects
have need of the liberal arts but in more breadth than concentration,
and they are, moreover, usually faced with meeting certification re-
quirements which specify extensive work in professional education.

Despite these difficulties, the M.A.T. is sometimes offered as prepara-

tion for elementary teaching. Of the institutions whose secondary
programs are analyzed above, Oberlin has an elementary "track" also.
The following table may be helpful in clarifying significant differences:

Oberlin College--M.A.T. for Elementary Teaching

Program

Completion of requirements for baccalaureate
degree, including an undergrad. major in an

academic subject.
In addition to academic major, applicants

must have completed courses in the following
fields as part of general ed. background:

aangliSh comp. and lit.
b.Two years of a foreign language
c.One year each of lab science and math
d.One year each of U.S. and European hist.

and electives from anthro.,ecor"govt.,
and sod.

e.Fine arts (art appreciation, studio art,

music appreciation)
fantroductory psychology
Up to 9 or in prof. ed. courses may be ad-

mitted as part of undergrad. record and need
not be repeated in similar 'rad. courses,
though grad. on will not be given for work
completed for baccalaureate degree.

36-38 credit hours, earned during a period of
two academic years and distributed as follows,

a. 30-32 cr. earned during a year of full
time graduate study on campus.
(1) Min. of 9 cr. in academic field or

fields to complete background for
elementary "common branch" subjects.

(2) All other credits in prof. ed. course
chosen to provide prof. orientation
and fulfill state certification req.

b. 6 cr. earned during a second year of
full time internship teaching under
supervision in local elementary schools,

and concurrent participation in in-
ternship seminar at Oberlin:

Si nificant Differences
rom Seco arm Program

Specified distribution
in liberal arts fields
to provide general ed.
background for elementpry
teaching.

Undergrad. req. in psych.
to give student start
toward heavier prof. ed.
req. at grad. level. Also
encouragement of some
undergrad. work in ed.

Credit hour requirement
heavier then for secondary
program (34 cr.), and
time extended to 2 acad.
years (from 1 acad. year
and one summer).

Req. in prof. ed. heavier
and that in acad. fields
lighter than for secondary
program (req. 14 cr. in
concentrated acad. field).

Full year of internship
(vs. oue semester)again
emphasizes professional
training.



Details
of in-
tern-
ship

Salary for full year is the usual starting
salary for elementary teachers in this
locality: 45400-$5500, including credit
for graduate study already completed.
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For their one semester
of internship, secondary
candidates earn approx.
42500.

Other matters, such as supervision of interns and over-all adminis-tration, are essentially the same for the elementary and secondaryprograms. It might be noted, however, that because of the greater
emphasis on work in education for prospective elementary teachers,the education faculty of the college plays a relatively more activerole and the academic faculty a less active one in instructing and
advising these students.

miamorwaruitulirmamplalwr

The realities of preparation for elementary school teaching raise aquestion, indeed, as to whether the M.A.T. is the most appropriate
degree for this purpose. It is not a question of standards but of theassociation of the M.A.T. with a graduate program requiring at least
a third and preferably at least half of the student's work in the liberalarts. The need of the prospective elementary teacher for more Work inprofessional coursos suggests that a different degree would more accu-rately reflect the nature of this graduate study. Smith College, forexamples awards the M.Ed. rather than the M.A.T. to students in thefield of elementary education and requires 9 undergraduate credits ineducation for admission to the program. Reed offers no program inelementary education. Among universities, Harvard and Chicago havebeen leaders in developing the M.A.T. for secondary teaching, but
Harvard offers the M.Ed. and Chicago the U.S.T. in the elementary field.

A second question is whether an institution may prefer not to offer aspecial U.A.T. program for secondary teaching but may choose insteada degree designation which can be applied to both elementary and
secondary programs, and perhaps to programs for liberal arts and edu-cation graduates alike. To use the M.A. for this purpose seems lessthan satisfactory because it blurs the lines between professional
study and. work in the purely academic disciplines. Such degrees asthe M.S., the M.Ed., and the M.S. in Ed. are more fully acceptable
because of their professional or semi-professional connotations.Since these, unlike the M.A.T., were not designed specifically forthe liberal arts graduate but have been adapted to his needs, they willbe discussed and comparisons made in connection with programs forgraduates with a background in professional education.

PROGRAMS FOR GRADUATES WITH BACKGROUND IN.EDUCATION

The term "background in education," though widely used for convenience,may refer to the qualifications of at least three distinct groups of
graduate students: (1) those who majored as undergraduates in an academic
field but who elected to take one or more undergraduate courses ineducation, usually for a total of 6-12 credits; (2) those who followeda professional sequence in education as undergraduates an( ulfilledthe requirements for .certification or provisional certification to teach;



(3) those certified teachers who after some years of classroom experi-

ence elect to study for a master's degree. Students in the first

group need virtually the same sort of graduate program as those whole

undergraduate work has been entirely in the liberal arts, though a

little more flexibility is provided by the few credits already earned

toward certification. Students in the second and third groups have

much flexibility, even freedom, where certification requirements are
concerned, but they may lack the prerequisites for admission to

graduate courses in academic fields.

Various "multi-track" programs have been developed to serve the needs

of these students of differing backgrounds, usually in connection with

one of the professional degrees. To illustrate their operation, the

admission and .degree requirements of three such programs, leading
respectively ta the M.S., the M.Ed., and the M.3. in Ed., are summarized

in the following tables. Each program accommodates students of diverse

backgrounds, from liberal arts or primalily liberal arts graduates to

teachers with prior certification; each offers courses of study appro-

priate to teaching at various levels, from the primary through the

secondary grades. The choice of programs for analysis--the M.S. at

Yeshiva, the M.Ed. at Pittsburgh, and the M.S. in Ed. at Queens- -was

determined by comprehensiveness and clarity.

A. TEE M.S. PROGRAM AT USHIVA
Ferkauf Graduate School of Education

Elementary Teaching, N-6

Uncertified
Candidates

Certified
Candidates

Elementary and Early Secondary
Teaching, N-9.

V-ncertified Certified
Candidates

Admissio 1. Bachelor's deg.
require from. abcred. lib.
manta arts college,

incl. following
distr. of credits:

a. 84 cr. of lib
arts studies (ex-
cluding studio ca
skills), incl.
min. of 12 cr.
each in humani-
ties, soc. Bei.,
math & nat. Bei.
b. Maj. of 24 cn
min. in lib. arcs
area, excluding
courses credited
to basic certif.
req..

2. GRB Aptitude
Test scores.

1-2. Same excey4:
that bach!s deg.
may be from lib.
arts or teacher'
college, provide
distr. require-
ments are met.

3. Some form of
certif. or equiv.
to teach in N.Y.
State (necessary
course areas
specified).

1-2. Same as for
Uncertified--
Elementary.

Candidates

1-3. Same as for
CertifiedEle-
mentary.

All applicants expected to provide usual supporting

documents (transcripts, -recommendations, etc.) and
also to meet requiremsint of personal qualifications
for teaching.



Degree
require-
ments

,elementary, A-6

Uncertified Certified
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Elem. and Early sec., A-9

Uncertified Certified

1. Min. of 36 cr.;
distr. as follows:
a. Soc., phil.,

hist. foundations
of ed. 3 cr
b. Behavioral
sci 3 cr
c. Teaching meth-.

ods & techA-642or
d. Lib. arts con-
tent area 6 cr
e. Guided elec-

tive 3 cr,
f. Field exp &
seminar, incl min.
300 hours in obs.,
stud. teaching,6cr

1. Min. of 33-36
cr, distr. as
follows:
a. Research in
ed. 3 cr.
b. Behavioral sci
& soc 9-12cr
c. Advanced prof.
practice & theory

12-15
d. Adv. course
work in lib arts
major area... 6cr

2. Comprehensive 2. Comprehensive
exam or master's exam or master's
thesis. thesis.

].Min. of 36 cr.,
distr. as follows
a. Soc., phil.,

hist. foundations
of ed.... . ..... 3 c
b. Behavioral
sciences 6 cr
c. Methods & tech

niques of teaching
N-6 9 cr
(1-, Methods of
teaching content
area, 7-9 3 cr
e. Lib. arts maj.
content area 6 cr
f. Guided elec-

tive 3 cr
g. Field exp &
seminar, incl min
300 hours of exp.,
etc. 6 cr

2. Comprehensive
exam or master's
thesis.

1. Min. of 33-36cr,
distr. as follows:
a. Research in
ed 3 cr
b. Behavioral
sci. & soc. 9 -12a'
c. Adv. prof. prat

- tice & ihem9-12r
d. Lib. arts con-
tent courses in
maj. field..12-g

2. Comprehensive
exam or master's
thesis.

Secondary Teaching
Specialt7 in Eng. or Soc. Studies

Uncertified

major field.

Admissionll. Sedate deg. from accred. lib.
require- arts college.

2. 36 cr. in maj. teaching subj.
3. 84 cr. in lib, arts, incl. min.

manta

12 cz. each in humanities, soc.
sci., math and nat. sci.

4. ORE scores on:Aptitude Test &
Adv. Test in.

Degree
require-
ments

Secondary Teaching
Speciality in Eng. or Soc. Studies

1. Min. of 36 cr., distr. as follows
a. Soc., phil., hist. foundations

of ed. ere
b. Behavioral sciences g cr.
c. Methods & materials of teach-

ing subj. in sec. school 3 or.
d. Sec. school curr. and/or prob-

lems in instruction 3 cr.
e. Content courses in acad subj.

field 15 cr.
f. Internship seminar and field

experience 6 cr.

2. Comprehensive exam or master's
thesis.

certified

Same throughout except that in
addition applicant must be pro-
visionally certified to teach his
subject (Eng. or Soc. Studies) in
sec. school or must be qualified
for such certification [list of
courses or equiv. necessary for
this].

1. Min. of 33-36 cr., distr. as
follows, according to student's
previous coursework:
a. Research in education 3 z..r.

b. Behavioral sci. &/or soc 6 cr.
c. Fields of study & ed. in major

subject area 24-27 cr.

2. Comprehensive exam or master's
thesis.



Admis-
sion
requim-
manta

It should be noted that besides specifying areas of study, as in the
summary above, the Yeshiva catalog lists a choice of courses, which
fulfill requirements under each heading in educational fields.
Courses in academic subject areas are not specified but left to the
decision of the student in consultation with his adviser.

The internship program at Yeshiva is operated in connection with
Project Beacon, an institutional project for training educational
and psychological specialists for work with the socially and cultur-
ally disadvantaged. Internships in this project pay a stipend of
$1000 per year.

B. THE M.Ed. PROGRAM AT PITTSBURGH
School of Education

Graduate Teaching Internship Programs

1. Elementary Teaching

Uncertified Candidates

1. Bacca7.aurtate deg. in
lib. arts & all other
reg. req. for admiss. to
grad. study at univ.
2. Satisfactory refs. &
good personal potential
for teaching.
3. Satisfactory inter-
view ratings from 3
members of fac. of
School of Ed.
4. Acceptance as teacher
by cooperating school
center.
5. Agreement to complete
work for Interim College
certificate for teaching
in summer session prior
to opening of regular
school term.

Certified Candidates (min. __eligibility for
Pennsylvania Interim College certificatej

1-4. Same as for uncertified, except that
degree may be in teacher education.

5. Omit, since already have at least Interim
College certificate.

Degree
require-
ments

36-42 grad. cr.,plus
6 cr. internship with
seminar. Distr. over
15 mo. of full time
work (2 summers and
intervening acad. year

Course distr. as follows:

30-34 grad. Cr., plus
seminar. Distr. over
work (acad. year plus
arranged in trimester

6 or. internship with
12 months of full time
following summer,
plan).

Two options available in course distr. Option
provides for approx. 2/3 of study in prof.
fields and 1/3 in acad. fields. Option II
provides for approx. 1/3 in prof. fields and
2/3 in acad. fields. These options available
only to students who have already completed
a prof. sequence. Course distr. in accordance
with these options as follows:



Degree
require-
ments
tcont.)

Course distribution areas.
Humanistic foundations
(RLsoc., hist., phil.)

Behavioral foundations
Growth & dvlpt.
Psych. of learning
Res. & statistics introd.

Prof. concentration
erinc. &
Reading in elem. Bch.
Problems in elem. ed.
Elem. curriculum
Methods elem. teaching
Res. in elem. ed.

[Intemahip & seminar,
cr. not collated]

Academic studies, plus
no-cr. interdisc. sem.

Admiss io
reauire-
meas

degree
require-
ments

Uncertified

7 cr.

3 cr. (S)*
2 cr.
2 cr.

6
3
3
3
2
3

cr.(S)
cr.(S)
cr.
cr.
cr.
cr.

[6 cr.]

8 CP.

62.

Certified
ppt I Opt. 1I

7 cr.

2 cr.
2 cr.

3 cr.
3 cr.

3 cr.

[6 cr.]

10 cr.

2-4 cr.

2 cr.
0-2 cr.

3 cr.

3 cr.

(6 or.)

20 cr.

2. Secondary Teaching

Same as for elementary -applicants, certified and uncertified, except
that field of academic concentration must be fn--a *object vtipropriaim

for secondary s3hool teaching.

Total credit requirement same as for elementary program, except (as

indicated by following summaries) total credits for previously
uncertified secondary candidates average 36, plus 6 for the internship,

and for certified candidates average 30, plus 6 for the internship,

as contrast9d, with 42 and 30-34 respectively in the elementary field.
Certified

Uncertified Opt. I Opt. II

Course distribution areas:
Humanistic foundations
(Ed. soc.,hiat.,phil.)

Behavioral foundations
Growth & dvlpt.
Psych, of learning
Res. & statistics introd.

Prof. concentration
Princ. & Frac. --Sec.
Seminar - -curr. & method
Sec. school in Am. cultur
Res. in sec. ed.
[Internship & seminar,

cr. not counted]

Academic studies, plus
no-cr. interdisc. seminar

7 cr.

3 Cr.
2 cr.
2 cr.

6 cr.
2 cr.
2 cr.
2 cr.

[6 cr.]

10 cr.

(5)

4. cr.

2 cr.
2 cr.

2 cr.
2 cr.

[6 cr.]

10 cr.

2-ii. cr.

2 or.
0-2 cr.

2 cr.
2 cr.

[6 cr.]

20 cr.

* (S) signifies summer courses preceding regular program, required

of uncertified students only.

Facts of special interest relating to the early years of operation of

this program (initiated 19b0)include the following:
1. In applications and admissions liberal arts candidates outnumber
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education candidates almost two to one, and males outnumbered femaleti
two to one.
2. The median undergraduate quality point average for candidates in
elementary education was 2.5-2.6 and for secondary candidates 3.0.
3. The majority of secondary candidates with liberal arts background
had majored in social sciences as undergraduates.
4. The secondary program grew in numbers much more rapidly than the
elementary. This appears to be related to the fact that about 2/3 of
the liberal arts candidates entered the secondary program.

The internship at Pittsburgh is operated in cooperation, with the
public school system. Interns are employed by the schools on a half-
time basis and are paid one calf of a beginning teacher's salary
02000-$2500). They are supervised by both public school and uni-
versity personnel working together.

C. THE M.S. IN Edo PROGRAM AT QUEENS

1. Elementary Teaching

dmissian (All applicants)
require- 1. Bacc. deg. or equiv. from"college of recognized standing."
manta 2. Recomm. from college in which applicant completed the prerequisite

courses in prof. ed. These prerequisite courses comprise the
total undergrad. sequence, a total of 32 cr., incl. student
teaching.

3. Min. undergrad. ay. of B- or equiv.

4. Min. undergrad. ay. of !% or equiv. in field of concentration.

Note: As these requirements make clear, a liberal arts grad.
could not gain admission to this program without making up the
required 32 undergrad. cr. in ad. With the student toweling re-
quirement, it is estimated that this would take about 2 years.
For secondary teaching, as will be seen below, this requirement
is mitigated to some extent by a special program.

Beyond the requirements for admission, students must meet matricula-
tion requirements before procee&ng with more then 15 cr. of grad.
work. These specify provisional certification to teach, physical
and personal qualifications, and approval of a program leading to
permanent certification.

Degree
require-
ments

(All candidates)
1. Completion of approved prog. of et least 30 cr. with min. B

(3.0) average.
2. Min. of one course in each of the following areas:

a. Foundations of ed. (hist., phil., soc.)
b. Ed. & /or dvlpt. psych.
c. Curriculum & methods
d. Ed. research
For elem. teaching, recto min. of 16 cr. in advanced courses in ed.

3. Min. of 15 cr. of adv. work in academic subj. or area.
4. Completion of research study or thesis, or passing comprehensive

exam (choice determined by area of apecialization)
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Admission 1. Saco. deg, from muted. 4-yr.
require- college.
manta 2. Undergrad. distr. of courses

to include following:
a. 6o er. in gen. lib. arts studies
incl. 12 cr. ea. in humanities,
sod. sci., math & nat. sci.
b. Enough cr. in..subj* to be taught
to come within 8 cr. of N.Y. state
pray. teaching certif. req. (this
varies by subj. from 18 in math to
42 in a science).

3. Satisfactory undergrad. trans+
script, recommendations, interviews,
etc.

2. Secondary Teaching

Liberal Arts Graduates
J Education Graduates

Same basic req. as for applicants
in elem. ed., incl. undergrad.
prof. sequence in ed. courses and
aced. concentration appropriate
to proposed teaching field.

Degree 42 cr., distributed as follows:
require- 1. Summer workshop in urban teach-
ments ing 8 cr.

2. Full time paid internship
throughout acad. year..., 4 cr.

3. Courses to be taken concurrent-
ly with internship:
a. Internship seminar 4 cr.
b. Workshop, secondary ed.2 cr.

44 Additional grad. courses
in ed 9 cr.

5. Alopr. grad. courses in teaching
subj. 15 cr.

Time req. to complete prog. probably
more than 2 years: summer, intern-
ship year, plus 24. cr.

Internship not offered in every subj.
every year but only in subjs. where
teachers are "urgently needed." In-
terns compensated at rate for begin-
Ining teachers.

30 cr., distributed as follows:
1. Van. of one course each in

4 basic areas of ed.:
a. Foundations (hist., philpooc)
b. Ed. Wor dvlpt. psych.
c. Curriculum & methods
d. Ed. research

2. Remainder of program subject
to joint approval by advisers
from ed. and acad. dept.
Pattern similar to that for
elementary teaching except
that the 4 courses mentioned
above will satisfy the ed.
req. (no 16 cr. min. in ed.).

One important issue which arises from a comparison of the programs
at Yeshiva, Pittsburgh, and Queens is that of consistency in require-
ments for a degree. That do these degrees mean? In the Pittsburgh pro-
gram and theluedns:-secondary programin'partitulari_students.not.alTeady
certified for teaching are required to complete udbstantially more
credit hours for the degree than those with prior certification. It
cannot be argued that this is merely a making up of lost ground and that
the end point of total preparation, undergraduate and graduate combined,
is the same; if that were so, previously certified students who had
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followed professional sequences as undergraduates would bo required to
earn enough academic credits to make their combined undergraduate and
graduate records equivalent to those of liberal arts graduates. The
Queens elementary program, which demands of all applicants the full
undergraduate professional sequence, is logically more consistent but
in effect excludes liberal arts graduates from the important elementary
field. Of the three programs summarized, that at Yeshiva comes closest
to achieving a broad consistency of total preparation in providing
different but parallel ways into the profession for students of different
undergraduate backgrounds.

The concern of all of these programs with certification, either before
or during work for the master's degree, is appropriate to their pro-
fessional character. A number of purportedly professional programs,
usually M.S. in Ed., studied at smaller institutions avoid this problem
by making certifiCation merely the responsibility of the individual
student, to be achieved, if necessary, beyond the work for the degree.
Such a policy might be justified in relation to the primarily academic
M.A. Drograms mentioned in the previous section, but it seems unsuitable
to programs leading to a professional degree. It was for this reason
that university programs were chose: for analysis in this Instance
rather than, as usual in this report, programs offered by colleges.
The clearly professional character of these programs, though not their
comprehensiveness, is a quality to which college programs might
reasonably aspire.

Finally, since master's degree programs for students already certified
build upon a long-term sequence of professional study, some consideration
must be given to that sequence and the possibilities it offers. The
"certified" track of the three programs just summarized provides a view
of the end point of the sequence as interpreted by three institutions, but
it is difficult to gain from one part a sense of the development of the
whole. Without going into a detailed study of undergraduate programs- -
a subject beyond the scope of this report--it may be helpful to examine
briefly the ideal sequence, from high school through the master's degree,
suggested by James B. Conant in The Education of American Teachers.
Even though Dr. Conant's recommendations, to be implemented, woulff require
changes in existing certification policies (he favors making certifica-
tion primarily the responsibility of the institution rather than the
state), they are significant both for their unifying philosophy, con-
cerned with achieving a balahoe between academic and professional prepa-
ration, and for the extent to which they have already influenced and
continue to influence sequential programs.

Teacher Training Sequence
(J.Mn.catinWEEmmendatfons)

I. High School Program (general education)
English (including much practice in writing). 14. years

Foreign language (one, studied consecut!fely) 9. *****
Mathematics "

Natural science. ........ ***** 3 "

History and social science 3 "

Art and music ................. ****** 2 "

Only students who place in the top 30% of their high school classes
in following a program of this type (equiv. I.Q. at least 111)
should be considered for teacher training in college.



II. er I.

A. Continuation of subjeots studied in high school
Sub ect No. of courses
ring s anguage comp.)
Literature (Western tradition)
History (at least half other

than American)
Art appreciation/ music apprec.
Mathematics 2
Sciences (physical & biological

each studied consecutively) 4

B. Beginning study of subjects not studied in high sohooi

k
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No of

Psychology (introductorygen.)
Sociology & anthropology
Philosophy (introd. to phil.

problems)
Economics (introd.)
Political science (introd.)

1
1

1
1
1

7656M. courses

professional reauenceIII. Last tte- years of college

Elementary

A. Subject concentration......... 30 cr
1. K-3 candidates

Might construct an area umajor"
in language arts, social studies
science, or the like, rather
than confine concentration to
one strict academic discipline.

2. 4-6 candidates
Should have a more specific
academic specialization, with
ma,,.tery demonstrated by sequen-
tiai study or comprehensive
examination.

B. Professional concentration...00 Cl,.
All candidates,
1. Course in child growth and

dvlpt, with one class and
one lab meeting per week
for a full year. May be best
in junior yearOOOOOOO .....(3 or)

2. Hist., phil., or soc. of ed.,
provided qualified Instr. is
available (historian, philos-
opher, etc.); otherwise, replace
with psychology. One semester,
pref. junior year.........(3 or)

3. Course in teaching reading,
incl. (a)overview of elem. grog.
(b)basic reading skills & appl.,
(c)reading for K-3 or 4-6, (d)
lab experience with some prac-
tice in teaching. One sem...(3cr

g
6

12

3
3

3
3

Ehredits

Secondary

A. Subject concentration... 45 en
1. English: incl. Brit, & Ant. lit,

structure of Eng. lang., speech
& drama, adolescent lit, advanced
comp., reading problems.

2. Social studies: incl. history
(33 cr.), pol. Bei. (3 cris
aeon. (3 or.), geography (6 cr).

3. Mathematics: incl. math (39 cr),
physics or chemistry (6 cr).

4. ihysics-dhemistry: incl. physics
(24 cr.), chem. (21 cr),

5. Biology: incl. biol. (3b Cr),
physical act ( 9 cr).

[Foreign languages, art, music,
physical ed. not included in this
list because taught at any level
and requiring proficiency of a
different kind.]
Note: The suggested credit hours in
the subjects above are all to be
considered in addition to credit
hours earned as part of the distri-
bution in general education.

Be Professional concentration... ....15 or
tmight vary from 12-18 cr in practice)
1. Hist., phil, or soc. of Am. ed.

(it ins tr. fully qualified)..(3 cr)
2. Ed. psych., incl, tests & measure-

ments (3 cr)

3. Practice teaching & special methods



Elementary

4. Series of int,nsive workshops
in content and method of teach-
ing elementary school subjects
(appropriate sections for K-3
and 4-6 specialists) ......(10cr)

5. Full year (senior) of lab ex-
periences to complement prof.
course work, incl. at least
8 weeks of practice teaching
with a min. of 3 hours daily
in classroom (6 cr)

(K.3 onlyj
6a. Additional one sem. course in

identifying and correcting
reading problems, incl. lab
expE: fence (3 cr)

t-6
only)

b. Additional one sem. course in
special methods of teaching
field of subject concentration.

(3 al

TotrA credits for four years .....120 on

67.

Secondary

in subject field. ..........(9 cr)
Note: Emphasis throtghout these
recommendations is on awarding a
teaching certificate at the secondary
level in one field only. Conant
believes this is educationally
sound and that it can be practically
supported by high school consolida-
tion.

Total credits for four years 120 cr

Certification, in the Conant plan, would come at the end of the college
program upon the recommendation of the college, the awarding of the
baccalaureate degree, and the submission of evidence that the candidate
performed successfully as a student teacher in an approved and appropriate
supervised practice teaching situation.

Iv. WorkSgraimmAIELLAIgne would be encouraged by a teacher's salary scale
su increments (1) at the point of attaining tenure after a

probationary period and (2) at the point of earning the master's (rather
than random course credits without a degree). The degree itself, however,
would be of a special kind, presupposing an undergraduate program of the
type outlined above, certification, and some teaching experience. Its
principal requirements would be as follows:

Admission Open to any graduate of the teaching sequence of the same institution
in the same field of endeavor (for example, elementary teaching, the
teaching of social studies in secondary school, etc.). No minimum
undergraduate average required.

Degree re-
quirements

1. 30 credits, distributed as follows:
Elementary

a. Advanced instruction in the
teaching of reading, arithme-
tic, science.

b. Advanced instruction in child c.
psychology.

c. If teaching in slum school, d.
study of sod., pol. sci., and
econ. as bearing on school
problems & urban conditions.

a.
b.

Secondary
Further work in psychology.
Further work in or study of
the hist. & phil. of ed.
Seminar on teaching methods
in field of specialization.
About 2/3 of grad. work to
dvlp competency for handling
advanced placement work in
field of specialization.



Elementary

68.

Secondary

d. About 1/3 of grad. work to Alternative to (d): Preparation
deepen and amplify knowledge to tuadh in a second field.
of undergrad. area of conoim... (Conant believes institutions
tration, esp. Eng., hist., awarding master's degrees should

attest to prep. in one or two
fields.)

Conant recommends that any course needed to increase the competency
of the teacher should be allowed for credit toward this special
master's degree, even if the course is at the elementary level
(a new field of science, for example).

2. Satisfactory performance on a comprehensive master's examination.

sci., or math.

Time re-
quirement

It should be possible for a teacher to complete work for the degree
in four summers or two summers plus one semester of full time study.
Conant recommends leaves of absence for the purpose. He strongly
opposes part-time study carried on while the teacher has full time
duties in the classroom, and he would not credit such part time
study toward the master's degree.

Degree
designa-
tion

411

Special title, indicating special professional degree. Conant recommends:
Master of Education in Elementary Education

or
Master of Education in [Secondary School Subject -- English,

Social Studies, or the like]

If the Conant recommendations for a professional master's degree arecompared with the requirements of existing programs summarized onpages 54 -0, several important differences and similarities becomeapparent. First, admission requirements have been simplified by theassumption that those entering the program will be graduates of thesame institution and will already be certified to teach; thus lettersof recommendation and the like become unnecessary. The specificrejection of a minimum qualifying undergraduate average, however, runscounter to the effort to attract "superior" graduates to such programs.Conant's screening occurs earlier, with admission to the undergraduate
sequence of only the top 30% of high school graduates and, of course,with the awarding of the bachelor's degree and certification to thosestudents only whose undergraduate performance has been satisfactory.
Is screening before entrance into the profession more justifiable thanlater obstacles to self-improvement and advancement? Second, therecommendation that any course needed to increase the teacher's competency,even if elementary, be counted toward the degree runs counter to thecurrent emphasis on "graduate level" work for the master's. Would theadoption of this recommendation in a broader context help to remove thebarriers to professional-liberal arts interchange in master's programs?Finally, one of the important points of agreement between these recommenda-tions and current practice is the concern for tnis interchange and
balance at all levels of preparation. If Conant is somewhat less demandingin terms of "education credits," it must ba remembered that he is inde-pendent of state requirements. He confirms the importance of the three
areas listed on page 51, however, as current practice reflects the belief
that professional and academic thought are mutually illuminating.
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III. SPECIAL FATURES AND DEVELOPMENTS

A. 212(1LnIlgIta
IfitibiBifiEiVe been mentioned in connection with almost every program
described above. Because they are such an important development in
teacher education at the graduate level, it seems essential to dis-
tinguish them from practice teaching assignments and to provide addl.-
tional details about their operation.

The main points of difference between interns and practice or student
teachers as outlined by the Ford Foundation in "The New Teacher" are as
follows:

Intern Student Teacher
1. Paid member of the school staff. 1. Unpaid novice.
2. Starts at the beginning and stays 2. Often starts apprenticeship after

until the end of the term or plans are made and plays a role
school year, participating in the obviously subordinate to that
planning as well as the carrying of the regular teacher.
out of classwork.

3. Guided by an experienced teacher, 3. Guided by teacher and college
who is given a lighter teaching adviser, but because of status
load to do this work, and also by as novice may be denied experi-
college or university advisers. ence of assuming responsibility

for important instructional work.
4. Parti tprtes in internship seminar 4. May or may not have seminar

to brireg discussion of theory and experience.
experience to bear on teaching
problems.

These differences help to explain why the internship is considered more
appropriate to graduate than to undergraduate programs: since the intern
has greater responsibility, he should be more mature and qualified, by a

broader educational experience. Legal considerations are also important:
since the intern is a paid member of a school staff, he must possess the
legal minimum qualifications for a beginning teacher. These legal
qualifications vary from state to state but may include a bachelor's
degree and/or provisional certification. Some states have established

a special "interim" certificate for the intern (see the reference to

this in the Pittsburgh program summarized above). The reason, why most

internship programs for liberal arts graduates require attendance at a

summer session preceding the internship year is that the summer courses
are designed to meet legal requirements as well as provide orientation
for students who lack background in professional education.

The "details of internship" summarized on pages 55 andS6in relation
to M.A.T. programs will provide some illustration of how the typical

internship operates. Especially important are the following points:

(1) the interview of the prospective intern by school officials as well
as members of the college faculty or administration; (2) the contract
signed with the school by each intern, making clear both salary and
responsibility; (3) the selection of advising teachers, adjustment of

their work load, arrangement for special remuneration and/or privileges

as well as a clear understanding of their responsibilities to the
interns; (4) the arrangement for liaison and supervisory personnel
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to link the intern's school experience with his work at the college or
university; (5) the organization of the internship seminar, usually
meeting in the late afternoon or evening or on Saturday morning.

The internship lends itself to various arrangements which may benefit
both interns and teacher-advisers. At Brown University, for example,
there is an "interchange" plan whereby a regular teacher is replaced
by two interns for a school year in order to spend that year in
full time study toward a master's degree at Brown. At the Claremont
Graduate School, interns participate in an experimental teaching team
program in which a mall group or team of teachers with complementary
fields of specialization, some experienced and some new to teaching,
undertakes all instruction for a corresponding "team" of 9U-200 pupils
within a school. At other institutions interns are paired for the
year, one assuming primary responsibility for a class in the first
semester and the other in the second but both participating in all
planning and teamwork as needed.

Financially the internship is both a benefit and a problem. It is a
benefit for the obvious rmson that it helps to finance the intern's
graduate work and apprent'..Lceship in the profession, and it helps him
to develop a sense of responsibility in carrying out the terms of
his contract. The internship may be a problem, however, if local
school budgets do not provide the necessary funds and outside help
is not available. The Ford Foundation has helped to support intern-
ship programs as has the Federal Teacher Corps. Ideally, thong:hit
funds should be provided by the school where the intern serves as a
staff member, and in some localities it has been extremely difficult
to secure this kind of financial cooperation. New York City is one
of these localities. The funded internshipat Queens College and
the internship program at Teachers College, Columbia, which sends
interns out of the city for their assignments, represent attempts to
overcome the financial problem and provide internship experience in
the New York area comparable to that which exists elsewhere. It is
to be hoped that the widely developing professional esteem for the
internship will increase school cooperation in all localities.

B. Professional Participation
Opportunities for master's degree candidates to participate in
professional conferences are provided by a number of programs as a
way of introducing the new teacher to an important aspect of pro-
fessional life.

At Johns Hopkins, for example, all M.A.T. candidates are required to
participate each spring in an off-campus conference held in an attractive
location such as Williamsburgh or the Pocono Mountains. The conference
has a central theme: "The Teacher in Contemporary Society," "Education
in Megalopolis," or the like. Others invited to attend are public
school personnel cooperating with the program and members of the
university faculty. The conference lasts for two days, and students
are expected to participate fully by reading papers and joining in
discussion with the experienced teachers in attendance.



Tho summer conference at the University of Wisconsin is also notable
in bringing together administrators, teachers, college faculty, and
interns from all institutions participating in the Post-Graduate
Teacher Internship Program. Interns at. this conference do not read
papers but are given an opportunity for formal 'and informal discussion
with experienced colleagues. They may also read departmental
curriculums, textbooks, and other material in current use, approach
problems such as the relationship between school and community, and
are invited to submit ideas and ask questions on any aspect of the
teaching profession.

At Yale a number of important in-service institutes in subject matter
fields are held in the summer and throughout the academic year.
Although these are designed primarily for experienced teachers, not
for interns, the interns have an opportunity to familiarize themselves
with what has become one of the leading methods of up-dating the
knowledge of working members of the profession.

C. Study Abroad
The Wesleyan-Middlebury Plan for teachers of foreign languages has
been mentioned in a previous report ("Master's Degree Programs Abroad").
This plan enables candidates to spend one academic year in the M.A.T.
program at Wesleyan, earning approximately 18 credits in professional
education courses, of which at least 6 are in practice teaching, and
6-12 academic credits; then to earn 6 credits in a summer session at
Middlebury, followed*by 21 credits in the appropriate Middlebury
graduate school abroad. At the end of the year abroad, the student
receives the M.A.T. from Wesleyan and the M.A. from Middlebury and
is qualified for certification in most states to teach his language
at the secondary school level.

A more recent development, interesting because not limited to students
interested in teaching a foreign language, is the overseas seminar
in comparative education instituted by Queens College in 1966 and now
in its second year of operatidn with registration increased from 13 to
25. Students who complete work for the seminar earn 6 graduate credits,
3 in comparative education and 3 in area methods, supported by a paper
based on observation. The theme of the seminar and its itinerary
changes from year to year: in 1966 it was "Social Transition and
Educational Change" in England, Israel, and Scandinavia; in 1967 it
is "Tradition and Change in Education" as observed in England, France,

and Spain. The group is housed abroad on school and university campuses
wherever possible and is accompanied and directel by the program
coordinators from the education faculty at Queens.

D. Experimental Technitma..1
The participation ofifiterns in team teaching has been mentioned already,
and interns participate also in school experiments with flexible
scheduling of classes and flexible grouping of pupils for effective
instruction. The Claremont Teaching Team Program provides excellent
illustrations of all these techniques in operation, but they play some
part in almost every program.

Beyond these techniques for the classroom, others are being developed
to improve graduate instruction itself or to give the student tea4hing
experience beyond the school. At Stanford, for example, interns in
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secondary education have their classroom sessions recorded on tele-
vision tape so that they can analyze and evaluate their own performance.
Micro-teaching, by which an intern develops a limited topic in only
five to ten, minutes of teaching, is also used for sampling of effective-
ness at Stanford. At Vanderbilt University, interns participate in
a series of demonstrations and discussions of educational television,
including the planning of programs and studio teaching as well as the
use of programs as resource material. At the University of Southern
California, production techniques for educational television are
taught as an aspect of audio-visual technology, and students participate
in planning and filming programs.

T. 222ailnaktliAlrilm2fItAghtErIntsiallata
Thti-tiiim-TWcidilUaltmis-by in a number of educational
contexts: academic, intellectual, social, physical, and professional.
The increasing complexity of educational activities has created a
need for highly trained personnel in specific fields, and graduate
schools are responding to that need, often with programs at the
master's degree level.

Academically, for example, the specialist may be a teacher with
advanced training in a new area of his subject. At the Carnegie
Institute of Technology, recently developed M.A. programs for teachers
in English, history, and the natural sciences draw upon Carnegie
institutional participation in curriculum development by means of
Project English, Project Social Studies , the Physical Sciences Study
Committee, the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study, and the Chemical
Education Materials Study. These programs concentrate upon changing
concepts of a subject, such as the development of structural linguis-
tics, upon the place of new knowledge in a curriculum, and upon
approaches based on the psychology of learning. They are not designed
to introduce novices to teaching but rather to enable experienced
teachers to exercise leadership in changing academic fields.

Other programs for academic specialists are more conventional in that
they are in effect "sixth year" programs within or beyond the frametrark

of the master's degree. They are available especially in California
and New York, where the structure of teacher certification requires
a fifth year of study and rewards a sixth with the "specialist" desig-
nation. A program of this kind which incorporates the master's degree
is the two-year High School Specialist-Teacher Program at the
University of Southern California. Designed for uncertified college
graduates with majors in high school subject fields, this program
provides 21 credits in professional education courses, two years of
teaching experience advancing from a part-time assistantship to a
full time internship, and 20-28 credits toward, or for ambitious
candidates completion of, an academic M.A. Sixth year programs
beyond the master's degree exist at a number of New York institutions,
including N.Y.U., Hunter, Queens, and Yeshiva. Teachers College has
a flexible Professional Diploma program which may incorporate work
for the masters degree or proceed from work previously completed.

Programs for specialization in urban teaching or teaching in deprived
areas have been developed at the master's level by a number of institu-
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tions. One of the most distinctive is the Antioch-Putney M.A.T.
in the social sciences, a problem-centered program concerned with
civil rights, poverty, emerging nations, and intercultural relation-
ships. Designed primarily for liberal arts graduates with a major
in one of the social sciences or in history, it offers course work
and independent study on the Antioch, main campus in Ohio or on the
campus at Putney, Vermont, aad includes an internship in teaching
disadvantaged high school classes in Washington, D.C., Baltimore,
or the Miami Valley, Ohio. Graduates enter teaching or serve with
such agencies as the Peace Corps and the Job Corps. Other programs
of socio-educational specialization which have already been mentioned
are the M.S.T. in urban elementary education at the University of
Chicago and Project Beacon at Yeshiva.

Specialist programs in physical or "exceptional" intellectual instruc-
tional fields--for deaf, blind, and otherwise physically handicapped
children and those who range from -,etarded to exceptionally bright--
have existed for some time and are now expanding. Almost every
university offers such programs leading to a master's degree, and
programs are available also at some colleges. Hunter, for example.,
has a wide range leading to the M.A. and the M.S. in Ed. EVen, more
highly specialized are the programs available at a few single-purpose
institutions such as Gallaudet College in Washington, D.C., which
offers the M.A.T., elementary and secondary, in the education of the
deaf.

Finally, there is an increasing interest in specialist programs in
educational techniques, such as remedial reading, and in non-teaching
educational fields, such as guidance and school counseling. Here
again master's degrees may be earned at most universities and at
some colleges, such as Hunter. Yeshiva is one institution with
recently expanded facilities in these areas. It might be noted that
the psychological specialties, such as guidance, often lead, like school
administration, into sixth year and doctoral work.

F. Continuing Education
The teacher shortages of recent years, together with the interest of
college-educated women in entering or re-entering a profession after
their children are old enough to free them from full time family
responsibilities, have stimulated experiments in master's degree
programs designed especially to. prepare mature womea to teach. These
differ fim programs which welcome mature graduate students along with
others, for example, the Smith internship M.A.T., in that they are
usually part time to allow for partial home responsibilities, have
classes scheduled at hours convenient for the housewife, and because
of their part time naturesextend over a period of years. They may also
require a period of probation before the woman is accepted as a regular
graduate student because of the difficulty many experience in returning
to study after a lapse of time.

One successful program of this kind is the New York University-Sarah
Lawrence College Graduate Program in Early Childhood and Elementary
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Education, a cooperative threeyear program of part time study leading

to the M.A. in Ed. degree. Counseling is provided by the Sarah
Lawrence Center for Continuing Education; course work is offered by

N.Y.U., partly on the Sarah Lawrence campus (10 credits) and partly

in the School of Education at Washington Square; student teaching is

done in Westchester schools. The program was started with the

support of a Carnegie grant. One difficulty so far unresolved has

been that of commutation during the year of required course work on

the Washington Square campus; even with classes scheduled at convenient

hours, women have found this a serious problem.

An attempt to provide for continuing education, by a "multi-track"

arrangement is represented by "Plan M" at Harvard, leading to either

the Ed.M. or the M.A.T The course work of this plan is identical

to that of the regular degree sequences, but it is extended over an

extra year, bringing the total time to two or three years. The student

enters on a probationary basis. A choice may be made between an unpaid

teaching apprenticeship and a paid internship; if the internship is

chosen it must be carried on full time for one semester.

Conclusion

Study for this report has included programs offered by both colleges

and universities. The effort has been to identify imnortant de)lop-

ments in a changing, expanding field, especially those with high

promise of educational quality. The question arises, however, as to

whether the college or smaller institution can contribute to these
developments, and if so, what the nature of the contribution may be.

The evidence suggests that the college can and must make a contribution

for two reasons: need and special qualifications. The need arises not

only from general educational pressures already indicated but also from

the growing emphasis on doctoral study in university graduate schools

of education. The 1966 report of the Harvard Committee, The Graduate

Study of Education, recommends "a reduction of our commitment to

master's degree programs." Even the "clinical programs of high quality"

Which might be continuod at the master's level are preferably to be

restricted by future ?alley to students of doctoral potential. Other

universities, too, report or recommend a policy of priority for

doctoral programs and candidates. it is not to be expected, of course,

that university schools of education will abolish their master's degree

procrams in the near future, but the student whose primary or immediate

interest is in the master's degree may be at a disadvantage both in the

competition for admission and in institutional concern for his needs.

Colleges, on the other hand, can contribute not only concern but whole-

ness to programs leading to master's degrees in teaching. In a college

the teacher or potential teacher does not work in a self-contained
professional school but in the larger academic environment of which he

should be a part. He receives professional training from profess onals
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but pursues academic work in the same classes and under the same
conditions and standards as students in the academic fields. The
ideal of the "teacher-scholar," which inevitably stirs the acAlemic
imagination though it is inevitably elusive, comes closer to reality
in such a climate, and the =MISS of college M.A.T. programa attests
to the practical effectiveness of the academic-professional approach.

To be weighed in the balance are problems of facilities. Master's
degree programs in education, like programs for academic master's
degrees, require a highly qualified faculty with a teaching load
which permits time for student counseling, preparation of graduate
courses, and scholarly and professional activity. Library and
laboratory facilities must be more extensive than those suitable
for undergraduates. Outside the college, arrangements must be made
for student teaching or internship experiences with suitable super-
vision by both college and school. James B. Conant has estimated
that even an undergraduate program in education to be effective
should be taught by at least 3-4 full time instructors or the
equivalent, including "clinical professors" to direct student teach-
ing and seminars from L background of outstanding service in the
schools. A graduate program would make greater demands on the college,
including demands on the academic departments if the climate of
wholeness is to be achieved.

State requirements, too, must be met if education programs are to be
of practical use to their graduates. Academic master's degree programs,
it is true, must meet the standards of regional accrediting associations,
but accreditation characteristically views the institution as a whole
and a gradAate program as a part of the institutional pattern. Standards
are high but allow for flexibility of design. State certification
requirements are much more specific in terms of credit hours and
courses of study, and "program approval" by the state exercises a
significant influence over degrees as well. One reason why the M.A.T.
is rarely awarded by New York institutions, for example, is that it
is difficult, though not impossible, to meet the standards of the
state interpretation of the degree.

These difficulties, real though they may be, suggest that the college
should proceed slowly rather than stand apart from the professional
education field. It cannot and should not attempt to establish a full
range of master's degree programs in education where none existed
before. But it can establish programs in its areas of strength, and
with long-range planning, it may look toward broader service. Its
potential contribution is too important to be denied.



MASTER'S DEGREE PROGRAMS ABROAD

Study abroad at the master's degree level under the sponsorship of
American colleges and universities is a recent dewN^2ment in higher
education. Junior year programs for undergraduates, principally
la,..age majors, have existed for a long time, as have various oppor-
tunities for doctoral candidates to study or do research abroad.
Master's degree program, however, were extremely rare before 1950,
and most of those exiating today were founded after 1960. Of the
53 programs surveyed for this study, only 3 were founded before 1950,
15 were founded 1950 -59, and 35 were founded since 1960. Many of
the programs are, therefore, still in the process of development and
are subject to re-evaluation and change.

Only programs under the direct sponsorship of American colleges or
universities -Jere included in the study. Thus a distinction was made
Letween these and arrangements which individual students might make
to receive graduate credit for work done abroad. Of the sponsoring
institutions, 32 depend academically upon the facilites and coopera-
tion of foreign universities but require that students' courses and
credits be approved by a resident director of studies for the work
to be counted toward an American master's degree. On the other hand,
11 institutions maintain their own campuses abroad, where courses and
credits are tailored to American requirements, though the faculty is
largely foreign. There are also a number of study-travel plans, often
summer programs, which have no one institutional base abroad.

Many of the programs register both graduate and undergraduate students,
but one of tne differences between long-term (one semester or more) and
short-term (usually summer) programs is that the long-term programs
are Bess apt to mix graduates and undergraduates in the same courses.
At least 17 of the 20 short-term programs but no more than 9 of the
33 long-term programs combine the levels.

Language and civilization programa are most widely offered (17 long-
term and 11 short-term among those studied), but there is also a variety
of other subjects, including art, art history, political science, inter-
national relations, social science, and education. Some of the programs
at foreign universities are limited in subject matter only by the
curriculum of those universities, provided that the American students
are fluent enough in the langua9 used to participate fully. Institu-
tions which maintain their own campuses abroad tend to use English as the
language of instruction.

Exact statistics as to budget and sources of support for the programs
are generally unavailable, but there is evidence that most support
comes from participants' fees to the sponsoring institutions. Some
foundations, including Carnegie, Ford, and Rockefeller, have (zontributed,
as have a number of denominational and civic organizations. Students
who have won fellowships for graduate study, such as Fulbright and NDEA



. grants, have also been able to apply their funds to approved programs
for study abroad.

The material which follows has been arranged in two main divisions:
programs requiring a semester or more abroad and those requiring less
than a semester. The difference is important, since in .he long-term
programs overseas work must be substantial enough to provide the
student with a large part if not all of his credits toward the master's
degree, while the short-term programs provide only a few credits among
many. A brief over-all view of a wide sampling of programs is pre-
sented in chart form; then a few representative programs are compared
in detail.

Special thanks for help in gathering information is due to Education
and World Affairs, which opened its files for study and made available
data from the draft of a directory, The International rrograms of
American Universities, scheduled for publication by Michigan State
University in 105:

I. PROGRAMS REQUIRING A SEMESTER OR MORE ABROAD

Institution Place Field of Type of U.S. Adm.
Study Study & Fac.

U. of Cal. Colombia, Not re- Foreign Res.
(Santa Bar- France, stricted University dir.
bara adm.) Germany, courses

Hong Kong, plus U. of
Italy, Cal.
Japan, tutorials
Spain,

U.Kingdom

Level

Some
grad.

but
mainly
under-
grad.

(Duration

Acad.
year

Central
Coll.

Pella, Ia.

Paris

Fairleigh

Dickinson U.

Wroxton,

England

French

lang. &
civ.

English
lit. &

civ.

'courses at
rorbonne

Res. Grad. &
Dir. undergr.

Acad. yr.
plus
summer

Indiana U.,

Bloomington
Chile,

Germanys

France,

U.Kingdom

Not re-
stricted

Johns
Hopkins
University

Bologna,
Italy

Guest Res.

lecturers, dir. &
field trips, asst.

capers
oreign tunspeci-
niversity fied
ourses

jInternationa Courses at Res. dlr. rad. ca .

studies .J-H Center & fac. only year

(Diplomacy, by J-H profs
Econ., Law) & guest

lect.

Grad.
summers;

undergrAd.
acad. yr.

2 summers .

to M.A.

Grad. &
undergrad.

Acad. year



Inst. Place I Field of 1

Study :

Type
of Stu.

Foreign
univ.; but
in Spain
courses by
Sp. profs.

at college

center

U.S. Adm.
& Fac.

Res.
dir.

Level

Grad.

only

Duration

cad.

ear
follow-
ing

Bummer
at

Middle

Middlebury
College

Paris,
Mainz,

Florence,

Madrid

Language

& civ.

Monterey

Inst. of
Foreign
Studies

Unspecified
but emph.

on Europe

Language,

Civ., Polit-1

ical Arts

Foreign
univ.

None, but
foreign
adviser

Grad.
only ear(year

NA AI. Madrid Language
& Civ.

Foreign
University

Res.

dir.

Grad. ilCad.
under-
grad.

(2 Prose.)
Grad.

only

year

2-3 years,
followed
by 1 grad.

kr. at
Oberlin

Oberlin

College
India,

Formosa
English
as a
foreign

lang.

Teaching
asst

,

Fac.

exch.

Rosary Coll.
River Forest,
Illinois

Florence Fine Arts,

Music
Courses at
Pius XII
Institute

Res. adm.
staff

Grad.

only
11-2

"years

Smith
College

Hamburg Lang. &
Civ.

Foreign
university

Res.

dir.

Grad.
&

under-
grad.
2 .ro...a.

cad.
ear

U. of So.

California
Vienna,

Lofidon

Lang. &
Civ.;

Int'l Rel.

Foreign
university;

U.S .Air Force

Center

.

Res.

dir.

Grad. &
under-
grad .in

Vienna;

grad.

only in
London__Xondon

cad. yr.
ienna;

longer

for part-
time

students,

Stanford U. Hamburg Lang. &
Civ.

Foreign
university

Res.

dir.

Grad. &

under-
grad.

.ro:s.

2 quarters
(spring

& summer)

Syracuse U. India,

Pakistan
Int'l
Public
Adminis-
tration

Internship

in U.S.

Gvt. Agency

Res.

Adm.
Grad. 11 months,
only coord.

with
grad.study
at

'Syracuse



'lb.

Inst. Place Field
of Study
Fine

arts

Type
of StOi...1js_t___Pa.....
Courses at
Tyler Sch.
in Rome

U.S.Adm.

Res.

dir.

(foreign

faculty)

Level

Grad. &
under-
grad.
(2 .

Progss)

Duration

Acad. yr:
also
summer

;Tog.

Temple U.
Tyler Sch.
of Art.

Rome

Tufts U. Naples,
Tubingen

Lang. &
Civ.

4 Tufts Center,
Naples, spec.
courses; U.
of Tubingen

Res.
dir. &
fac.,

Naples;
res.dir.
Tubingen _j

Grad. &
under-
grad.
Naples;

I grad.
only
Tubing

Grad.
only

Acad. yr.;
summer
also in
Tubingen

Acad. yr.Vassar Coll. Hamburg Lang. b
Civ.

Foreign
University

Res.

dir.
Whitman

College,

Walla Walla,
Washington

Bavaria Lang.,Civ.,
Soc.Sc.,
Humanities

Foreign

university
Unspeci-
fied

Grad. &
under -

grad.

Acad. yr.

Yale U. Germany,

Tokyo
Not restric-
ed, Germany;
Eng.as for-
eign lang.,
Tokyo

Foreign
university,
Germany;

teaching
asst Tokyo

Unspeci-
fied

I

Grad.
only

Acad. yr.

COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS
Assoc.Col- Liberia
leges of the (Cutting -
Midwest ton Coll.,

Suacoco)
Cal. State Europe, Not re-
Colleges Japan, . stricted

Formosa

African
I

Teaching & Exch.
studies adm.ass't faculty

Foreign

university
Res.

dir.

Inter- Japan,
University Formosa
Centers

(Stanford

;Wm.)

London- London &
Cornell field wk
Project in Asia

Lang. &
Civ.

Courses &
research at
study center

Res.

dir.

Grad. 12 years

only I

1

I

Grad. & Acad. yr.
under-

Grad.; 11.mo..
a far
under-

grad.

Area
studies,

China &
S.E.Asia

Foreign
university
& research

Exch.

faculty
Grad.

only
Acad. yr.



el,

II. PROGRAMS REQUIRING LESS THAN A SEMESTER ABROAD

Institution Place Field I

of Study
Type
of Study

U.S.Adm.
& Fac.

1

Level 'Duration

Grad .& Surer
undergreld.(6 wks

(2 grad 6 grad.
courses) cr.max.)

Bryn Mawr
College

Avignon,
France

French
Lang. &
Civ.

Courses by
French profs.
at Institutes

Res. dir.

George

Peabody
Coll.,

Nashville,

Tenn. &NEA

Australasia,
Europe,USSR

Education Seminars &
field study

Dir. Grad. 612
undergrad.

_._

months

Indiana U.,

Bloomington
Eastern
Europe &
USSR

Russian
lang.&
civ.

Workshop:
travel-study

U.S.fac.

partici-
gating in
workshop
(15 in
1964-65

grad.&
undergrad.month
(90grad,

30 under-
grad.'64

one

-5)

Georgetown U.

Wash., D.C.

Guadalajara,
Mexico

Lang, & civ.
political
sci., art

Courses at

Inst. of
Technology

Res.dir. Grad. & 1

undergra6.(5

1

.

summer
-6 wks,

6 grad.
cr. max,)
summer
Cr.

max.)

State Coll.
of Iowa

Europe:7
countries,
incl.USSR

Social sci.
& the arts

Travel,plus
2-wk semi-
na.s in
Oxford &
Vienna

2 dirs. grad. & I

undergrad.6

i

I

,.._

Marquette U.,
Milwaukee

Bad Godes-
berg

German
Ling.

Foreign
res., field
trips, etc.

Res.dir.

2 fac.

some grad.summer
mostly I 2 5wk

underarad.sessions)

Mundelein
Coll.,

Chicago

France French I

lang.

& civ.

Travel-
study

1 fac.

member

grad. & i

undergrad.

summer

Northern

*411.U.,

De Kalb

Western
Europe

Art Travel-
study

1 fac.
member

grad. &
under-
grad.

summer
2 months

8 gr.cr.)

U.of Okla-
home,

Norman

Grenoble,

Madrid,
Rome,

Munich,

USSR

Foreign
lang. & civ.
art

Foreign univ.

& travel

1 res.

adviser

grad. &
undergrad.3

summer
- 10

I gr.cr.)

Portland
State Coll.,

Oregon

Cairo Arabic
studies

American U.
in Cairo

Res.dir. Mostly
grad.

summer

So.I11.U. Mexico Lang. &
civ.

Foreign
univ.

Res. dir. Mostly
grad.

summer
(6 wks)

Temple U.

Tyler School
of Art

Rome Art Courses at

Tyler in
Rome

Res.dir. Grad. &
under-
grad.

summer
(8 wks,

10 gr.

cr.)



History is

Objectives

DETAILED ANALYSIS

Of the programs listed above, many merit close study, but six have been
selected as representative of differing approaches to substantial or
long-term master's degree work abroad in the major fields of language-
literature -civilization, fine arts, and international studies:

1. Middlebury in Paris, one of the oldest and best established of
the foreign language-civilization programs which use the resources
of a foreign university, :4.s compared and contrasted with the
recently opened Wroxton program of Fairleigh Dickinson University,
which has its own campus for the study of a foreign but English-
speaking civilization.

2. The Temple University Tyler School of Art in Rome, administered
with the cooperation of the Experiment in International Living,
is compared and contrasted with the Pius XII Institute Graduate
School of Fine Arts in Florence, administered by Rosary College,
a small liberal arts institution.

3. The Johns Hopkins Center for Advanced International Studies in
Bologna, designed for the second year of a highly specialized two-
year master's curriculum, is compared and contrasted with Tufts
in Italy, which offers a one-year master's degree in Italian
Studies with much graduate-undergraduate interchange.

A. LANGUAGE-LITERATURE-CIVILIZATION

Middlebury in Paris

Middlebury in Paris (official title

the Middlebury Graduate School of
French in France) was organized in
1949 with the help of a Carnegie
grant and by agreement with the
University of Paris. Within a few
years, it was providing a pattern
for the establishment of other .

Middlebury language schools abroad:
Spanish at Madrid and Salamanca in
1951, German at Mainz in 1959, and
Italian at Florence in 1960.

The purpose of all these schools is
to enable American students who
have a professional need for the
master's degree in a foreign lan-
guage to earn an academically

recognized American degree through
a year of study at a foreign uni-
versity.

Enrollment at Middlebury in Paris,
1964-65, was 85 (25 men, 60 women).

Fairleigh Dickinson-Wroxton

Fairleigh Dickinson purchased the
56-acre Wroxton property, including
the Abbey House, from Trinity Col-
lege, Oxford, in 1963. The house
was extensively renovated for
college use: central heating, modern
wiring, new plumbing, and a modern
kitchen installed, and provision
made for classrooms, reading rooms,
common rooms, and bed - sitting rooms
for 40 students. The first students
were accepted for the summer session
of 1965.

The purpose is to serve both gradu-

ate and undergraduate needs: to pro-
vide a 2-summer sequence leading to
the M.A. in English from Fairleigh
Dickinson, and during the academic
year to provide a junior year abroad
program for non-foreign language
majors among undergraduates.

Enrollment at Wroxton, summer 1965,
was 40 (34 regular grad. students,
6 special students).



Admission
require-
ments

Middlebury,

1. A.B. from "approved college".
2.

3.

Undergraduate major or equivalent

in French.
Intention to teach or other
definite professional need. (The

program is not.designed for

candidates for the doctorate or
others wishing to do independent

study or research.)
4. Pledge to speak only French

during the course of study.

5. Successful completion of a
preliminary summer session et

Middlebury. All acceptances
are provisional only until this

requirement is fulfilled.

Only full-time students who are
serious candidates for the degree

are accepted.

Fairleigh Dickinson,

1. A.B. from accredited college.
2. A strong undergraduate record

in English, including at least
24 credit hours. Transcript
required.

3. Names and addresses of two
"responsible references."

It is recommended but not required
that degree candidates have a
reading knowledge of at least one

foreign language.

Non-degree candidates and students
who do not wish to work for credit
may be accepted if they offer
evidence that they fit into the
program and can profit frcm it.

V3.

Degree
require-

ments

1. Successful completion of 6 cr.

of work at the preliminary sum-
mer session at Middlebury (see

admission req. above).

2. Completion of an orientation
program in Paris organized by

the resident Director of Studies
for the month of October. This

program includes courses in
translation, composition, and

explication. During this

period the student also Chooses,
with the Director's approval,
his program for the year.

3. Successful completion of 20 cr.

of course work at the University
of Paris, distributed over two
semesters. Programs must in-
clude an advanced course in
each of four fields: grammar or
linguistics, oral practice and

theory of diction, literary
history or criticism, national
history and geography. Attend-

ance is required, and students
must pass course examinations
set and evaluated by the French
professors.

4. Preparation of a short thesis or
memoire under the supervision
of a tutor or repeteur to whom
the student is assigned early in
his first semester abroad. The

1. Successful completion of 24 cr.

of course work during two summers

at Wroxton (two 4 week
sessions each bummer). Examina-

tions are set and evaluated by
Fairleigh Dickinson faculty
members in residence, not by

the English lecturers.

2. Completion of a research thesis
in connection with a 4-cr. thesis

course offered by Fairleigh

Dickinson on its American campus.
This course may be taken in
absentia by students who do not

live near the campus.

3. Completion of 4 more cr., either
by extending the thesis or by

further course work at Fairleigh

Dickinson or at another university.
Thus there is a total of 32 cr. for

the degree.



Degree
require
ments
(cont.)

Middleburg

thesis is counted as 4 Cr.
toward the degree. Thus there
is a total of 30 credits for

the degree.

5. Evidence of habitual and success-
ful use of French for all com-
munication, oral and written,
throughout the year.

Beyond the M.A. in French from
Middlebury, which may be earned by
fulfilling the above requirements,
the M.A.T. from Wesleyan University
is available to students who pre-
cede the Middlebury year with a
year at Wesleyan, taking appro-
priate courses in teaching methods,
practice teaching, and the like.

Students in France are encouraged
also to take the examination for
the Diplome Superieur and are
given a bonus of 2 cr. if they

succeed.

Paitl_e Leh Dickinson,

Curricu-
lum 6
academic
facili-
ties

The resources of several divisions
of the University of Paris are
available to Middlebury students.
They attend one or more series of
lectures in the Faculte des Lettres
and elect courses from among those
offered at the Centre Albert-
Chatelet, the Institut des Pro-
fesseurs de Francais a 1'Etranger,
the Institut de Phonetique, the
Institut e'Etudes Politiques, and
others. Thus, although the students
are officially enrolled in the
Facultedes Lettres, their choice
of courses is extremely wide, and
the type of work expected ranges
from attendance at lectures to

completion of practical exercises
for language skills. As specified

under Degree Requirements (No. 3),
they are asked to distribute their
advanced work over four fields, but
they may exercise preference within
those fields, provided that they
concentrate their programs on
French-related studies.

All programs must be approved and
credits evaluated by the resident
Director of Studies for Middlebury.

Two courses are offered in each of
the two 4-week summer sessions at
Wroxton each year, and each course

counts for 3 cr. Different courses

are offered in successive summer.;

to enable students to earn 24 cr.
in two summers of work for the M.A.
Courses offered in 1966 will be as

follows:
First session, July 4-30

Shakespealls Historical Plays - -I

The English Theatre: A Survey

Second session, August 1-27

Shakespeare's Historical Plays - -II

Shakespeare's Contemporaries

Beyond regular course work there is

a full schedule of fie141 trips.

Wroxton is only 16 miles from
Stratford, 23 from Oxford, and
75 from London; this made it possible

for students in the 1965 summer
session to make frequent trips to
all three centers, to attend five
lectures in Stratford, and to see
six Shakespearean and seven con-
temporary plays. In addition, all



Curricu-
lum
(cont.)

Middlebury

Field trips include a day at
Chartres and an excursion to the
Loire country in the spring as well

as a number of official receptions

As enrolled students at the Uni-
versity of Paris, the Middlebury
group enjoys full library privileges.

Fairleigh Dickinson

traveled by bus to Stonehenge and
Avebury, to Notticgham and Malvern,

to Salisbury, Worcester, and
Coventry Cathedrals, and to other

sites of historical and literary
interest, including Blenheim Palace,
Sulgrave Manor, Warwick Castle,
Broughton Castle, the Upton House
Museum, Compton Winyates, the Ched -

worth Ronan villa, and a Roman villa
site near Wiginton, where they were
allowed to help with the excavation.

A library with holdings chosen to
complement the course offerings has
been installed at Wroxton Abbey.
For more extensive research, Wroxton
students are permitted to use the

Oxford University libraries.

Faculty
and
admin-
istra-
tior

The faculty is that of the Uni-
versity of Paris, as indicated

above. By special arrangement,
faculty members give examinations
to Middlebury students and evaluate
the results in courses counting

toward the Middlebury degree.

The Director of the Middlebury
Language Schools in Vermont has
over-all responsibility for the
overseas programs as well. Im-

mediate responsibility for each
foreign program, however,.is in
the hands of the resident Director
of Studies. His duties are both

academic and social:

1. To advise students academically
and approve each student's
choice of program.

2. To evaluate each student's pro-
gram and performance in terns
of the American system of
credits and grades.

3. To organize orientation courses
for students each October
before regular courses begin.

4. To assist students to make
suitable living arrangements.

5. To help students to meet
foreigners of similar back-

ground and interests.

6. To request withdrawal of any
student not making proper use
of the course (students are

required to report immediately
to the Director any illness or
inability to attend classes.

Two experienced faculty members from
Fairleigh Dickinson are in residence

at Wroxton. They hold weekly

tutorial hours with the students,
assign term papers, set examinations,

and establish grades.

Course lectures are Omen by six to
eight British writers and scholars,
with occasionally a visiting American,

who come to the Abbey for this pur-

pose. They make themselves avail-

able for conferences with students
and meet students socially at coffee
hours, but they have no direct in-
volvement with papers, examinations,

or grades. The lecturers for the
Shakespeare course in the summer of
1965 included the Director and the

Secretary of the Shakespeare Insti-

tute and the chairmen of English

departments from Liverpool, Leeds,
Warwick, and Bryn Mawr. Lecturers

on contemporary fiction and drama

included a reviewer for PUNCH, drama
critics from the IRISH TIMES and the
QUEEN, producers from the Stratford

and Oxford theaters, and actors of

Shakespearean roles. The senior

tutor of Trinity College, Oxford,

lectured on Roman Britain heraldry,

and Oxford University.

The Dean of the College of Liberal
Arts at the Fairleigh Dickinson
Rutherford campus has over-all
responsibility for the Wroxton

program.



Travel,
resi-
dential,

& social
faci li-

ties

Middlebury

Each student is responsible for
his own transatlantic transporta-

tion. He must report to the
Director of Studies in Paris by
the date established for the
Middlebury program to begin.

Each student is also responsible,
with the assistance of the Direc-
tor of Studies, for making his own

arrangements for room and board.
His choice is usually among the
following:

1. The CitefUniversitaire
(limited number of rooms).

2. A private French family
(room and board).

3. A small hotel.
Students who live at the Cite' or
at a hotel take their meals out
at government subsidized student
dining halls or at restaurants.

Students are invited to a number
of social events such as recep-
tions and excursions planned by
the Director of Studies to help
them get acquainted with the
French. They are warned in ad-
vance, however, that international
friendships are difficult to es-
tablish.

Finance

Fairleieh Dickinson

Students may arrange individually
for their transatlantic transports
tion or may sign for a group flight.

All students live at the Abbey House
in double or single bed-sitting rooms.
They take their meals at the Abbey
also.

Recreational facilities on the 56-
acre estate include bicycling,
croquet, ping pong, etc. A public
golf course and public riding stable
are located nearby. In the village
of Wroxton there are a few facilities:
a post office, a general store, and
churches (Anglican, Catholic, and
Methodist). At Banbury, three miles
away, there are medical and hospital
services, banks, a car rental agency,
stores, etc.

Students are encouraged to establish
friendly relations with English
people at Wroxton and Banbury, but
the location and self-contained
program at Wroxton makes it impossible
for them to participate in the ex-
changes of university life.

The cost to each student is as
follows:

1. Summer session at Middle-

bury (all-inclusive) $440
2. Tuition, Paris 600
3. Diploma fee 15

4. Room & board, Paris(app.)1400
5. Extracurricular 11

350
6. Transatlantic travel" 450
7. Emergency fund 11 300

$3555
Note that only the first three
items above are paid directly to
the college. The others are esti-
mates of what a frugal student will
have to spend. The college recom-
mends that students have addition-
al funds available and that they
carry medical insurance.

The cost to each student per session
is as follows:

1. Fee for each session

(includes tuition, text-
books, trips, theater
tickets) $300

2. Room and board each
session (double room) 250

3. Application fee 5

4. Transatlantic travel 325
(group flight)

$880

But note that to earn the degree a
student must attend two sessions per
summer for two summers. This would
raise the cost to $2,855 (four times
items 1 and 2, and twice item 4).

Beyond this, extra funds would be
necessary for recreation, emergencies,
health insurance, etc. Finally, to



Finance
(coat.)

Middlebury

A few scholarships are awarded
for the preliminary summer session
at Middlebury, but the college has
no scholarship funds for the pro-
gram abroad. Limited loans are
available from college and NDEA
funds.

Winners of Fulbright awards, if
assigned to the University of Paris,
may apply their funds to the Middle-
bury program, as may winners of
French government scholarships ad-
vinistered through the Institute
of International Education.

In 1964-65, eleven of the 85 stu-
dents in Paris held Fulbright
awards, two had fellowships from
the Alliance Francaise, two held
French government grants, and six
were on appointment from the West
Point Military Academy.

in.

earn the degree the student must
offer eight extra credits, earned
at Fairleigh Dickinson or some
other university, and the cost
of these must be added to total
costs on the same basis as the
preliminary summer sesoion at
Middlebury. The cost of the
Fairleigh Dickinson program to
the student, therefore, is at
least as much as the cost of the
Middlebury program.

"rom the point of view of the
institution, Fairleigh Dickinson
reported a budget of $80,000 for
Wroxton in 1965. Do further de-
tails were available, however,
and even this figure may not be
informative in view of the fact
that the program was not in full
operation until the summer of
that year; the undergraduate
program had not yet begun.

B. FINE ARTS

Temple-Tyler in Rome

History The Temple University Tyler School
6 objec- of Art was established in 1934, and
tives since 1951 it has offered a summer

study-tour of Europe for 6 graduate
or undergraduate credits in the
visual arts. The permanent School
of Art in Rome is a new venture,
undertaken within the past year in
cooperation with the Experiment in
International Living. It offers
courses for both graduate and
undergraduate students throughout
the academic year and in a summer
session. Its objectives are to
carry on the over-all Tyler goals
uf training professional artists
and teachers of art and in addition
to offer opportunities to study
Italian art in its historical and
cultural setting and to increase
international understanding.

Rosary -Pius XII in Florence

The Pius XII Institute Graduate
School of Fine Arts was founded
through the generosity of Myron
Taylor, vho in 1941 presented
the Villa Schifanoia, his Flor-
entine home, to Pope Pius XII
with the request that Dominican
Sisters from Wisconsin establish
there a graduate school of fine
arts for American women. The
Institute was opened after the
war, in 1948, and in 1954 Rosary
College of River Forest, Ill.,
administered by the same Domini-
can Sisters, began to confer the
master's degree for work done at
the Institute. The program is
now accredited by the North
Central Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools.

Objectives are to develop the
student's creative power through
a program of technical training
and scholarship in the arts, and
in the process to cultivate
humanistic breadth and inter-
national understanding.



Admission
require-
ments

1

Tile- Tyler,

1. Bachelor's degree tram accred-
ited institution.

2. Strong undergraduate record,
with at least 30 cr. in art and
6 cr. in art history (transcript
required).

3. Portfolio demonstrating drawing

ability, competence in a major
studio field and achievement in
other fields.

4. Names and addresses of five
references for artistic ability,
scholastic performance, and
character.

5. Brief, written statement of the
applicant's aims as an artist
in seeking to study abroad.

6. Health and welfare form, incl.
health insurance.

7. Personal interview.

If a student who has already been
accepted as a candidate for the
MF. at Tyler applies for the Rome

program, he must submit a schedule
of courses to be taken abroad and
at Tyler after his return to ful-
fill the requirements for the
degree.

Applicants who are candidates for
degrees at other institutions may
apply for the Rome program but
must submit a letter from their
dean or director recommending them

and giving assurance that the Rome
credits will be accepted for trans-
fer.

1.

2.

ve

Rosary-Pius XII

Bachelor's degree from accredited
college.

Undergraduate major in art or
music, or a bachelor of fine arts
degree, or the equivalent (tran-
script required). Beyond this,
each degree offered has ts own
admission requirements or pre-
requisites:
a. M.A. in art history requires

undergraduate major in art or
art history, incl. 15 cr. in
art history, 9 cr. in general
history, 6 cr. in studio work.
Applicants must also submit a
research paper demonstrating
ability in critical analysis
and writing.

b. M.A. in art requires undergrad.
major in art or its equiv.,
plus portfolio of represents..
tive works.

c. M.F.A. requires B.F.A. or
equiv., including 9 cr. in art
history and reading knowledge
of French or German in addi-
tion to the knowledge of

Italian required of all at the
Institute. Even then, midi-
dates are accepted in the M.F.A.
program only by invitation of
the degree committee after
receiving the M.A.

d. Master of Music in music history
requires undergrad. major or
equivalent (win. 15 cr.) in
music history, a reading knowl.

edge of French or German in ad-
dition to Italian, a sample
research paper demonstrating
ability in critical analysis
and writing, and a tape re-
cording demonstrating pro-
ficiency in applied music.

e. Master of Music in composition
and theory requires undergrad.
major or equiv. in this field,
examples of studies in composi-
tion and theory, and a tape
recording showing proficiency
in applied music.

f. Master of Music in applied music
requires undergrad. major or
equiv. in an instrument or voice
and a qualifying audition or
tape recording,



Temple-TEktr

Admission
(cont.)

VI.

3. Testimonial from a reliable
person not a relative.

4. Satisfactory financial reference.

5. Certificate of good health.

Provisional admission may be granted

to an applicant from a nonaccredited
institution or to one who lacks some

of the undergraduate prerequisites.
Such students are granted full ad-
mission after satisfactory completion
of courses at the Institute, but
no graduate credit will be given for
courses needed to make up under-

grad. prerequisites.

Students who do not wish to work toward
a master's degree may be admitted if

they fulfill the admission requirements
and if they follow a program of at least

9 cr. per semester.

Students who meet all of the admission
requirements are admitted to the Insti-
tute but do not become candidates for
the degree until they have done satis-
factory work on the graduate level for
at least one semester and passed a
foreign language reading examination.

Degree

require

ments

For the M.F.A., a min. of 48 cr.

or a max. of 64 cr. of graduate

course work, depending on a
student's previous training. The
student with a B.F.A. will be
required to complete fewer credits

of graduate work. The distribu-

tion of credits and other require-

ments is as follows:

1. Major field (painting, print-
making, or sculpture), 18-26 cr.

2. Related studio disciplines,

12.20 cr.

3. Art history, 12 cr. (incl.
seminar in research methods and'

a course in the preparation of

the thesis).
Electives, 6 cr. (esthetics

and art criticism recommended).'

A one-man exhibition of work to
be judged by the graduate
faculty and defended by the

student in an oral examination.
A research thesis, directed by
dept. of art history, judged
by grad. faculty, and defended
by student in oral examination.

General:

1. Minimum residence requirement for

the M.A., 2 semesters; for the

M.F.A., 4 semesters. Students are

warned that these requirements are
minimum, and only those with a very

strong background should expect to

complete the course within them.

2. An average of B in courses taken

for the degree (minimum of B in

major, of C in electives).

34 Basic knowledge of Italian. This

is interpreted to mean a course in

the language before arrival at the

Institute, two weeks of intensive
oral study before classes begin, and

the passing of an oral examination.
This requirement is in addition to

the reading requirement specified
for most of the degrees.

Special:
1. M.A. in art history

a. 30 cr. course work

b. Reading knowledge of French

or German



Degree
require-
ments
(cont.)

Temple-Tyler

The above requirements apply to
the M.F.A. degree from Tyler,
whether work for the cLagree is

lone entirely on the Philadelphia
campus or partly in Rome. It is
recommended that students who wish
to study in Rome do so during the
first year of work for the M.F.A.
If they elect to go to Rome for
their second year, they must

complete the ther4s course on the
home campus afte :heir return.

Tyler also cooperates with the
Temple University College of Edu-
cuion in awarding the M.Ed. with
a major in art. Candidate's for
this degree would not normally
study in Rome because they must
include education as well as art
courses within a year of study.

10
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c. Written comprehensive and
visual identification exams
in history, theory, and practice
of Art.

d. Written thesis.

e. Oral exam on thesis and related
material.

2. M.A. in art

a. 30 cr. course work (22 studio).

b. Reading knowledge of foreign
lang., pref. Italian.

c. Comprehensive exam in art
history, theory, and practice.

d. Studio project, with a written
critical study of problems
related to the work.

e. Public exhibit of judged ty
committee of art faculty.

3. M.F.A.

a. 50 cr. course work, inclusive

of the M.A. (30 studio, 15 A.H.)
b. Thesis

C. Pictorial work demonstrating
the thesis.

d. Public exhibit of work, to be
judged by entire art faculty.

e. Final oral exam on thesis and
related areas.

(Note that language req. was included
in M.A. which is pre-requisite for
MaF.A.)

4. Master of Music in music history
a. Min. 30 cr. course work (19-27

music hist. 6 lit.)
b. Written thesis

c. Oral exam on thesis and related
material.

5. Master of Music in comp. 6 theory
a. Min. 30 cr. course work (24-28

in music).
b. Program of original compositions

or written thesis with oral exam.
6. Master of Music in applied music

a. Min. 30 cr. course work (20-28
in music).

b. Two public recitals. including

advanced works from the classic,
romantic, and modern periods.
Two concertos in repertoire of
instrumentalists, two complete
operatic roles in repertoire
of vocalists.
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Temple -Tyler

Courses are given at the Tyler
headquarters in Rome, the Villa
Caproni. Graduate students normally
carry 16 cr. a semester:
First semester
Major studio course, 5 cr.
Studio elective, 3 cr.
Art history, 3 cr.

Italian language Ed culture, 5 cr.
Second semester
Major studio course, 5 cr.
Studio elective, 3 cr.
Drawing, 2 cr.

Art history, 3 cr.

Italian language 6 culture, 3 cr.

The studio courses are for graduate
students only (separate courses are
given for undergraduates), but in
the art history and Italian courses

graduates and undergraduates are
mixed. The only choice of courses
is among the three major studio
areas of painting, print-making,
and sculpture.

Tyler occupies most of two floors of
the Villa Caproni, with studio

facilities for 60 students, each of
whom is assigned a permanent loca-
tion with easel and drawing table
so that he may work independently
when not in class. Equipment is
described as completely modern.

Constant field trips are made for
the courses in art history and
Italian language and culture.
Students visit places of artistic,
architectural, and sociological
interest.

Rosary -Pius XII

Courses are given at the Institute,
at the Villa Schifanoia, and are
all on the graduate level. There
is a fairly wide choice: 17 semester
courses in art history, 12 studio
courses in art, 15 in music history
and literature, 9 in music theory,
3 in Italian literature and civili-
zation, 2 in philosophy.

Art studios axe housed in a new
building on the estate: fresco and
sculpture on the ground floor; oil,
tempera, and water color on the
second floor. The north wall of the
building is made entirely of glass.

Music studios are in another building
equipped with practice rooms. No
more than two students are assigned
to any practice room.

The Institute has'its own art-music
library, including a slide collection
and musical scores and recordings.
Also available to students for re-
search are the libraries of Florence,
including he Biblioteca Nazionale,
The Biblioteca Marucelliana, the
Biblioteca Mediceo Laurenziana, the
Biblioteca Riccardiana, the Berenson
Library, the Kunsthistoriches
Institut, the Instituto di Storia
dell'Arte, the Biblioteca del
Conservatorio di Musica Luigi Che-
rubini, and others.

The students frequent, individually
and in groups, the museums, galleries,
palaces, churches, and concerts in
Florence. For longer field trips,
travel is arranged to Milan, Bologna,
Siena, and Rome.

A special six-week study-travel
program, open to qualified students
in art, art history, and music, is
conducted by the Institute each
summer.



Faculty

admin-
istration

Temple - Tyler

Three faculty members from the
Philadelphia campus will be in resi-

dence at the Rome school, beginning
with the summer session of 1966.
One of these will serve as Director
of the Rome school. Another is

Dean of the Philadelphia school, to
which he will return after the fall

semester. additional faulty members
are to be announced; some if not all

will be Italian.

Responsibility for admissions and
major administrative decisions rests
with the administration of Tyler in
Philadelphia.

All travel and residential arrange-
ments for students are made and ad-
ministered, not by riler, but by

the Experiment ia. International

Living, which has its own staff in
the U.S. and in Rome. The Experi-
ment supervises the student in resi-

dence, but if major disciplinary or,-

other problems arise, a conference
is called with the Tyler authorities
and the student may be asked to
withdraw from the school.

Rosary -Pius XII

The Institute draws its faculty from
Italy, particularly the vicinity of
Florence. It numbers 24 in art and
art history, 12 in music, 1 in
philosophy, 1 in Italian. It includes

two professors from the University of
Florence and the director of the School

of Archeology there; the director of

the Uffizi Gallery and the director of
the restoration department at the
gallery; the directors of the San
Marco, Borgello, and Archeological
Museums; the director of the Accademia
Gallery; the director of the Porto
Romans Institute of Art. A number of
the music faculty are drawn from the

Conservatory Luigi Cherubini.

The program is administered by
Dominican Sisters from Rosary College:

a Directress, a Registrar, and a

Librarian. They work with and are
responsible to the Pius XII Institute
Committee at the College, which serves
also as Admissions Board for the

Institute.

Travel,
residen-
tial,

social
facili-

ties

As noted above, student travel and
housing is handled by the Experi-
ment in International Living.

Students travel to and from Italy
as a group by ship, and there is an
orientation program for them on

shipboard. They pay a comprehen-

sive fee for travel which includes
transatlantic and field trip costs.

They must obtain special written
permission if they wish to join
the group in Italy or to return
independently at the end of the

program.

The first month in Italy.is devoted
to what is called Homestay. During

this period, before classes begin

at Tyler in Rome, students are
placed with Italian families in
the vicinity of Florence. There

they concentrate on studying the
language and the Italian way of

life. A number of seminars and
field trips are arranged.

Students make their own arrangements for

transatlantic travel.

Residence facilities are provided at

the Villa for Institute students, and
this on-campus residence is recommended

for concentration and achievement.
Scholarships are available only to
students who live at the Villa.

Students who wish to live with families
or in pensions in Florence are permitted

to do so. The Institute will furnish

lists of such accommodations, but stu-
dents must make their own arrangements
and the Institute assumes no respon-
sibility for these.

A number of plans for residence on and
off campus for one or both semesters

are suggested for students who wish

to vary their patterns of living and

study.
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(cont.)

Temple -Tyler

Field trips in art history are also
arranged during this period. Repre-I

sentatives from both Tyler and the
Experiment are on hand for super-

vision.

At the end of the Homestay period
students proceed by bus to Rome,
where they are accommodated in
pensions for the 8 1/2 months of

the academic year. Full board is
included in the residential fee,
but to provide a degree of freedom,
students are permitted modest re-
funds up to a maximum of 7 meals

a week so that without hardship
they can eat occasionally at
restaurants or with friends. Again
the Experiment is in charge of
residential arrangements, but as
noted above, a conference with
Tyler authorities may be called if
there is a serious problem of a
personal or disciplinary nature.

All students are required to carry
health insurance while abroad.
They must attend classes regularly
and must notify the school at once
if prevented from doing so by ill-
ness or other serious reason. They

must also notify the school in ad-
vance of any expected absence from
residence for overnight or week end
trips. Finally, they are expressly
forbidden to operate an automobile
et any time while in Europe. If

they fail to observe any of these I

rules, they may be asked to with-
draw and will forfeit their tuition

Rosary -Pius XII

4%3.

Finance The cost to each student is as

follows:

1. Annual tuition $1,350

2. Travel 6 residence 2.150

$3,500

If a single room is requested,
there is an additional fee of $200.
Moreover, the fees listed above do
not include health insurance (re-
quired), books, art materials,
local transportation, personal ex-

penses, or an emergency fund.
Tyler recommends an additional
$500-1000 for each st'ident to cover

Isuch expenses.

The cost to each student is as

follows:

1. Annual tuition $960

2. Room and board at the
Institute for acad. yr. 1040

3. Matriculation fee 20

4. Diploma fee 20

$2040

The fees listed above do not include
travel, transatlantic or other, for
which the student must make inde-

pendent arrangements. They also do

not include funds for personal
expenses, emergencies, and the like.



Finance

(cont.)

Temple -Tyler

Some scholarships and loans are
available to students on the
Philadelphia campus, but no aid
program has as yet been estab-
lished for the program in Rome.

History
6 objec-
tives

lg.

Rosa -Pius XII

For students of the organ, there is an
additional practice fee of $20. On the

other hand, the Institute estimates that
a student can save expense by living off
campus, where room and board will cost
only about $885 for the academic year.
A part-time student can save money also
by paying at the rate of $32 per credi'
hour rather than the full tuition rate.

A few competitive scholarships, valued
at $1000 each, are available to resident
students only.

C. INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

Johns Hopkins in Bologna Tufts in Italy

The Bologna Center of the Johns
Hopkins School of Advanced Inter-
national Studies was established
in 1955 to enable SAIS students
interested in European International
relations to spend a year of study
in Italy and apply the credits
toward the M.A. degree from the

School. The Center does not grant
its own degrees but is a branch of
the School with its own faculty,
curriculum, and student body. It

is closely associated with the
University of Bologna but offers

an American curriculum and main-
tains the same academic standards
as the School inVashington. Like

the School, it operates on the
graduate level only.

The School for Advanced Inter-
national Studies offers a graduate
curriculum leading to the M.A. and
Ph.D. degrees to students preparing
for careers in international serv-

ice. It directs them toward a
general knowledge of world affairs
and special knowledge of a geographic

area or field of study. Its

graduates enter government service,
international business organiza-
tions, non-governmental inter-
national agencies, teaching, and

research.

!Tufts in Italy, with headquarters in
Naples, was established in 1961 to
;enable both undergraduate and graduate
students to pursue courses for credit
overseas during the regular academic
year. It offers a variety of courses
to undergraduates, and to graduate
students a program leading to the
degree of Master of Arts in Italian

Studies. This is primarily a civili-
zation, not a language program. The

degree is granted by Tufts University

in Medford, Mass.
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Johns Hopkins

Admission Bachelor's degree.
require- 2. "Adequate preparation" in the
ments social sciences. This is con-

strued to mean:

a. Work in economics, history,
and political science, incl.
at least one basic course in
the principles of economics.

b. Preferably an undergraduate
major in international re-
lations.

3. "Adequate preparation" in at
least one foreign language.

4. Certificate of health.
Students with preparation in busi-
ness, engineering, law, science,
and theology may be admitted with
the approval of the Dean and faculty

Permission to participate in the
program under special conditions
may be granted by the Dean and
faculty to qualified members of
business organizations sponsored
by their firms, officers of the
Armed Services, and staff members
of U.S. government agencies.

All of the above conditions are for
admission to the Master's degree
program at SAIS. Permission to
participate in the Bologna program
is granted separately, usually in
the second year of study for the
master's degree. Good character
and suitability for international
work are among the intangibles
weighed for admission to the
Bologna program as well as to the
school itself.

Tufts,

Admission to the Tufts University
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
qualifies a graduate student for
admission to the Tufts in Italy
program:

1. Graduation from lib. arts college
or engineering school of "recog-
nized standing."

2. Two sets of undergrad. transcripts.
3. Score on Grad. Record Exam.
4. Three academic and character

recommendations from teacherr, etc.
5. Health certificate.
6. Acceptance by Tufts graduate dept.

in which student plans to work.

gree re-
quire -

merits

SAIS degree requirements are not
stated in terms of credit hours,
for programs are planned individu-
ally. Normally, however, a student
without advanced preparation, such
as a master's degree in another
discipline, studies for two years
for his SAIS master's degree. His
course load each year is generally
four full-year courses plus the
study cf a modern foreign language.
Before he is permitted to specialize

The degree of Mister of Arts in
Italian Studies emphasizes .a view of

Italy as a social entity, including
Italian contributions to the arts.
Candidates for the degree must fulfill
the following requirements:
1. One year of residence in the

Tufts in Italy program.
2. Demonstration of competence in

Italian.

3. Successful completion of the course
Special Studies in Italian Civiliza-
tion (conducted in English).



Degree re-
quirement
(cont.)

Johns Hopkins

he must demonstrate basic
knowledge of four fields:
a. Int'l economic relations.
b. European diplomacy or

American foreign policy.
c. Int'l law or int'l organization.
d. Int'l politics or comparative

government and politics.

Undergraduate work may be counted
toward area competence in these
fields, though it provides no
credit toward an advanced degree.

Once competence has been shown, the
student specializes in a geographic
area or an area of thought such as
int'l economics, int'l law, etc.

Every student must show professional
competence in one modern foreign
language by passing written and oral
examinations requiring twommy
translation and discussion of topic
in fatel relations in the chosen
language.

The student must attain a grade of
at least B in every course to be

counted toward the degree.

Finally, the student must pass an
oral examination before a faculty
committee. The examination will
cover the four basic fields listed
above as well as the field of the
student's specialization.

A thesis is not required.

4.

5.

6.

4G,

Tufts

At least two semesters of eftrses
in each of two departments repre-
sented in Tufts in Italy. These
departments are Classics, Fine
Arts, Italian, Music, and Sociology.
Completion of a thesis based on a
problem of interest to each of the
two departments in which courses
are taken.
Average of B in courses to be
counted toward master's degree.

Curriculum
4 academ-
ic facil
ities

As noted above, the Bologna cur-
riculum is not self-contained but

supplements that at the School in
Washington. There is a two-week
orientation program in English
and Italian before the start of
classes each fall. Then, accord-
ing to their fields of speciali-
zation (most students are in the
second year of their master's
program), students choose among
20-25 courses in diplomacy and

From 4-6 courses are offered to
Tufts in Italy students in each of
the five fields listed above: Classics,
Fine Arts, Italian, Music, and

Sociology. Only 2 of the 26 courses
listed are limited to undergraduates;
in all othecOundergraduate and
graduate students are mixed. All
courses are given at the Tufts
academic building in Naples, Largo
Farrantina 1, but there is emphasis
on field trips, both in the vicinity
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(cont.)

Johns Hopkins

international relations, economics,
and law. A normal program consists
of one required course, the Atlantic
Community and European Integration,
four full-year elective courses, and
a language course in French, German,
Italian, or Russian.

A major study trip is made each year
to the headquarters of the European
communities, where students partic-
ipate in meetings held at the Council
of Europe, NATO, and other political
and economic organizations.

Separate study trips are made to
West Germany ani Austria with
financial help from those govern-
ments.

Besides the International Studies
Program, open to both American =4
European students, the Bologna
Center offers an American Studies

program to European students only.
This, however, is not a part of the
master's degree sequence in inter-
nationaIstudies.

The Bologna Center maintains its own
library. In addition, students have
access to the libraries of the
Juridical Institute, the Faculty of
Economics and Commerce, and the
Faculty of Letters of the University
of Bologna.

evt
Tufts,

of Naples and in Rome, Florence, and
Sicily. During the winter vacation,
an optional extra-cost trip to Greece
is arranged.

Music and art studios and a library are
maintained in the academic building of
the school. Students in Italian Studies
(this would include all graduate stu-
dents) are permitted also to use the
library facilities and attend the
lecture series at the Institute Italian
per gli Studi Storici, described as a
graduate school of humanistic studies
founded by Benedetto Croce.

Recently a summer workshop has been
instituted which permits graduate and
undergraduate students to earn extra
credits during a five-week session.

Faculty

adminis-
tration

The Bologna Center has its own facult
of 15, European r.nd American, plus

S language instructors. The faculty
includes 3 Fulbright professors.

SAIS policy is that faculty members
must have both academic competence

and practical experience in inter-
national government or business
activities. All maintain consult-
ing relationships in addition to
teaching. To supplement the work
of the regular faculty in both

Washington and Bologna, visiting

All courses at Naples are taught by
members of the Tufts University Faculty.
Their work is supplemented by special
lectures given by visiting Italian
scholars and authorities in special
fields.

A resident administrative Director is
in charge of the academic program and

also helps students with residential
and travel plans.

Final responsibility rests with a Dean-
Director of Overseas Programs on the
Massachusetts campus.



Faculty &
adminis-
tration

(cont.)

Johns Hopkins

lecturers actively engaged in
government work are brought to
the campus.

The faculty-student ratio is
approx. 1-4

The Director of the Bologna Center
is & full professor of diplomatic
history and a member of the
Academic Board of SAIS.

Travel,

residen-
tial, &
social
facili-
ties

Tufts

Students make their own trans-
atlantic travel arrangements.

The Bologna Center leases a group I

of apartments in a modern building I

and has furnished them except for
linen for the accommodation of
students. Unmarried students are
required to live in these apart-
ments. For married students and
their families the Center main-
tains a list of good furnished
apartments at modest cost.

Academic field trips, described
in connection with the curriculum,
are arranged by the Center. Other
travel is individually arranged
by the students who undertake it.

RV.

Students make the transatlantic
crossing as a group. Steamship
reservations are handled for Tufts
by Travel Unlimited, Medford, Mass.
Students must obtain their own
passports, visas, and inoculation
certificates.

Tufts in Naples arranges for living

accommodations near the academic
center. Medical services are arranged
for as needed; each student must sub-
scribe to a health insurance plan.

Academic field trips are arranged
for by Tufts, as is also the extra
cost trip to Greece for interested
students during the winter vacation.
Students who wish to undertake
further travel are helped and advised
by the Tufts Admiuistrative Director
in Naples.

Finance

ti

The cost to each student is as
follows:
1. Tuition at Bologna $ 900

(vs. $1800 in Washing-
ton)

2. Rent at Bologna 240
3. Application fee 10
4. Diploma fee, M.A. 10
5. Student activities fee 25

(Bologna only)
0. loc

It must be remembered that these
charges do not include the trans-
atlantic crossing, food in Bologna,

or any incidental expenses. The
application and diploma fees apply
to all students, here or abroad.

The cost to each student is as
follows:

Tuition, room b board, library privi-
leges, arranged travel in Italy:
health insurance $2,900
This fee does not include trans-

Atlantic travel, vacations, personal
expenses, or funds for emergencies.

Tufts makes some tuition scholarships
available for graduate ea veil a:
undergraduate students. It urges
students, however, to seek out other
sources of funds which might be
applicable to this program.



Johns Hoskins Tufts

Finance The Bologna program should be
(cont.) thought of, financially as well as

academically, as part of the two-
:year master's program at SAIS.
Thus to the expenses at Bologna
should be added the $1,800 tuition

i for a year at the Washington school, 1

room and board costs in Washington,
1 and incidental costs.

To offset these expenses, SAIS has
a generous fellowship program and
a program of supplementary loans

both for Washington and for Bologna.
Depending upon the needs of the
student, Bologna fellowships may
cover any or all of the following:

travel, tuition, maintenance. SAIS
also has a fellowship exchange

arrangement with the Italian Foreign
Office to enable three Italian
students to study in Washington and
three Americans to study in Bologna
each year. Private foundations and
government agencies also make
FUlbright gr nts and other special
funds available.

ea. . NO.

Of the programs described, it will have been noted that Wroxton offers all
of its graduate work in the summer, Tylor offers summer courses, Pius XII
offers an optional summer study-travel program, and Tufts offers a summer
workshop. In short, summer programs are generally considered important
for master's candidates, overseas as well as on the home campus. The
summer facilities for the programs described above are similar to those
available during the academic year (except for the travel program at
Pius XII). No further comment on these seems necessm, therefore, but
for contrast the summer travel-study seminar of a university offering no
program during the academic year will be outlined:

Northern Illinois University initiated its Art Seminar in Western
Europe in 1562. Under the sponsorship of the at department of
the university, its purpose is to give students an opportunity to
study European art by viewing original works, not otherwise available
to them, under the guidance of a Northern Illinois professor. In
1965 seventeen graduate students and thirty undergraduated participated.

Admission depends on regular status as a graduate student or
a third- or fourth-year undergraduate at the university.
All students are given a bibliography in advance of the tour

AlIMm 1
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and are expected to complete the readings before the tour

begins. All attend the same lectures en route, and all

write a term paper. All earn S credits, to be applied at

the graduate or undergraduate level, depending on the

student's regular status.

The tour lasts for two months. The 1965 itinerary was as

follows: London, Stratford, Amsterdam, Antwerp, Ghent, Bruges,

Aachen, Cologne, Rhine Valley, Heidelberg, Rothenburg, Dinkel. -

buhl, Nordlingen, Munich, Wachan, Vienna, Budapest, Lake Balatan,

Zagreb, Ljubljana, Postojna, Venice, Padova, Ravenna, Perugia,

Rome, Naples, Pompeii, Paestum, Salerno, Athens, Delphi, Patnas,

Olympia, Nauplia, Epidaurus, Mycenae, Siena, Florence, Pisa,

Milano, Stresna, Brig, Montreux, Geneva, Autun, Fontainebleau,

Paris.

The director in 1965 formerly directed art travel seminars for

Teachers College, Columbia.

Students pay $1500 for travel and living costs, plus $33.50

for tuition and fees if they are Illinois residents, $76 if

they are from another state.

CONCLUSIONS

Overseas master's degree programs are much more individual in character than

domestic programs, and this is largely because most of them are new and at

least semi-experimental. There has been no time for guidelines to be established

or patterns to become as fixed as they often are at home. An institution planning

its own program, therefore, has considerable freedom. What it can learn from the

experience of others is in the realm of principle:

1. The standards which make for strong graduate instruction at home

also apply overseas. This means, for example, that to give both

graduate and undergraduate students the same degree credit for

the same course is to confuse levels to the detriment of both

studeas and institution. The stronger graduate programs do not

admit undergraduates at all. If students at both levels are

present, there should at least be separate courses and separate

requirements for those working for graduate degrees.

2. An overseas program should be designed to take full advantage of

opportunities for field trips and special guest lecturers unavail-

able on the home campus. Here again, however, the stronger programs

use these as a supplement to, not as a substitute for regular

instruction by a permanent, professional faculty, foreign or

American.
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3. To have students attend classes at a foreign university simplifies
the problem of instruction and provides a wide choice of subjects

and courses. However, even at the graduate level, non-foreign
language majors are generally considered unable to profit from
the courses offered by a foreign university to its own students.
The answer for an American institution appears to be the overseas
campus, where a program comprehensible to American students can

be offered in a specialized field.

4. Where the overseas campus exists, year-round operation is the

general rule. Economics is not the only reason for this. At the
master's degree level especially there is a need for summer
programs because of the requirements of young teachers. The
double summer session, providing an opportunity for the student
to earn as many as 12 credits during one summer abroad, is an
important development here.

5. There is general agreement that supervision of students' living
arrangements must be provided, even at the graduate level. Whether
students are housed on an overseas campus, with private families,
or in pensions, apartments, or the like, depends, of course, on the

facilities available. Health insurance is generally required.

Finally, there can be no question of both the need and the opportunity

in this field. Although many programs have been started in the past

five years, few are well established or widely known. In the expansion

which is to come, the small college can make an outstanding contribution.
Its experience in planning for small groups of students, its traditional
strength in the liberal arts fields, especially the humanities and the
social sciences, and its flexibility in adapting itself to experimental

programs are important qualifications. In overseas work, moreover,

some of the disadvantages it suffers in comparison to large universities
at home can be overcome: it can attract foreign scholars to augment an
otherwise small faculty, and it can secure library privileges for its
students at a foreign university. Vision and effort are required, but

the rewards in service and prestige are potentially great.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FINCH COLLEGE

The future need for master's degree programs promises to be even
greater than the need today. Projections by the U.S. Office of
Education published in the spring of 1967 show that the number of
master's degrees awarded annually is expected to rise from 132,800
in 1966-67 to 325,200 in 1975-76, an increase of over 77%. According
to a survey conducted by the American Council on Education at 251
institutions in the fall of 1966, 14.8.2% of freshmen are now entering
college with plans to continue beyond the bachelor's to a higher
degree; at leading liberal arts colleges, both men's and women's,
the percentage is even higher: 90,; at Amherst, 74,4 at Radcliffe,
55-60% at Bryn Mawr.

In the face of this expansion, university graduate schools are reducing
their commitment to master's degree programs in order to give more
emphasis to the doctorate. The recommendation to this effect adopted
by the Harvard Graduate School of Education in 1966 has already been
noted. As early as 1965 Cornell announced that its graduate admissions
polic5 woul: favor students committed to the doctorate. In 1966
Columbia adopted a similar policy and a year later announced that the
number of master's degree students in history had been reduced from
175 to 100 and in Unglih from 100 to 90. Yale in 1966 had 575
applications for only 40 places in first-year graduate i:!ork in English,

and in history and economics also there were more than 10 applications
for every place to be filled. It has been estimated that about 70%
of applicants today, many of them with excellent undergraduate records,

are denied admission to the graduate school of their first choice.
Graduates of smaller, less famous colleges are at a disadvantage,

as are those--and this includes most women--who cannot immediately

enter upon the long road to the doctorate.

Master's degree programs offered by smaller institutions can play an

important role in relieving this "graduate -school squeeze." They may,

in fact, provide the greatest hope for the future of the master's

as a degree of academic and professional significance, especially for

students in the humanities and social sciences and for those who wish

to make teaching the focus of an educational career. The expansion

of master's degree programs at liberal arts colleges noted in the

first section of this report and the quality of programs described in
the intervening sections are evidence that already there has been a

response to the need, and that the response has been good.

A college is not a university. It cannot offer the wide selection

of graduate courses, the world-famous scholars, the vast library
collections that characterize the university at its best. For a

college, no matter how strong, to challenge the university in these

areas is futile and self-destructive. But a college can have an
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excellence of its own, and this excellence, properly developed, can
support a master's degree program that is distinctive and fully
qualified to serve the interests of the students, the larger community,
and the college itself.

How can one determine whether a given college should attempt to estab-
lish such a program? There is the example of comparable institutions;
many such examples have been cited in this report. There are the

"Wiliditaes published by the regional accrediting associations, the
Council of Graduate Schools, the state; these have been studied, and
copies of the most recent statements by the Middle States Association,
the Council, and the New York State Commission for Higher Education
are provided for convenience in the Appendix. Together these guide-
lines and examples form what might be called the principle of consensus:
general agreement as to the basic standards and patterns which must
be met and observed to give graduates of a program the academic or
professional recognition they need. Any new program must conform to
the consensus to the extent of fulfilling this responsibility.

Beyond consensus, there is the principle of context. This term is
used by the Harvard Committee to describe the special conditions under
which a program operates- -the traditions of an institution, its environ-
ment, its academic style. It is context which provides individuality
and distinction, so that oven a small college program may offer
opportunities not found elsewhere. It is context also which, as a
unifying principle, sustains the undergraduate-graduate relationship
and makes it possible for a master's degree program to strengthen the
character and effectiveness of the college as a whole.

Taking both context and consensus into consideration, the following
recommendations are made:

I. General Recommendation

That FinchColletituteassoot as feasible a
progrmd7aaa,i766eililliiterlats decree in at least
two and ref eribl t ee aca em c su ec st.ISIJUMIEEM
lead ne to t e Mas er o Science n E ucation de ree in

Tmiyans(m.iciaeclucattonglertiesu ect areas in
sWOOnss------ayeucatiortiniite-dt-othose in whicfiaFE
for an academic master's degree is avainiEle.

A dual degree program, academic and professional, is appropriate to
Finch for several reasons. Most important is the longstanding college
tradition of a complementary relationship between the liberal arts
and professional or vocational studies. Originating in the educational
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philosophy of the founder, this tradition has endured through everyphase of Finch development and finds current expression in programsleading to the baccalaureate and associate degrees. To extend this
academic-professional relationship to the master's degree levelwould be philosophically consistent, would preserve the balance of
the curriculum, and would afford an opportunity to develop, from
the juxtaposition of diverse methods and outlooks within the degree
framework of a small institution, a climate favorable to intellectual
growth. In practical terms, a twofold program is indicated by the
need to serve the interests of students both in academic fields and
in education, for reasons already made clear. Here again the comple-
mentary relationship would be reinforced by the fact that students in
secondary education would do a substantial part of their graduate workin academic fields.

II. Recommendations on Program

1. That coherent programs of study, directed toward
ZNIF7363ectives, be developed for eacdegri----ve.

Objectives and the programs to fulfill them must be developed on two
levels: institutional and departmental. This report will be concerned
with the institutional level. Departmental policies should be
developed within the institutional framework by participating depart-
ments working in cooperation with the appropriate faculty- administrative
committees.

2. That for the Master of Arts degree the following
institutional objectives, basic requirements, and
features of program design be considered for
adoption.

Objectives To lead the student, through a planned program of graduate study,
(a) to consolidate his grasp of an academic subject field, (b) to
investigate deeply and coherently a limited area of it, and (c) to
acquire the skill and experience necessary to communicate his
knowledge and pursue it furthers either independently or in work
for a higher degree.

Basin
require-
ments

a. A minimum of 30 credits beyond the bachelor's degree.
b. A comprehensive examination.
c. A master's thesis.
d. Reading knowledge of at least one foreign language appropriate

to the subject field.
Degree candidacy to be attained after successful completion of at
least 12 graduate credits and evidence of foreign language profi-
ciency.
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Four areas of special opportunity are suggested by the context of
Finch: intellectual encounter, diversity of experience, close
personal guidance, and sequential development. The size, location,
and facilities of the college make it possible to provide these
by means of a balanced curriculum, disciplinary and interdisciplinary
seminars, independent study, committee as well as individual advise-
ment, and options for overseas, inter-institutional, internship,
and sequential work.

Structural framework
Each student's program would be planned to include the following:

1. Work in the field of concentration
a. Graduate seminar
b. Course work at the graduate level
c. Independent study
d. Research for the thesis

2. Interdisciplinary graduate seminar

All of these elements are essential as types of graduate experience;
all are directly related to the objectives of the program. They
provide the framework to be built upon to fill disciplinary and
individual needs.

The graduate seminar in the field of concentration is fundamental.
Each participating department would offer at least one such
seminar each year, and graduate students concentrating in the
field would be expected to include it in their programs. It
would afford a common experience of study within the discipline
and an opportunity to discuss research methods and problems as
well as matters of substance.

The interdisciplinary graduate seminar would be a feature of the
Finch curriculum to help the student see his field of study in
the perspective of related fields. For example, a seminar in
esthetics might explore relationships in literature, art, music,
and philosophy; a seminar in the Renaissance would involve the
social sciences and the humanities. Such seminars would be offered
jointly by several departments, including, where appropriate to
the subject, some departments without complete graduate programs
of their own. Institutionally, this would be a source of strength
in making well qualified faculty throughout the college available
for graduate teaching and broadening the base of direct depart-
mental involvement.

Course work would be a variable, planned to allow for options.
First, a limited number of graduate courses would be offered by
participating departments. These could be elected when available
in areas consistent with the students! needs. Second, in accord
with widely established practice, a student might be permitted
to include one advanced (300 level) undergraduate course in his
program, provided that he completed additional reading, research,
or other stipulated graduate level work related to it and achieved
a grade no lower than B. Third, and most important, the possibility
of an inter-institutional option in course work should be explored.
In New York City, Finch is within easy reach of five universities,
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tow!.

all with rich course offerings at the graduate level. To enable

a student, by institutional agreement, to complete up to 6 credits
of approved graduate course work at a university concurrently
with his work at Finch would broaden his experience and enrich
his program. It would also ease the tv'ansition to a university
should he decide eventually to proceed to the doctorate. Since
the established transfer allowance for master's degree programs
is 6 graduate credits with a grade of at least B, there should
be no conflict with standards in making the allowance applicable
to work taken concurrently with the Finch program as well as work
completed prior to admission.

Independent study and research for the thesis, on the other hand,

can be directed with particular effectiveness at Finch. In addi-
tion to the usual one -to -one advisory system, committee advisement
should be instituted to give each student an opportunity to
discuss his plans, progress, and procedures with several faculty
members, meeting for the purpose. The committee for each student
should be composed of his regular departmental adviser, another
member of the same department, and a member of another depart-
ment related to the student's field. At meetings held at least
once each quarter, the committee should question the student
about his studies, activities, and prospective career, encourage
him to express himself orally, offer constructive criticism.
Such meetings would not be oral examinations, but in requiring
the student to be objective and articulate, they would prepare
him for these and comparable experiences.

Ultimately, with the addition of the chairman of the major depart-
ment, if not already a member, the advisory committee might serve
as a reading committee for the thesis. This should be conceived
as appropriately limited in scope but substantial in thoroughness,
accuracy, and command of subject and form. Departmental prefer-
ence would vary as to type of topic and approach, but there
should be general agreement as to standards of clear, precise
writing and documentation.

Comprehensive examinations should be thorough and demanding in
their coverage of the subject field and the field of specializa-
tion. Written, oral, or both, according to departmental preference,
they would be administered during the regWor examination period
at the end of each semester.

A master's degree program based on the recommendations thus far dis-
cussed might be completed by a well qualified student within one
academic year. To keep the degree in perspective this possibility
is important, though it is recognized that a number of students would
spend more thte on the thesis or other requirements.

Two options which would extend the time required for the degree by
approximately a semester should also be developed because of the
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Program special opportunities they would offer to students electing them.

design
(cont.) Overteasoptian

The 6f6riiiificilities of FISP, the Finch Intercontinental Study
Plan, should be made available to master's degree candidates whose

fields of concentration and research justify study abroad. Al-

though the FISP program for undergraduates would not be a source

of graduate credits, the academic staff, including the director and

the faculty at FISP centers, is an important advisory resource,
and residential privileges could be extended.

To be eligible for the overseas option, a graduate student would be

required to have achieved degree candidacy; thus he would have

completed successfully a full semester of graduate work and

demonstrated reading proficiency in a foreign language. In addi-

tion, he would need to demonstrate ability to speak and understand

any language needed for his proposed study and would prepare in

advance, with the advice and approval of his adviser and advisory

committee, a coherent study plan.

The option would allow the student one semester overseas, during

which he could earn 6-12 credits toward the degree. Two sources

of credit would be available, both falling within tha over-all

degree pattern already outlined. First, the credit allowance for
independent study, with a maximum established at 6, could be re-

served partly or wholly for work abroad. This work would be done

according to the plan approved before the student's departure, and

report would be returned periodically to the adviser in New York.

Second, the 6-credit transfer allowance, already discussed in

connection with the inter-institutional option, might be used for

course work taken at a foreign university. Evaluation would be

essential here; the difficulty of assigning American credits for

such work is well known, and papers or examinations might be

needed as evidence of proficiency. It might be also that the

nature of a student's project would require travel--to a series

of art centers, for example--and preclude the possibility of

course work. The time made available might then be devoted to

the thesis.

Whether the student earned 6 or 12 credits abroad, he should be able

to complete his degree program in one additional semester after his

return to New York.

Internship option
Internships in fields related to academic studies should be developed

as an option for students whose career plans make such experience

desirable. The resources of New York City and of Finch itself offer

many possibilities for development; it is expected that the option,

limited at first, perhaps, to one field, would be expanded gradually

as supervision and evaluation could be assured.

Eligibility for, the internship, like that for the overseas option,

would be based on degree candidacy and an approved, practicable plan.
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Once accepted, the student would spend a semester in paid employ-
ment directly related to his academic field. He would not earn
degree credits for this work, but during the semester he might earn

up to 6 credits for an independent study project in connection
with it. Periodic repJrts and conferences with his advi3er and
advisory committee would be required.

In implementing the internship, its special stutus and function
must be kept in mind. It is an experience in the application of

knowledge, not merely a job. To be effective, it must be.supervised
professionally and academically; the student must have opportunity
to learn, to discuss problems, to experiment. This is why the
development of the option would necessarily be slow, despite its

great possibilities. The suggested starting point, if a master's

degree program were to be established in art history, would be
a curator internship at the Finch College Museum of Art.

There is a legitimate question which must be recognized concerning
the place of the internship in a Master of Arts program. Must
professional experience be excluded from any program leading to

a non-professional degree? The answer which seems most satisfactory
pertains to the basis for credits and requirements. In a profes-

sional master's degree program, such as one in teacher education,
credits can be earned and requirements partially fulfilled by means

of the internship. In an academic prograa, however, the internship

must be regarded as supplemental; it cannot be required and cannot
substitute for any regular requirements for the degree. Even so,

its value would be such in certain fields that the demands it made

would be fullyAustified.

Like the student electing the overseas option, the intern should

be able to complete his regular degree requirements in one additional

semester.

Finally, to strengthen academic ties between the graduate and
undergraduate programs and encourage able Finch students to earn
graduate degrees, an undergraduate-graduate honors sequence should

be developed.

Under aduuta- raduate se uence
T ee o ec ves would s peWe undergraduate portion of the
sequence: to build a strong factual and conceptual background in
the major field; to develop ability and skill in independent study
and research; to develop proficiency in one foreign language at
an advanced level and acquire basic reading knowledge of a second
(in certain fields, statistics or some other needed tool subject
might be substituted for the second language).

The sequence would begin in the junior year, with eligibility
based upon Dean's List status. Students should by no means be
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Program limited to those majoring in fields in which Finch might offer the
design M.A.; the sequence should help to prepare undergraduates for graduate
(cont.) work regardless of their eventual choice of institution.

The usual program for juniors would include advanced course work in
the major, continued study of a foreign language already begun, and
completion of any remaining area distribution requirements* A
sequential feature would be 6 credits (3 each semester) of inde-
pendent study and tutorial sessions designed to prepare for a
comprehensive examination in the senior year and to provide ex-
perience in research and research writing.

In the senior year advanced course work and independent study would
be continued, and a major project of research writing would be done
in connection with the senior seminar. Foreign language study would
be continued as needed; preferably, students would pass the graduate
reading examination in their principal foreign language at the
beginning of the senior year and then during the year acquire basic
skill in a second language.

The Graduate Record Examinittiou (aptitude and advanced subject tests)
would be taken during the fall semester of the senior year, and
departmental comprehensives at the end of the final semester. If
appropriate to the subject field, written comprehensives would be
essay examinations in contrast with the short answer forms of the
GRE.

Provision for acceleration might be made in the sequence by permitting
seniors within 9 credits of the baccalaureate to elect up to 6 credits
of graduate course work for graduate credit during the final semester.

The graduate portion of the sequence would be identical with the
regular graduate program. Students who had completed the under-
graduate portion would have several advantages, however: they would
have achieved a comprehensive grasp of their major field and would
be ready for advanced specialization; they would have fulfilled
their foreign language requirement; they would have acquired the
habits and skills necessary for independent study and research.
If interested in doctoral study, moreover, they should feel encour-
aged to undertake it because their firm foundation in the subj9ct
field, in research methods and writing, and in foreign languages
should assure them against frustrating delays and contribute sub-
stantially to success.

The Master of Arts program described above would exist, it should be
remembered, in a complementary relationship with a graduate program in
education, for which the recommendations continue:

3. That for the Master of Science in Education degree
fhe followfETTERTEATERIob ec yes as c re-

11remenpA411221:91ENIS e con-
-6-idered or a op on.



Objectives To lead the student, through a planned program of graduate study*
(a) to increase his knowledge and understanding of the subject
area or areas of his teaching, (b) to broaden and deepen his under-
standing of the humanistic and behavioral foundations of education,
and (c) to develop comprehension and skill in the principles and
practice of his profession.

Basic
require-
me nt s

a. A minimum of 30 credits beyond the
ing credit for practice teaching.

b. A comprehensive examination.
c. A thesis or project ia educational
d. Fulfillment of state certification

toaching level.
Degree candidacy to be attained after
least 12 graduate credits.

bachelor's degree, not includ-

research.
requirements at the appropriate

successful completion of at

Program
design

The context of Finch suggests opportunities in teacher education
comparable with those in academic fields. In particular, the
college tradition of a close acadamio-professional relationship
is a source of strength. This makes it possible in subject areas,
in the study of educational foundations, and in the establishment
of a climate favorable to research, to offer to students in educa-
tion a program in which they work side by side, often in the Same
classes, with students and faculty from academic fields and share
such program features as interdisciplinary seminars, independent
study, and committee advisement, In professional areas, the
facilities and location of the college support the development of
options for internship and study abroad* field work, and conferen-
participction.

Requirements discussed in a previous section of this report which
analyzes education programs for liberal arts graduates and for
students with previous professional training* and igithin these
classifications, programs in elementary and secondary education,
will not be repeated here. Along with certification requirements,
they will provide material for departmental and committee decisions
on specific course offerings and study sequences. A word on
priorities is in order at this point, however. It is anticipated
that the existing undergraduate program in elementary education at
Finch will give primary importance to the development of a graduate
program to enable these students and others of similar background
to earn permanent certification. Beyond this, a program to prepare
liberal arts graduates for secondary school teaching should to
developed to parallel academic graduate programs leading to the
M.A. degree. Further developments should be considered after the
effective operation of these two is assured.

Structural framework
Structurally, master's degree programs in education are complex.
Academic programs have a built-in unity of subject; the structure
can be based on types of academic approach and experience valid and
comprehensive from field to field. Education programs, however,
comprise not one subject but three: the teaching subject,
foundation subjects, and professional matter. In approaching these
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areas, seminars, courses, and independent study are necessary and
appropriate, as in the disciplines, but they are distributed among
the areas and comprehend no one. The structural principle of
education programs is to be found not in simple analysis but in
tension. It lies in the interrelationship of the subject areas
and the approaches to them. In the form of a diagram, its lines
might look like this:

teaching subject

foundation subjects

professional matter

seminars

courses

independent study

Through institutional interpretation, this framework is adaptable
to specific program objectives and studentst needs and goals.

Basic to the structure is the balanced relationship of teaching
subject, professional matter, and seminar. This would be an
integrative feature of the Finch program, with a graduate
seminar in elementary education and one in each of the secondary
teaching fields, all to be jointly planned and conducted by
professional and academic departments. Distinct from internship
or practice teaching seminars, these would be designed to lead
students toward an understanding of the methods and areas of
professional and academic research significant to teaching, and
most important, to explore ways in which professional and
academic approaches can illuminate each other. The thesis or
project in educational research should derive from the work of
these seminars, and through them students should develop the
ability to analyze and investigate problems of significance to
them in their teaching careers.

The direct relationship between foundation subjects and course
work indicates another important area of academic-professional
cooperation. As James B. Conant has pointed out, courses in

the history, philosophy, sociology, and psychology of education
can be fully effective only if taught by fully qualified
historiansophilosdphOrsi,sociologists, and psychologists who

apply their disciplines to educational problems. The departmental
flexibility of a small institution and the Finch tradition should
make it possible to fulfill this ideal, beginning with psychology
and any one of the other three areas and expanding the offerings
as justified by the program. This policy, like the academic
interdisciplinary seminar, would also broaden institutional
involvement through participation by departments which might not

offer complete graduate programs of their own.

Course work in other areas, academic and professional, would be
offered with options comparable to those in the academic program,

including the possibility of intr.-institutional work. Because
certification requirements make course work in specified areas
especially important in teacher preparation, course offerings

would be designed to help students fulfill these requirements as
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Program well as pursue special interests in their fields; the need for
design course offerings as well as firm standards supports the recommen-
(cont.) dation that subject areas in secondary education be limited to

those in which work for an academic master's degree is available.
Auditing privileges in undergraduate courses at elementary and
intermediate (100-200) levels should be extended to graduate
students who need such background for teaching, but these courses,
even with supplementary requirements, must not count toward a
graduate degree.

Independent study and thesis or project research can be made as
effective in education as in academic work; in fact, as the
structural diagram indicates, it is pertinent to all three areas
of the education curriculum. Each student would have a major
adviser in education, and students in secondary education would
have an adviser in the teaching field as well. The advisory
committee for each student would include these advisers and as
a whole would be representative of professional, academic, and
foundation studies. The committee would function in much the
same way as in the academic program, both in advising the student
and in giving him an opportunity to gain experience in expressing;
and discussing his plans and ideas.

The thesis or project in educational research should, like the
M.A. thesis, be suitably limited in scope but substantial in
its standards of thoroughness, accuracy, and good form. Compre-
heasive examinations, too, should demand thorough and accurate
knowledge of the field.

Whether a student could complete work for a master's degree in edu-
cation within one academic year would depend not only on his ability
but on the relationship of his previous study to certification re-
quirements. A student who has achieved provisional certification
before beginning master's degree work and who has therefore cotpleted
41so the requirement in practice teaching should be able to earn
his master's degree in one academic year of full time study. The
liberal arts graduate with little or no background in professional
education, however, would certainly have to exceed the 30 credit
minimum for the master's and complete the practice teaching require-
ment as well in order to earn certification. For the sake of pro-
portion in such cases, a maximum allowance of 42 credits for the
degree would provide against the admission of students who could not
complete the work, including practice teaching, in a full time
program extending over two academic years.

Internship option
Nalang internships have been discussed at length and examples de,-
scribed in another section of this report, which makes clear the
professional advantages of the internship that justify its greater
demands. The internship would be considered an option in the
Finch program, since provisionally certified students woul not
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need it; others should be able to complete a full time internship

of one semester during a second year of work for the degree. No

degree credit should be granted for the internship itself, but a

concurrent internship seminar to be held one evening a week or on

Saturdays (the only work at the college to be undertaken during

the internship semester) might give the student 3 credits at the

graduate level.

The difficulties of establishing a program of paid teaching intern-

ships in the Now York area are fully appreciated. It might be that

suburban schools would have to be approached if city schools con-

tinue the reluctance toward commitment that has been encountered

by other institutions. The importance of an internship program is

such, however, that every possible effort to establish it should be

made.

Overseas option
An overseas option in education, would be a feature of the Finch

curriculum of special value to students interested in comparative

education, curriaulum specialization, and patterns of governmental,

church, and social participation in the educational process, and also

to those seeking advanced study in a number of teaching fields.

It would offer opportunities for professional and personal develop-

ment quite apart from the structure of certification requirements

and thus would be a liberalizing element in work for the professional

master's degree.

The option in education would operate in much the same way as the

overseas option in academic work previously described. To be

eligible, students would have to be candidates for the degree,

would have to demonstrate proficiency in any foreign language needed

for the proposed study, and would have to present a study plan for

the approval of the advisory committee. Credits, to a maximum of

12, might be earned through independent study aad possible course

work at a foreign university (the same evaluative precautions as

in the academic program would apply). Research might be undertaken

whenever feasible. Degree requirements should be completod within

one semester after the return to New York.

Ultimately, the overseas option in education might be developed as

a resource for specialist programs in curriculum and other appropriate

fields.

Field work
To prepare the teacher for leadership in the community as well as in

the classroom, the Finch program should include participation in at

least one aducation-related community activity. The ntudent should

have a choice of such activities as tutoring children or adults

in a program for the disadvantaged, coaching dramatics or debating

in a community or youth group, leading discussion of reading for

interested children or adults, working with such community service

organizations as the Scouts and the "r* Such work should be on a
voluntary basis for at least one semester. It should not carry

degree credit but should be considered a necessary part of each

student's experience in working for the degree. Because it must

be professionally meaningful, it should be chosen from an approved



Program list or have the prior approval of the advisory committee. In its
design implementation it can draw upon a long Finch tradition of community
(cont.) service.

Conference participation
Finally, opportunities should be developed for graduate students in
education to participate in at least one professional conference
each year. Finch is well situated for accessibility to both
national and regional meetings of various professional associations.
From a schedule of such meetings each years one appropriate to each
student's field of specialization should be selected, and attendance
should be arranged. It is anticipated that small groups of students
would attend together: those in elementary education, fcr examples
and those in any given secondary teaching field. Each group should
be accompanied by an advisory faculty member who, if possible,
should be one of the directors of the major seminar so that the
conference experience might be analyzed in subsequent seminar
sessions. Students would not, of course, Teed papers at the con-
ference, as they do in some intra-institutional conferences, but
they would have the advantage of insight into wider professional
activities, and papers can be presented to the seminar group at a
later date if desired.

Full participation in professional life is so important for the
teacher, in fact, that as an extension of the conference experience
each student should be expected to join the leading professional
association in his field, subscribe to and read its journal, and
keep abreast of merent professional issues and developments.
Discussion of such matters might be scheduled in seminars or in
journal colloquia, according to departmental preference.

III. Recommendations on Standards

1. That for admissionofstitstoteaduateroams
fhe follolgimmllier a e es,a 1 s e

a. A bachelor's degree from an accredited institution.

b. An undergraduate major or the equivalent in the proposed field of
graduate study.
For students applying for the M.S. in Ed. program, this might be
interpreted, as suggested above, as a major in elementary education
with supporting work in the liberal arts for those interested in
elementary teaching and a major in the proposed teaching field for
those interested in secondary teaching.

c. A minimum undergraduate over-all average of B- (2.5) and a minimum
average of B (3.0) in the major.
It is strongly recommended that the grade average requirement be
applied to applicants for both degree programs, professional and
academic, in ordor to maintain the same high standard throughout.
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d. Three letters of recommendation from the undergraduate institution,
including at least one from the major department and one from the
dean.

e. An acceptable score on Part I (Aptitude) of the Graduate Record
Examination.
Scores on advanced subject tests should be submitted only if the
major department of proposed graduate work requires them.

f. An interview if at all possible.

g. A certificate of good health.

All applications should be supported by appropriate documents, including
transcripts of undergraduate and any previous graduate work.

Beyond the requirements listed above, it is understood that departments
offering graduate work may have specific requirements for students pro-
posing to specialize in the field, and applicants should satisfy these
requirements as well as those for general admissiOn.

It is strongly recommended that both men and women be considpredeliai:tle
TOFadmissiOn tO-7157157701iTIVRFEaams at Plnih. The naturfeo
7641 -Trial Eat strong7F35,ViiR5FETUNIFEted toward students of
ability without regard for sex. Residence facilities at 'ale enllege
noed not be provided for men, but men should certainly not be excluded
from the programs.

Transfer of_craduate credits:
UD to 6vaduate eients with a minimum grade of B (3.0) should be
acceptable for transfer toward the master's degree. It should be under-
stood, however, that a student who transfers 6 credits into the program
upon admission would not subsequently be eligible for the intmuinstitu-
tional option.

2. That for continuation on the roles of a raduate student as one
II7737IFERETITigailialifiCt on of the requ romen s for
tho degree, the ollow ng criterfrgr07107=7""'

a. Grade averagq: An overall grade average of B (3.0) should be main-
tained in all work to be counted toward the master's degree, and
not more than 6 credits of C work should be so counted. A minimum
grade of B should be achieved on the thesis and on comprehensive
examinat ions.

b. Residence: At least 24 of the 30 credits required for the master's
degree must be completed at Finch College, and at least 12 credits
should be completed during one semester of full time graduate work
(12-15 credits should constitute a full time program). A maximum
time limit of five years should be established for the completion
of all work for the degree.

Note: Degree candidacy has been defined with the requirements for the
M.A. and n.s. in Ed. degrees. It should be understood 'chat the 12 graduate
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credits to establish candidacy should be completed with the B average
necessary to satisfy degree requirements.

IV. Recommendations srliEEsalU

That departments and individual faculty members should
partfdiOate in graduate prograndezuni
conditions.

1. Programs of work leading to the master's degree should be offered
only by departments with a minimum of four instructors holding the
doctorate in complementary specialties, and of these at least three
should be full time members of the teaching staff.

2. Individual faculty members should be considered qualified to teach
at the graduate level, either in departmental programs or as parti-
cipants in interdisciplinary seminars and the like, only if they
hold the doctorate in their fields. Exceptions to this rule should
be made for "clinical professors" or others holding combined school
and college appointments in education, and also for faculty members
in the creative arts, since professional qualifications would
replace the doctorate in such fields.

3. A full time teaching load for any faculty member participating in
the graduate program should be established at 6-9 hours per semester,
with no more than 6 hours at the graduato level. This load would
include the direction of not more than two master's theses.

It should be considered a matter of college policy for qualified
faculty members to teach at the undergraduate as well as the graduate
lovel. This is innortnnt to preserve institutional unity and to
strengthen the undergraduate program by means of the programs of
graduate work.

5. A Ccatm14.tee on Graduate Work should be established as one of the
standing committees of the faculty. Its membership might be partly
ex officio, including the administrative officer for graduate
programs and the chairmen of participating departments, and partly
elective, with nominations by the regular Nominating Committee.
It should meet regularly to consider matters of academic standards
and policy related to graduC.e work.

6. The college should continue and extend its present policy of en-
couraging faculty research, publication, and participation in
professional activities. In particular, thore should be provision
for paid sabbatical leaves for research or special study on the
usual basis of ono semester at full salary or one academic yoar at
half salary. Faculty who participate in the graduate programs
should, at tho rrc time, accept a wider obligation of full pro-
fessional and scholarly activity to maintain and extend their
qualifications beyond the minimum of the doctorate.
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V. Recommendations on Administration

2111tApInlnlAtrALIDLTAtinftm1212ptablished to direct
ancoor---sOramduate work.

1. An administrative officer should be appointed to assume primary
responsibility for the operation of the master's degree programs.

2. The duties of this officer should include participation and leader-
ship tn decisions on such matters as academic standards and policy,
departmental coordination, appointments, budget, and planning.

3. Administratively, this officer should be directly responsible to
the President of the college.

4. Operationally, this officer should work in cooperation with other
administrative officers of the college and with the faculty
Committee on Graduate Work.

VI. Recommendations on Facilities

1. That priority be 'iven to assuring adequate lihrar7
resources for any master's degree program to be offered.

Although it is impossible to express "adequate library rozources" in
quantitative terms, the New York Regents Guidelines for Quality in
College Libraries recommend the following for institutions "giving a
number of master's degrees":

Minimum number of volumes 100,000
Minimum number of periodical titles..... 1,000

Published figures on the library holdings of colleges which give master's
degrees give more support to minimum figures of 125,000 volumes and
650 periodicals, but the Regents recommendation is important because
of its source. Strong master's programs in the sciences would inc-ease
the need for periodicals.

In view of these figures, the Finch collection of approximately 55,000
volumes and 4.30 periodical titles would require immediate and rigorous
expansion to be considered adequate for master's degree work. It is
recommended that rigorous expansion be undertaken, but that in the
interests of sound selection for permanent value, it be spread over
approximately five years. Meanwhile, the establishment of master's
degree programs need not be delayed in fields (notably the humanities
and the social sciences) in which the 200,000 volume collection of the
New York Society Library is strong. It is recommended that as an
interim measure, graduate students at Finch be given individual (not
institutional) memberships in the New York Society Library, located
within one city block of the college. These memberships would give the
students stack and borrowing privileges, use of the book and periodical
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collections, and use of the excellent members' reading room. The
memberships would by no means be considered a permanent substitute for
necessary expansion of the college library, but they would permit
master's degree programs in appropriate fields to be started while
expansion was under way.

In the college library program, it is important that a strong depart-
mental system for continuing review, evaluation, and strengthening of
the collection in each field of study be established and made functional.
Nothing could be more essential in fields in htdh graduate work is
offered. The faculty specialist in each field within a discipline
should see to the adequacy of holdings within his field as part of his
teaching responsibility, and the departmental chairman should see that
responsibility for special areas is so apportioned that there is
adequate coverage of the whole.

Finally, in the expansion of physical facilities of the college library,
the construction of carrells should be included so that these may be
available for assignment to students and faculty members engaged in
research. They should, of course, be located in a part of the library
where quiet and freedom from interruption could be assured, and
graduate students should have first call upon their use. If enough
were available, they might also encourage undergraduate scholarship
if assigned to juniors and seniors of honors standing engaged in
independent study, especially in connection with the undergraduate-
graduate sequence. They would be helpful also to faculty members
using the facilities of the college library for research.

2. That other academic and hysical facilities be provided
as nee e or the o erat ion or master's degreeprorrams.

Although present classroom space would probably be adequate for tho
initial phase, at least, of master's degree work at the college,
seminar rooms would be needed, since each graduate seminar should
meet in a room suitable for round-table discussions and reports.
The need for other class meeting facilities would depend upon the
fields in which master's degree programs might be offered; these
might establish a need for additional laboratories (language and
scientific), studios, and the like, but the need is not immediately
anticipated. .

Additional faculty office space would be needed to provide those engaged
in graduate teaching and thesis advisement with offices appropriate for
conferences, tutorials, and scholarly work.

A lounge for graduate students would be helpful in building morale
and encouraging the informal exchange of ideas. Although graduate
students should and would mingle with undergraduates on many occasions,
experience at other institutions has shown that they need also a sense
of identity of their own and that an informal meeting place on campus
reserved for their use contributes to building such a feeling. A
lounge is a virtual necessity, moreover, for thoso who commute to the
college.

LillMMI111111111=11!



Residence facilities would be needed only, of course, if it is decided
to accept graduate students on a residential basis. Jith the present
undergraduate body and facilities, it would seem practicable to make
residence facilities available only to women among graduate students,
but even with this limitation it would seem desirable to have some
graduate students in residence to broaden geographical distribution.
If graduates are to be accommodated in present residence halls, they
should, as mentioned abolib, be helped toward a sense of identity by
being placed on special floors or corridors, and they should preferably
be assigned single rooms to provide for privacy and adequate study
space.

VII. Recommendations on Student Services

1. That the auestion of financial aid for graduate
students Se explored and a limited initial program be
established with plans fism_samlonto keep pace with
t e esta lishment of master's degree work.

Financial aid for graduate students is almost universally available
today; indeed, the point has been made in an earlier section of this
report that colleges which do not offer such aid have great difficulty
in recruiting good students. The aid usually takes the form of
fellowships, scholarships, intern- and assistantships, and loans.
Although it could not be expected that Finch would undertake a large-
scale assistance program in the near future, tho following recommenda-
tions should be considered for early implementation:

a. That 2-3 graduate fellowships be established for outstanding
applicants. These should offer free tuition plus a stipend
of 01500-41800.

b. That 2-3 graduate scholarships be established for superior
applicants. These should offer free tuition.

c. That loan funds be made available to other applicants qualified
for admission.

Internship options already described under "Program Design" should be
an additional source of financial aid. ThA strong teaching tradition
of Finch would stand in opposition to the use of graduate assistants
in the classroom; the possibility that foreign applicants might be
well qualified for ork in language laboratories should be explored,
however, as should a possible extension of the grant -in -aid program
to graduate students who might serve as departmental assistants in
such work as preparing bibliographies, checking library holdings from
faculty lists, scheduling conferences, and the like.

2. That a Placement Office be established to assist

The assistance of the Placement Office should be available to graduates
of the baccalaureate and master's programs alike. It should work in
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cooperation with departments in placing graduates and would serve as
a central clearing house where information about opportunities as
well as records of interested and qualified graductes would be avail-
able for correlation and advice. Although placement has traditionally
been handled by departments at Finch, the introduction of graduate
work would substantially expand the need for it and make professional
assistance important for all concerned.

The foregoing recommendations were shaped to represent how Finch
College might respond initially and constructively to the need for
graduate programs leading to the master's degree. Many of these
recommendations carry within them the seeds of further development
which would take place with the normal development of the college as

a whole. The announced expectation of an undergraduate student body
of 500 and the probable expansion of overseas study centers might be
cited as indicative of the direction of change which would support
and be strengthened by the establishment of graduate work.

For long-term planning, still other possibilities should be considered.
In connection with the M.A. programs, for example, an honors degree
pattern might be established for students seriously interested in the

doctorate. This would go beyond the undergraduate-graduate sequence

already suggested in requiring graduate-level proficiency in the second
fo-eign language, a graduate grade average of at least B/, and an
honors thesis tJ be defended orally before a committee including an

outside examiner. Special arrangements for affiliation with university
graduate schools might assure students who were successful in such a
program of acceptance for doctoral work.

The M.S. in Ed. program for prospectiv3 secondary school teachers would
be strengthened by development of a program leading to the M.A.T. degree(
New York State standards for the M.A.T. have already been mentioned as
unusually high, and the degree, though regarded as excellent, is not
widely offered in this area. Yet it would be exceptionally well suited
to the tradition of academic - professional cooperation at Finch if the
strong academic master's degree.) programs prerequisite to it were
developed and sustained. Consideration of the M.A.T. should be under-
taken after initial master's degree programs have been in operation
for at least five years.

In-service institutes for teachers with or without the master's degree
represent another important area of service which might draw upon,
yet strengthen major areas of the curriculum. Many such institutes are
funded by private and government agencies, and funding may include
strengthening of the library and other permanent resources. ?acuity
initiative should be encouraged in exploring areas in which the college
might make a contribution suitable for institutes at the 7,raduate level.



Certificate programs of two kinds might eventually supplement and
extend the educational master's degree. A fifth year certificate might
be available for students who lacked one or more qualifications for
regular master's degree work yet needed post-baccalaureate study to
meet reauirements for permanent certification as teachers. Lilnimum
standards should be established for such work, and as the Middle States
Association has pointed out, it can help to "maintain the controls"
needed for strong master's degree programs. In a difrerent context,
sixth year certificate nrograms might eventually be established in
special fields such as curriculum in specified subject areas, remedial
reading, and the like. The overseas option might be of special
importance in the development of such advanced certificate programs.

An experimental center for elementary and secondary school teaching
would strengthen all of the prograMs in education by providing experience
with such methods as team teaching, flexible scheduling, ungraded classes,
and audio - visual aids, including television. Television teaching and
the use of television as a teaching aid might be developed with particular
effectiveness at Finch because of its New York location and a long-
established program in theater arts which might be brought into a
cooperative relationship in seeking solutions to educational problems
and filling educational needs.

Programs in professional fields other than education might be developed
in balance with academic programs. The fine arts in particular are
supported by a long tradition of excellence at Finch. If a strong
graduate program in a :t history were established, a corresponding program
in art MUM be suggested, leading to the M.F.A. Other areas which
would draw strength from the traditions and location of the college
weld be creative writing: drama, and music. Writers-in-residence and
composers-in-residence in connection with such programs would benefit
not only students specializing in the field but the entire college
and even the larger community, through lectures, readings, and the
likes which might be open to the public.

Community needs might be served in other ways, too. The present
interest in continuing educatio. programs for mature women who, after
an absence from college, business, or professional life, wish to
begin or resume a career has brought a response from colleges and
universities throughout the nation. A recent pamphlet issued by the
domen's Bureau of the U.S. Department of Labor lists some 90 programs
offered by colleges and universities in 26 states, most of them .

instituted within the past ten years for the express purpose of helping
such women. Such programs must ope.4ate on two levels: undergraduate4
for women who dropped out of college, usually to marry, before finishing
work for the bachelor's degree, and graduates for women who have the
A.B. or B.S. but who wish to continue professional or academic work
for an advanced degree after an interval of years. Finch might
offer programs on both levels but before doing so would have to con-
sider, as other institutions have done, the special provisions which
should be made for such women's needs, ranging from special classes
to ease the transition back to formal education to the scheduling of



classes at convenient times and permission to carry light programs of

part-time study. Continuing education would bo especially appropriate

at Finch, inasmuch as the founder and first president of the college,

Mrs. Jessica Cosgrove, pioneered in advocating the "recurrent career"

for women whose professional life was interrupted by marriage and

motherhood. Complementary undergraduate and graduate programs would

make it possible for mature, able women to fulfill their aspirations

and put their talents at the service of the community as well as the

home.

Knowledge acquired must be transmitted, or it dies.

Knowledge acquired and transmitted must be used, or
it becomes sterile and inert. Even more, the chem-
istry of knowledge is such that the very process of
transmission, together with the discipline of appli-

cation, stimulates and guides those who work at the
frontiers of knowledge.

Knowledge is, therefore, in many respects a living

thing.

James A. Perkins in The University in Transition thus speaks of the

determining influence of knowledge itself upon the functions of the

academic community and the dynamics of institutional growth. A college,

different from but coordinate with the university within the academic

community, must participate in the inquiry, teaching, and service

that derive from the nature of knowledge as a living thing. The college

participates most actively in teaching and service rather than in the

exploration of remote frontiers of knowledge, the special province of

university research; but unless it participates to some extent in all

three areas, it risks separation from the living, growing knowledge

which alone can animate its being.

Much has been written in this report concerning master's degree programs

and the contributions which a college can make to their development.

Conversely, it might be said that in increasing the capacity of the

college to participate in the dynamic processes of inquiry, teaching,

and service, such programs are becoming necessary for institutional

vitality in the present age. Change and growth are never easy; they

are always attended by pains of effort, uncertainties of transition,

nostalgia for the past. Yet every institution which hopes to carry

its identity into the future and continue its service to higher educa-

tion, one of the most rapidly changing, expanding, controversial, vital

areas of contemporary life, should prepare now for the development this

will entail.

With imagination, patience, and above all, wisdom, the goal can be

achieved.
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THE MASTER'S DEGREE

A master's degree should attest the completion of
a coherent program if specialized study beyond and
resting upon the baccalaureate, under the direction
of scholars who are in full command of the subject.

Institutions which have the faculty and resources
to offer such work in several related fields without
impairment of their undergraduate programs are well
advised to do so. Others are not. An institution's pres-
tige and usefulness are determined mere by the quality
than by the diversity or academic level of its services.

TYPES OF PROGRAMS AND DEGREES

Master's degree programs are identifiable by their
primary objectives as belonging to one or the other of
two general types. The immediate purpose of one type
is advanced study in a particular discipline. The im-
mediate purpose of the other is the application and
extension of previous studies to professional or voca-
tional ends. It is important to distinguish between
them, for the two kinds have differing requirements
and in many particulars are not comparable.

a. A master's degree program of the first type centers
in advanced studies in an academic discipline, as,
for example, history, physics, and musicology.
The objective is knowledge of the subject rather
than its application to professional use. Although
the program may be complete in itself, it may
also be designed as a preparation for doctoral
studies. Award of such a master's degree should
express the judgment of the faculty that the re-
cipient has an appropriate background for doc-
toral study in the field, but not necessarily that
he has the potential for successfully completing it.

The Middle States Commission considers Mas-
ter of Arts and Master of Science degrees without
specific designation of discipline appropriate for
only this type of program.
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b. A master's program of the second type is profes-
sionally or vocationally oriented, as normally it
would be in engineering, for example, or in law,
applied music, teaching, or in a discipline in pre-
paration for teaching. While such a program
should be complete in itself, it may also prepare
for doctoral study in a professional field. The
degree should indicate that in the judgment of
the faculty the recipient has attained specialized
competence which qualifies him for superior per-
formance or for teaching in a particular area.

The Middle States Commission considers only
specialised degrees, such as Master of Business
Administration, Master of Arts in Education,
Master of Engineering, or Master of Arts in
Teaching appropriate for this type of program.
The Commission favors the use of standard de-
gree terminology.

CONTROL

Graduate instruction needs its own organization and
administration, and conditions which favor consistent,
long range development. Educational policy and de-
gree requirements should be a faculty responsibility.

FACULTY

Faculty members who have instructional or coun-
seling responsibility in master's degree programs should
hold academic qualifications beyond the level of that
program or unassailable compensating qualifications,
should be productive contributors in the field of their
own specialty and participants in its professional life,
and should be permitted to work under conditions
and loads which encourage them to continue develop-
ing professionally.

Counseling and personal instruction aye time-con-
suming aspects of graduate teaching. So are the con-
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tinuous study and professional experience in the
teacher's field which good scholarship requires, with
periodic leaves to intensify them.

Very small departments ought rarely undertake
master's work. Several instructors with complementary
specializations are needed to provide differing points
of view and a variety of offerings, and to aid in super-
vising and examining the students. It is desirable, [Gat
the same reasons, that master's work should be avail-
able simultaneously in several related departments
rather than in one alone.

STUDENTS

Admission to graduate study should require evi-
dence that the applicant has the ability, preparation,
aptitudes, and skills which are needed for successful
work in the program he desires to undertake. Ad-
vancement to degree candidacy should be a second
step, carefully considered and based on the student's
actual performance in the program.

Command of appropriate scholarly tools, such as
languages or statistics, should be expected early, so
that the student may use them during most of his work,

STRUCTURE

Master's degree programs need not conform to any
fixed pattern. The requirements for a degree should
be governed by its objectives, taking into account the
principles that:

a. A candidate's work should be planned as a whole,
with sequence and focus aimed at objectives
.:hick have been defined in advance. It must
not be simply an aggregate of available courses.

b. A substantial proportion of the courses accept-
able toward the master's degree should be de-
signed explicitly for graduate students, although
properly qualified undergraduates need not be
excluded from them. Undergraduate introduc-
tory courses in the principle field should not be
counted toward the master's degree. Introductory
courses in ancillary fields may be acceptable if
they are pertinent to the program's objectives;
any use of undergraduate courses for graduate
student:, however, must be carefully justified
and centrolled.

c. The decisive factors in qualifying for a master's
degree should be the quality of a student's per-
formance and the level of his achievement; the
time spent or number of credits accumulated are
of less importance. The number of courses or
credits required of individual candidates may
vary, depending upon their preparation and ob-
jectives. Some period of full-time study is de-
sirable.

Bachelor's and master's degrees may be con-
ferred together if each is earned under proper
conditions.

d. It is important to ensure depth and perspective
in the program as a whole. Comprehensive ex-
aminations, theses, and a variety of special pro-
jects can help do so.

A comprehensive examination is not based
principally upon the courses a candidate has
taken, but upon the knowledge and skills he is
expected to have in the field concerned, however
obtained. An independent project can provide
an opportunity for the student to master a seg-
ment of his subject on his own, and to express
his mastery in lucid terms. The form of the pro-
ject will depend upon the nature of the field; it
might be, for example, a thesis, a series of demon-
strations, or an artistic or professional creation or
performance. It should be a principal feature in
the degree requirements, critically evaluated.

RESOURCES

Library, laboratory, and other educational facilities
for a master's degree program should be of a quality
judged satisfactory by established scholars in the field
and fully accessible to the students.

Graduate study, even more than undergraduate, is
dependent upon the library. Graduate work requires
substantially richer resources. Not only must the ad
vanced courses be supported with a greater number
and more specialized kinds of books, monographs.
source materials, periodicals, and reference works in
the fields of instruction and re!atea areas, but the bac k-
ground material for many special investigations will
be demanded too. Lack of but erior library resources
or failure to use them well condemns a program to
mediocrity.
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Master's degree work is expensive. A governing
board needs complete and realistic financial informa-
tion not only before authorizing a graduate program,
but alto continuously thereafter in sustaining it. Fees
for master's work are unlikely to cover its cost if de-
sirable teaching loads and class size are to be main-
tained; especially is this so if expensive equipment is
required. Salary and library budgets are markedly
increased.

Superior colleges and professional srhools often
should offer master's degree work in order to make the
best use of their resources, to attract the Kind of faculty
they want, and to strengthen their undergraduate pro-
grams. Institutions of anything less than superior
strength should not undertake it.

OFF-CAMPUS PROGRAMS

Master's work off-campus presents formidable diffi-
culties, for the instruction and resources offered gradu-
ate students in extension courses should be education-
ally equal to those enjoyed by resident students in
similar courses.

One safeguard for the quality of oft - campus courses
is to have them set up, controlled, and supervised
through the same departmental, faculty, and adminis-
trative channels as other courses, and taught as part of
normal faculty loads. Assigning graduate extension
courses as additional work for extra pay is indefensible
in any but exceptional and temporary circumstances.
The use of part-time instructors needs to be justified

01.

on educational grounds, and their qualifications
should be comparable to those of the fulltime staff.

If extension graduate courses arc to require the
same preparation as their campus counterparts, as they
should, superior library resources must be available
for extension students at times and in places which
favor their use. It is not sufficient to bring books from
the campus collection, to depend on local public
libraries, or to expect extension students to travel to
the campus library when the course itself has to be
brought to them.

INTERINSTITUTIONAL. PROGRAMS

Consortiums and cooperative programs among in-
stitutions are particularly desirable in master's work.
The Commission warmly encourages them.

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

Fifth year programs leading to certificates are often
useful, parallelling master's degree programs. They
will serve some students better and help the institution
maintain the controls essential for reputahle master's
work.

Such programs can encourage experienced school
teachers to keep abreast of their subjects, to learn new
methods, or to enter specialized fields. If they are
taught by qualified instructors in well-designed se-
quence, the institution should urge local and state
authorities, as the Middle States Commission does, to
accept them for professional advancement, certifica-
tion, and salary increments.
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Guidelines for the Review
of Graduate programs

The following guidelines will be used by the Assistant Commissioner

for Higher Education in the evaluation of graduate programs.

1. Nu m.

a. The offering of graduate work shall be consonant

with the announced and chartered purposes of the

institution.

b. Evidence shall be available concerning the broad

objectives and the underlying conception of the

graduate programs.

2. Resources. General resources must be adeivate for the conduct

of graduate programs.

3. Administration.

a. Administrative responsibility for the conduct of the

program should be clearly established and demonstrated.

b. A substantial parrof the administrative duties of a

dean or director where there is one, should be devoted

to the development and operation of the programs. He

should have had experience suited to the conduct of

graduate programs, and to the development of appropriate

courses of study.

c. Faculty members teaching on the graduate level should

participate in the formulation of educational policies

affecting the programs.

d. Information should be available concerning the leadership

end process for the development and screening of new

programs and for the modification of those in existence.
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c. Research should be recognized as a function of an

institution offering graduate programs. The institution

should demonstrate that it has established ample time

and funds for scholarly productivity.

4. Faculty.

a. Staff members normally should hold the highest earned

degree in their fields of instruction, or the equivalent,

and should demonstrate competence to teach on the

graduate level.

b. A suitable number of qualified full-time faculty members

should be maintained for the effective conduct of the

graduate programs.

5. Library. An institution should demonstrate the capacity to

maintain a professionally administered library appropriate for graduate

work and to provide access to collections necessary for the conduct of the

programs.

6. Laboratories and Research Facilities. An institution should make

available suitable facilities for laboratory and other research undertaken

by the graduate students and faculty.

7. Admission. A graduate program should require for admission a

baccalaureate degree, or the equivalent. The applicant should give evidence

of capacity to pursue advanced studies successfully in the field selected.

8. Programs of Study.

a. Institutional policies should recognize appropriate

limitations to the enrollment of undergraduate students

in courses offered primarily for graduate credit, and

to the amount of undergraduate work that can be credited

toward a graduate degree.
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S. The program of studies should be designed early in

the student's career. It should give evidence of a plan

calaculated to develop mastery of the field of study on a

level appropriate to the degree.

c. The doctoral program should require the student to do a

creditable piece of scholarly research, or to make an

independent investigation of a topic of significance to

the field of study, or to produce an appropriate creative

work.

9. Advising.

a. Normally the advising of students with regard to

programs of'study should be carried out by full-time

staff members.

b. The design of programs of study should be consonant with

the published requirements of the institution.

c. The steps in progress toward the degree, including time

limitations, if any, and other requirements to be met by

the student, should be clearly defined and published.

Adequate provision should be made to record student

progress toward achievement of the degree requirements,

and students should be informed periodically of their

progress.

10. Outcomes. Information should normally be available to indicate

acceptance of the graduates of the program by employers.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
The State Education Department

Division of Teacher Education and Certification
Albany, New York 12224

CHMACTERISTICS OF THE MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING DEGREE
IN NEW YORK STATE

The Master of Arts in Teaching degree may be used in programs for the prepara-
tion of elementary school teachers and high school teachers of academic subjects.
To develop and maintain the MAT degree as one with particular significance, the

following criteria will be observed:

A. University-wide approach. There shall be clear indicators that
representatives of the academic disciplines and persons represent-
ing the professional study of education have jointly developed
and do jointly support the program proposed for prospective

teachers. Continuing evidence of this university-wide approach
to teacher education is expected. Provision should be made for

frequent evaluation of the program by the higher institution,
including self-studies, reports of qualified outside consultants,

reactions from alumni, and opinions of employing superintendents.
The degree should indicate that it is a joint award, e.g., by the

faculties of arts and sciences, and education.

8. Institutional strength!. A quality program offering both depth

and breadth shall be available to the student; an institution
seeking to offer the MAT shall possess demonstrated strength at
the graduate level (admission standards, full-time faculty with

adect.ate preparation, library) in appropriate subject fields and

in professional study in education. Most higher institutions at

which an MAT is to be awarded will have had considerable experience
in offering graduate work in academic fields. There shall be

staff members in each field with recent and significant experience
in the school subjects or at the levels for which they bear primary

responsibility.

C. Pro ram cohesiveness. The entire program (a minimum of 32 semester

hours) will ordinarily be given by the institution awarding the

degree and will be limited to study for residence credit, not

extension credit. Degree credit may be included for study at

other institutions when verified as equivalent by the degree

granting institution. Except for unusual cases, the program of

study is to be done on a full-time basis providing for the student

a cohesive period of study with opportunity for effective use of

the library and clinical facilities. There shall be evidence

that the student has entered into the intellectual life of the

institution itself.

The combined arts and education faculties shall take responsibility

for arranging a logical and cohesive program of course work and

student teaching. Independent study validated by examinations is

considered a desirable part of such a program, as is a comprehersive

examination at the conclusion of the program.



D. Admissions standards. Admission shall be limited to students with
(a) an acceptable undergraduate major in the subject field of the
MAT degree, and (b) likelihood of success in becoming a good teacher
as evidenced by intelligence, health, personality, and demonstrated
leadership ability. Deficiencies in subject matter are to be made
up or competencies established by examination prior to full matricula-
tion for the MAT degree. For those students whose undergraduate
education courses are deemed acceptable or who have demonstrated
equivalent knowledge in professional education by euccessful
completion of examinations, individual advisement should serve to
strengthen the total preparation by directing study into content
fields.

E. Instructional level. Most enrollees in the MAT program will not
have had course work in the professional study of education.
Although instruction offered in this field as part of the MAT
will typically be first course work in these fields, it should
take on the attributes of advanced intellectual study by the
nature of its content, the extent of required reading and writing,
and the emphasis on analysis and synthesis.

F. Apprentice ship. StudevL teaching and/or an internship shall be
included as an integral part of the program. Cr4.dit for practice
teaching will not be counted toward the minimum 32 graduate hours
for the MAT. If persons are admitted who have had education
preparation as undergraduates, means will need to be established
to verify the adequacy of their experience. There shall be a
clearly defined working relationship between those in charge of
the MAT program and area public schools. Cooperating teachers
will be jointly selected by school and college using criteria
that assure maximum growth for the practice teacher.

Higher institutions whose charter authorizes use of the MAT degree may make
application for approval of a program leading to that degree on Form TE-220 (MAT)
available from the Bureau of Teacher Education.
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TE-220 (MAT) 133.

THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
The State Education Department

Division of Teacher Education and Certification
Albany, Nei York 122?4

APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL OF PROGRAM LEADING
TO THE MASTER OF Arts Dl TEACHING DEGREE

The questions which follow are related to "Characteristics of the Master of Arts in
Teaching Degree in New York State" published by the Department. A full description of the
proposed program calls for factual information succinctly presented; outline form is pref.
enable to lengthy narration. Submit related descriptive material, e.g., typical student
program, if appropriate.

Introduction

1. (a) Name of institution
(b) Person responsible for direction of the MAT program
(c) Author of this proposal
(d) Date submitted

2. What other approved and/or registered programs in teacher preparation are
currently operational either at the undergraduate or graduate level?

3. In ghat subject fields is the MAT to be offered?

A. University-wide approach

What are the specific indicators of institution-wide planning, supervision,
and plans for evaluation of the MAT program? For example, will recommendation
for the degree be made jointly by faculties of liberal arts and sciences, and
education?

B. Institutional strengths

1. (a) In what field(s) is graduate work currently offered whether for
teacher certification or other purposes?

(b) How many students are currently matriculated in each such program?

2. What are the faculty strengths that make this degree appropriate?

3. What library resources for graduate study make this degree appropriate?

4. What advanced laboratory facilities are available for this degree if the
program is to be offered in science or foreign languages?

C. Program cohesiveness

1. What are the written college requirements or conditions of the program which
will assure:

(a) a cohesive period of study
(b) opportunities for effective use of the library and the clinical facilities
(c) participation in the intellectual life of the institution



2. What are or vill be the policies on:

(a) acceptance of transfer credit
(b) duration of active candidacy
(c) use of independent study
(d) use of appraisal examinations to establish prior competencies

D. Admission standards

1. Undergraduate concentration in what subjects or areas will be acceptable foradmission to the MAT program, and how vill their adequacy for teaching bedetermined?

2. Will there be an admissions commitree for the MAT program? What will be itscomposition and function?

3. What objective devices for icrelning applicants are planned and how will theyaffect admission to the program? For example, will the Graduate Record
Examination be used and what will be an acceptable range of scores?

4. What are or will be policies on:

(a) making up deficiencies in undergraduate preparation
(b) maintaining continued matriculation in the program; for example,

grade point average, writing ability, personal qualifications for
teaching

E. Instructional level

1. What feature° of the MAT course work characterize it as graduate level;for example, the nature and extent of required writing, reading, andindependent study?

2. Will undergraduates be permitted to enroll in MAT program courses?

3. Will separate professional courses be maintained exclusively for MAT enrollees?

Y. Apprenticeship

1. By what means will the adequacy of prior course w rk or experience in educationbe verified?

2. What are the criteria for public school teachers and for the public seloolsystem itself which will cooperate in the MAT pregraml

3. Illustrate current and planned cooperative relationships, including studentteaching and/or internship, with area schools; for example, content workshopsfor public school teachers given by college faculty, joint meetings of schooland college faculty representing both academic and education departments.

4. With regard to the internship or student teaching, what is the course loadthat may be carried concurrently?

5. When will candidates begin teaching in public school classrooms and for howlong a period; that is, hours per day, per week, per semester?

6. What is the nature and extent of the participation of both academic andeducation departments in connection with the apprenticeship program?
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Address inquiries to:
The President

Council of Graduate Schools in the
United States

Washington. D.C.
U.S.A.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

To: The Chairman and the President, Council
of Graduate Schools in the United States

Dear3 Sirs:

Your Committee, after extensive consultations,
submits herewith a statement entitled "The Mas-
ter's Degree." We believe that this statement
gives the characteristics of quality programs lead-
ing to the degree of Master of Arts or Master of
Science and to the professional Master's degrees
st'ch as the Mester of Business Administration
(M.B.A.) and the Master of Fine Arts (M.F.A.).
Particular programs which are now offered at
some colleges and universities. may not follow the
described pattern in all respects because of the
varied ways by which academic institutions ap-
proach excellence.

We recommend that this statement be adopted
and made available to persons interested in gradu-

ate study in the colleges and universities of the
United States.

Respectfully submitted,

Joseph I . McCarthy, Chairman

for

THE COMMITTEE ON EVALUATION

AND ACCREDITATION

COUNCIL OF GRADUATE SCHOOLS

IN THE UNITED STATES

Robert H. Bruce (Wyoming)
Bryce Crawford (Minnesota)
Joseph Devenny. Si.

(Boston)
Sanford Elberg (California at

Berkeley 1
L. E. Grainer (Florida)

Robert NC:A:Vicar (Oklahoma
State)

Joseph I.. McCarthy
(Washington)

John Perry Miller (Yale)
Alvin H. Proctor (Kansas State

at Pittsburgh)
Mina Rees (New York City/



FOREWORD

The Master's Degree is a respected academic
award given in recognition of the successful com-

pletion of substantial post-Baccalaureate study
in a chosen field in preparation for scholarly and

professional activities.

In oilier to provide information relative to the
further development of existing Master's pro-
grams and the planning of new ones, the follow-
ing description is given of quality academic pro-
grams leading to the Master's Degree. The char-

acteristics of quality programs leading to the re-
search degree of Doctor of Philosophy and to the

professional Doctor's degree have already been
described in two other booklets under the titles
"The Doctor of Philosophy Degree" and "The
Doctor's Degree in Professional Fields."

The following statement, developed and recom-

mended by the committeemen identified on the
previous page. has been adopted in principle by

the Council of Graduate Schools in the United
States.

We hope that this statement will he helpful
in bringing about an improved understanding of

the nature of academic programs leading to the
Master's if 'pee.

Roy F. Nichols, Chairman
Council 0/ Graduate

Schools in the
lf»ited States

Gustave 0. MIL President
Council of GrOduate

Schools in the
United States

THE MASTERS DEGREE
The Master's degree has a history which can

be traced back over nearly a thousand years. In

medieval Europe. masters, or teachers and disci-
ples, often lived together in scholarly communi-

ties. A bachelor wanting to become a master
was required to pass an appropriate examination

to qualify as an Artiron Magisier.

In early America. the degree of Master was

highly respected. Thereafter. it gradually fell in
prestige until the latter half of the nineteenth
century when the degree in CUM/ was replaced

by the degree pro meriris.
In recent years. the numbe7 of Master degrees

awarded in the United States has increased rapidly

and at a rate even faster than the increase in

number of Bachelor degrees awarded.*

This statement has been written to assist the
colleges and universities that are entering upon

or proceeding with the further development of

programs leading to the Master's degree, and to

encourage widespread understanding of the nature

and the characteristics of quality Master's pro-
grams.

This text has been adopted in principle by
the Council of Graduate Schools in the United
States.** which includes in its membership sub-

, ..icadenii, Devee by W. C. Fell. and 11. A. 11.i.%ell.
0154INI1tA. U.S. Gmernment Printine Office. %.ishinton.

1961
Additional come. of thi. booklet. and of other booklet.

titled The Maw Phihm)phy //verve and The Doi to'%

Degree in Priole iiiii al Fields. are auilable from 1 he Prem.

dent. Council of Graduate School. in the united State.. W.i.h-
ington, DC.. USA at a co.t of tveent.-11%c cent. per Lop.
or. in lot. of one hundred or more. tent cent. each 1 he

Council al.o otter. a comultation .mice through %Fitch
academic per.on., who have wide knoveledee and eperience
concerning N1.1.ter. program.. may be identified and invited

to vi.it a college or univer.ity to provide con.oltation on a
confidential ham..



stantially all of the major colleges and universities
in the United States that offer programs leading
to the degree of Master.

The Responsibility for Quality
The college or university that offers the Mas-

ter's degree undertakes a responsibility in the
public interest to establish and maintain high qual-
ity in the experience given to its students. As de-
scribed below, there are many needs which must
be satisfied if a respectable Master's program is
to be offered. It must be recognized that the cost
of providing these needs is much higher per stu-
dent than is the case for the Bachelor's student.
Thus. it may be appropriate to establish a Master's
program at a particular college or university only
if the resources and special traditions available
at that institution make it practicable and de-
sirable to establish and maintain a good quality
program.

The Organization of Graduate Work
An appropriate organization within the college

or university is essential for the development and
coordination of general policies and procedures
for the graduate programs and especially for the
maintenance of reasonably uniform standards of
quality. A pattern of graduate instruction which
has developed in this country and now prevails
at many institutions is based upon the existence
of a "graduate faculty" within the total faculty
and of a graduate dean. The organization of the
graduate faculty and its programs and of grad-
uate students is usually called the "Graduate
College" or "Graduate School." Thr)ugh appro-
priate committees or a council or an executive
committee, the graduate faculty and the graduate

dean develop and administer the general policies
and procedures for the graduate programs of
the college or university.

The Nature and Names for
the Master's Degree

. The Master's degree is customarily awarded
by a college or university to an aspirant who
achieves a substantial level of academic accom-
plishment during a one or two-year period of
graduate study beyond the Bachelor's degree. The
Master's program usually consists of a coherent
pattern of courses topped off by a comprehensive
examination and a thesis, or by equivalent ex-
perience. Ideally, all Master's programs should
also provide for some supervised teaching exper-
ience, since sometime in their careers all holders
of the Master's degreebe they teachers, engi-
neers, librarians, social workers, business admin-
istrators, or researcherswill sooner or later find
themselves in a position requiring the transmission
of knowledge in face to face encounters.

Awards of the Master's degree are appro-
priately made only in fields that have major
breadth and depth and only in recognition of
satisfactory completion of advanced studies which
arc comparable in rigor to established high quality
Master's programs.

Two types of Master's programs can now be
identified.

The Master of Arts (M.A.) or the Master of
Science (M.S.) degree programs comprise one
type. These provide an introduction to scholarly
activities and research and often serve as prep-
aration for a career in community college or
school teaching. These two degrees, according



to an excellent study by John Chase and Deborah
B. Breznay,* made up about fifty-six per cent of

the total of about 100,000 second level or Mas-
ter's awards conferred in the United States during

the 1963-1964 academic year.

The professional Master's degree programs
comprise the second type. These provide an
introduction to professional affairs and often
serve as preparation for a career in professional
practice. The names used to designate the pro-
fessional degree achievements arc now often stated

as "Master of -------" (Professional Field).
During 1963-1964 the Master of Education was
the most frequently awarded degree of this type
and the number amounted to about fifteen per
cent of the total Master's degrees awarded. Other
similar degrees awarded during 1963-1964 by
ten or more United States institutions were.: Mas-

ter of Business Administration. 118 institutions:
Master of Music. 82: Master of Fine Arts. 71:
Master of Music Education. 38; Master of Theol-
ogy. 33; Master of Laws. 26; Master of Sacred
Theology. 22: Master of Architecture. 18: Master
of Engineering. 15; Master of Public Administra-
tion. I 5; Master of Electrical Engineering. I I ;

and Master of Public Health. 11. These thirteen
professional Master's degrees. together with the
M.A. and M.S. degrees. accounted for eighty

per cent of the total number of Master's degrees
given in the 1963-1964 academic year.

The remaining Master's degrees were awarded
under such titles as Master of Arts in Education.
Master of Science in Electrical Engineering. etc.,
and a wide variety of other special names. The
total number of different Master's degree titles

* The Number and Kaput% of Second tete/ DeveeA f on
loved In United Stater Inntnnon% of lin:her I lineation in
!'I &i.1V64. U S (ice of Education. t1a,hingion. D.C.. 1061.

used during 1963-1964 amounted to three hun-
dred and twenty-eight. This multitude of names
tends to cause confusion about the nature and
significance of the Master's degree.

In an effort to avoid such confusion, it is rec-
ommended:

that the aboe-described system of names
for Master's degrees should he adopted. i.e. the
M.A. or the M.S.. without designation, for
scholarly research and teaching-oriented pro-
grams; and the Master of Education, the Master

of Business Administration, the Master of
Music, etc.. for the professionally-oriented pro-
grams; and

that the number of names used for the Mas-
leY'S degree slunad he' kept as small es possible.

To illustrate the general nature of Master's
programs. descriptions will now he given of the
M.A. or M.S. programs. and then, by way of
contrast, of the M.B.A. and M.F.A. programs.

The Degree of Master of Arts or
Master of Science

The programs leading to the degree of Master
of Arts or Master of Science are very similar in
objectives and nature. Traditionally, the former
is appropriate in all fields and especially in the
fields of the arts, letters and humanities, while the
latter is generally awarded in the sciences, both
pure and applied.

The scope of knowledge today is so deep and
constantly growing that the mature scholar as
well as a graduate student must select a particular
field and, almost certainly. a specialty within the
field, and then concentrate his study and concern
if he desires to make his maximum contribution.



Thus, Master's programs arc offered in particular
fields such as anthropology, botany, business
administration, chemistry, English, history, math-
ematics, physics, sociology, and others; and a
number of specialties are usually available within
each of such fields. A program may be offered by
a department committed to the particular field,
or sometimes, if interdisciplinary, by a specifically
authorized committee or group of professors, pro-
vided each of them is competent in the particular
field.

The Professors

Of highest importance in the establishment of
a sound program ;s the quality of the professors

involved. Each professor should be a scholar
with full command of his field and a proved
capacity for teaching and research. Such a teacher
has usually earned the Doctor of Philosophy de-
gree or has its equivalent in scholarly achieve-

ment. Each professor keeps himself informed
on current scholarly activities in his field and is

encouraged to engage in creative research.

An array of specialist professors is desirable
in order to give the graduate student the stimula-
tion of several points of view and in order to
staff the committees which may supervise or
examine the student. At least four or five profes-
sors in the subject field of a department should
he participants in the Master's program, and it
is desirable that the specializations of these pro-
fessors be complementary.

At a particular college or university, it may
often he desirable to offer several related Master's
programs, since the participating professors may
gain strength and stimulation from the others.

.
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For example, a physics program will be substan-
tially stronger if good programs are available in
mathematics and chemistry. Similar relationships
may Also exist among such fields as history,
English, Romance Languages, and classics, or
among the fields of history, economics, geography.
etc. Graduate work in "minor fields" is often
required.

Provision must he made for the professor's
needs. He should know that his college or uni-
versity is committed to the maintenance of high
quality in its Master's program. He should re-
ceive a salary commensurate with the importance
of his contributions. A moderate load of formal
course-teaching is appropriate. Adequate time
must be allor..ed to permit the professor to keep
himself informed concerning advances being made
in his special field. He must have time to give
good counsel and supervision to his Master stu-
dents and usually he cannot properly accom-
modate more than a relatively small number at
any particular time.

The professor also needs adequate office space
with privacy and appropriate secretarial assist-
ance. Special funds for scholarly activity or re-
search should he made available for allocation
by the president or the dean of the Graduate
School. It is preferable that such faids "ut. avail-
able on relatively short notice because of the
difficulty of predicting research needs. Funds
may be needed for such purposes as the purchase
of microfilm, secretarial or technical skills, com-
puter time, special travel, etc. It is particularly
important that the professor should have the
opportunit!, from time tc time to take sabbatical
or professional leave from his college or university
to refresh himself in his field.



The program and the Graduate Students

The Master's prcgram, in general, consists of

a coherent sequence of lectures, seminars, discus-

sions and independent studies or investigations

designed to help the student acquire an introduc-

tion to the mastery of knowledge, creative schol-
arship, and research in his field. Completion of
the program should require one to two years of
full-time study beyond the Bachelor's degree.

Formal lecture courses and semini.s serve to
advance the student's knowledge and understand-

ing of his field. Ordinarily, a major portion (rang-
ing upward from perhaps fifty per cent) of the
courses and seminars taken by students in Master's
degree programs should be "graduate level"

courses and seminars from which undergraduates
are excluded. The program should not include
courses which are remedial or designed to re-
move deficiencies in preparation for entrance into
the Master's program, and no credit should be
given for courses which are designed to provide

for merely the refreshing or broadening of the
Bachelor's knowledge ; , his field without sub-
stantial advancement. Command of appropriate

scholarly tools needs to be acquired prior to
entry into graduate work or shortly thereafter,
e.g.. attainment of competence in a foreign lan-
guage which is important in the aspirant's field.
As unique features of any MA or MS program,
research seminars and investigational experiences,

or preparation of a thesis or research reports
should be included. .

A Master's thesis is a modest contribution to
knowledge. a review, or a report or a synthesis

or a design in the student's field. When a student

completes a thesis, it should be presented in
clear and precise language.

1
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A wide variety of examination systems is in
use and any one is appropriate provided it gives
evidence of the student's progress toward the

completion of the program. A rigorous compre-
hensive examMation over the field is usually a
part of quality programs.

Students admitted into programs leading to
the Master's degree should show evidence of

superior ability, achievement, motivation, and.
of course, appropriate undergraduate preparation

for advanced study. Admission of students may

he granted on the basis or evidence such as under-

graduate scholarship, the results of performance

prediction tests, recommendations from knowl-
edgeable professors. and interviews.

A particular professor or small committee of
professors should provide counsel and supervision

for each Master's student. As the student pro-
ceeds in his program, his professor or his com-
mittee makes periodic reviews of his progress and
permits him to continue only so long as his uork

is superior.

The Master's student should devote full time
to graduate study and research in residence at
his college or university for a minimum of one
semester, or one quarter, or one summer session,

so that, for a period, he may work in close and
often informal collaboration with graduate faculty

professors, with other graduate students in the

program. and with distinguished visiting scholars.

It is important that the student proceed expedi-

tiously toward the completion of his program.
Continued part-time study over a period of several

years with no full-time attendance is strongly
discouraged. Most colleges and universities re-
quire the completion of a Master's degree program



within some definite period, such as wit'iin four
years after beginning graduate work. Continua-
tion beyond this period raises questions con-
cerning the validity of the experience.

Scholarship, Fellowship, Assistantship, and
Loan-fund awards are important elements in a
good Master's program. A graduate Scholarship

or Fellowship is a gift made to a student to aid
him in carrying forward his graduate study. The
Teaching Assistantship, whereby the Master's
student is employed to provide part-time assist-
ance to a professor in teaching a class, is often
a very useful arrangement since the graduate
student receives a stipend as well as valuable
experience in relation to college and university
teaching; and, at the same time, the college or
university receives useful assistance. All Teaching
Assistants should be given advice, guidance, and
should be closely supervised by experienced pro-
fessors. The extent of their service should be
limited so that it does not substantially retard
their progress toward completion of their Master's
degree. The Research Assistantship, when avail-

able, permits the Master's student to be employed
to give part-time assistance or collaboration to
a professor in the conduct of research and may
help the student to progress toward his Master's
degree.

They Physical Facilities

A college or university offering a good graduate
program has adequate physical facilities such as
seminar rooms, offices, and library carrels. The
library should, of course, contain far more ex-
tensive materials than are usually present in an
undergraduate library. Lists of the necessary
holdings of scholarly books and periodicals may

Pia..

be obtained, in many cases, from the headquar-
ters. of the scholarly or professional societies.
In the sciences, appropriate laboratories, equip-
ment and facilities are required as well as sub-
stantial funds annually to provide for the neces-
sary equipment and supplies.

The Degree of Master in
Professional Fields

Programs leading to the degree of Master in
professional fields are generally similar in ele-
ments to those leading to the degree of Master
of Arts or Master of Science except that they
emphasize an introduction to professional affairs

and practice.

In many cases the specific nature of profes-

sional Master's degree programs seems not to
have been generally agreed upon by the profes-
sors and practitioners in the particular fields.

Some descriptions, however, are available and
these have often been written to provide standards
relative to program accreditation by professional
organizations approved by the National Commis-

sion on Accrediting. Two such statements, one

for i;usiness Administration and the other for
Fine Arts. will now be summarised in order to
illustrate these patterns and to provide a com-
parison with the Master of Arts and Master of
Science patterns.
The Master of Business Administration (M.B.A.)

and Other Degrees*
*The etnerscem elwi swum (It ( eillegsate .C, hoot% lit HIMIle

. CensAinta . Br 1.mi%; Standard % ell .1.. ',Wow . PM.S./966.

101 N. Aida' holdout!. St. 1 out,, S10.

"(1) Master's degree programs of member insti-
tutions may be listed in the roster of ap-
proved master's degree programs if they



meet the standards set forth below. It is
recognized that various purposes are served
by different programs at the Master's level
and that various degrees are awarded. . ..

"(2) As a general practice, approved master's
degree programs in business will he ex-
pected to limit their admissions to holders
of a baccalaureate degree from accredited
institutions. It is expected further that ad-
mission will be granted only to students
showing high promise of success in post-
graduate business study. Various measures
of high promise may be used; these include:
(a) the candidate's performance on the Ad-
mission Test for Graduate Study in Business
(ATGSB); (h) the candidate's undergrad-
uate grade averages and the trend of his
grades during his undergraduate schooling;
(c) the candidates rank in his collegiate
graduating c'ass. Ordinarily such measures
of promise will be used in combination and
a final judgment arrived at accordingly
rather than on the basis of a single criterion.
Ordinarily. likewise, the candidate will
stand well above average by most of the
measures.

"(3) In approved programs most master's degree
courses will be taught by full-time faculty
members.

"(4) With few exceptions. master's degree courses
will be taught by faculty members with
appropriate doctoral degrees.

"(5) The school shall have suitable accommo-
dations for its faculty and students, and
adequate laboratory. library and other
facilities essential to the effective pursuit
of its objectives.
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"(6) The school and its master's program(s) shall
have been established and in operation for
such a period of time as to make it possible
to evaluate its ability to sustain the master's
program(s) at acceptably high levels of
quality.

"(7) It is expected that a school offering both
undergraduate and graduate work will
maintain both operations on a high- stand-
ard basis. Expansion into both areas of
responsibility should not be undertaken
until the school has siflicient resources to
maintain full standard operations in both.

"(8) Students completing degree programs in
business must either as undergraduate or as
graduate students complete the equivalent
of the undergraduate core as set forth in
Standard (4) of the Standards for Under-
graduate Program Accreditation. (e.g., 'As
the foundation for training in business ad-
ministration. instruction shall he offered in
the fields of economics, accounting. statis-
tics. business law or legal environment of
business. business finance. marketing. and
management. In general. candidates for
the undergraduate degree shall receive basic
instruction in each of these fields. Oppor-
tunities beyond the basic course shall he
available in at least three of the above
fields ')
For the M.B.A. degree. it is expected that
the program beyond the core shall be broad
in nature and aimed at general competence
for overall management.
For other master's degrees the limitation on
specialization beyond the core will not

apply.



"(9) For the M.B.A. degree, it is expected that
programs will require for most students a
minimum of two semesters (or equivalent)
of work beyond the core and the bacca-
laureate degree in classes reserved exclus-

ively for graduate students.

"(10) The Association desires to encourage the
development and testing of new programs
and constructive revision of existing pro-
grams. . . ."

The Master of Fine Arts (M.F.A.)*

"1. '-7eneral

it is recommended that the Master of Fine
Arts degree be granted only by graduate
programs wherein the emphasis is upon the
studio practice of some aspect of art, with
the intent of educating students for profes-
sional careers as painters, sculptors, print-
makers, designers, ceramists and other crafts-

men, photographers. etc. It is further recom-
mended that master level graduate programs

with the major emphasis in art history should
lead to the M.A. degree... .

"U. Institutional Requirements
A. Stall

1. Standards for Ste Selection

No department should offer the M.F.A.
in creative fields which does not have

on its staff active professional artists
whose work in painting, sculpture,
photography, prints, and the crafts is

"The Present Status of the M.I.A. Degree: A Report
to the Midwest College Art Conference" by N. Boothhy, J. J.
Hausman, H. R. Hope. A. Megrew. h. Seiherling. J. R. Ship-

ley. and A. S. Weller in The Art Journal. XXIV. no. 3. 248-

249 (1965).
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of the calibre which commands atten-
tion in major national and regional
exhibitions; or, in such fields as graph-
ics and industrial design whose work
is regularly utilized in design applica-
tions of the highest order in commerce
and industry.

2. Stall Assignment
A teaching schedule of not more than
eighteen contact hours each week for
studio teachers and eight or nine se-
mester hours for art historians should
be considered a maximum load.

Teachers who have administrative
duties should have lighter teaching
loads. . . .

. . . Graduate programs should not be
attempted by departments without suf-

ficient manpower to offer graduate
level work in art history and at least

two elective fields, in addition to a
major.

3. Research Time, Facilities, and

Recognition

It is necessary for a graduate faculty

to have time for research and studio
activities. Time should be allowed for
research undertakings, aside from
teaching responsibilities. For the cre-
ative artist, studio work should be
considered the equivalent of scholarly

or scientific research in academic
fields, and the exhibition and award
record, and other professional recog-
nitions, of a creative artist or designer

should be considered is equivalent to



publication records in academic fields
as a basis for advancement in faculty
rank and salary.

B. Departmental Facilities and Resources
1. Space

No institution should offer courses for
which it does not have adequate space
and equipment as well as qualified
personnel....

2. Library and Slide Collections
Institutions offering graduate programs
should have library funds and slide
budgets substantially in excess of those
which teach only undergraduate pro-
grams. ...

3. Gallery or Museum
The graduate student should have the
opportunity for frequent study of orig-
inal works of art, both historic and
contemporary. Programs to insure
that students are transported to im-
portant museums for special exhibi-
tions should be encouraged and funds
provided for this purpose....

"III. The M.F.A. Program
A. Admission Policies

1. Standards for Admissions
The candidate for the M.F.A. should
have a bachelor's degree with a major
in art from a qualified institution. He
must also have an adequate under-
graduate program in general studies.
The major in art in many colleges will
not be sufficient preparation for rigor-
ous graduate programs without addi-

tional work in studio practice which
should not count towards the degree.
Conversely, some students from other
institutions with extensive studio ex-
perience will have deficiencies in gen-
eral studies and in art history which
should be made up without graduate
credit.

2. Evaluation of Applications
Admissions to candidacy for the de-
gree should be based not only on
academic records, but also upon the
critical examination of original works
of art.

3. Credit Hours
A semester hour of credit should rep -
re' ent three hours of work each week
for a semester of 15 or 16 weeks. In
lecture and recitation courses, it may
be earned by one hour in class and two
hours in preparation. In studio and
laboratory courses where considerable
out-of-class work is assigned, and
where facilities available to the stu-
dent out-of-class are equal to those
provided him in schedukd classes, it
may be earned by two hours in class
and one hour in preparation. In
studio and laboratory courses where
extensive outside work is not regularly
assigned. it should be earned by three
hours in class. ...

B. Course Requirements
The M.F.A. program should require at
least two years of genuine graduate work,
based upon an undergraduate major in



art of high professional standards. It is
recommended that the total of studio
and related professional requirements
taken during the combination of the
undergraduate and graduate years ap-
proximate 100 semester hours or more,
that the requirements in art history taken
during the combination of the under-
graduate and graduate years be 18 semes-
ter hours or more, and that the total of
general studies taken be 30 semester
hours or more. Two or more courses in
art history beyond the level of intro-
ductory survey courses should be re-
quired of graduate students in creative
fields. .. .

C. Examinations and Thesis Requirements
The M.F.A. candidate should pass a
comprehensive examination, written or
oral or both, which covers significant
aspects of the theory, criticism, and his-
tory of art. Such an examination should
not be given at the end of the degree
program, but at a time so that deficien-
cies which it reveals can be corrected.
The thesis requirement for the M.F.A.
degree should be an original work of art,
or a group of such works. This may be
accompanied by a written document, but
such a document in itself should not be
considered the thesis."

* * *

e

Conclusion
it is hoped that this statement will be helpful

in bringing about a. improved understanding of
the nature of academic programs leading to the
degree of Master.
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CERTIFICATES FOR TEACHING SERVICE

Amendment to Regulations of the Commissioner of Education
Pursuant to Section 207 of the Education Law

Effective September 1, 1966

AITICLZ XV

TEACHERS CERTIFICATES

116. Definitions

As used in this article:

2. " Advanced course " means a course creditable toward an
appropriate graduate degree granted by a recognized college or uni-

versity ...
11. " Elementary school " means a school organized to give

innruction in grades 1-6 and, the kindergarten.
23. " Semester hour " means ... 30 clock hours shall con-

rititute one semester hour credit, point or equivalent unit.

131. Certificates valid for teaching in the early childhood,
upper elementary and early secondary grades

1. Definitions
a. The term " early childhood grades " shall include

nursery school, kindergarten and grades 1 through 3.
b. The term " upper elementary grades " shall include

grades 4 through 6; and
c. The term " early secondary grades " shall include

grades 7 through 9.

2. Certificates 1.r.nisd. Certificates shall be issued for teach-

ing in:
a. Early childhood grades and upper elementary grades;

or
b. Early childhood grades, upper elementary grades, and

an academic subject in the early secondary grades;
c. A permanent certificate shall be issued to a candi-

date who has completed a Syear program of collegiate preparation

To01.114.146W(10,140)
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which shall indude a baccalaureate degree, and. in addition, 3t,

semester hours of approved advanced courses, meeting the require-
ments of paragraphs c and d, subdivision 3 of this section.

d. A provisional certificate shall be issued to a candi-
date who shall have completed a 4-year program of collegiate prepara-
tion including the baccalaureate degree meeting the requirements set
forth in paragraphs e and f, subdivision 3 of this section. Such pro-
visional certificate shall be valid for a period of 5 years from the
date of such certificate.

3. Specific requirements. Candidates may qualify for the
issuance of teaching certificates by completing :

a. A program of teacher education registered by the
Department for the preparation of teachers in the areas defined in
paragraphs a, b, ane c of subdivision 2 of this section, or

b. Equivalent preparation in other institutions deter-
mined by the Commissioner to meet the requirements set forth in
paragraphs c, d, e, and f of this subdivision.

i c. A candidate for a permanent certificate valid for
teaching in the early childhood and upper elementary grades shall
complete the following requirements:

(1) Studies in liberal arts. To qualify for a perma-
nent certificate to teach in the early childhood and upper elementary
grades, a candidate shall complete at least 90 semester hours, includ-
ing at least 12 semester hours of diversified course work in each of
the three fields: the humanities; the natural sciences and mathe-
matics; the social sciences.

Candidates must also include a minimum of 30 semester hours of
study (at least 6 of which must be in graduate level courses) in a
department or a planned interdepartmental program of liberal arts
studies.

(2) Professional study in education. To teach io the
early childhood and upper elementary grades, a candidate shall com-
plete a minimum of 300 clock hours of supervised instructional expe-
rience, and a minimum of 30 semester hours of study in professional
education. Such study shall include:

(a) 3 semester hours in the sociological, philo-
sophical, and historical `iundations of education

(b) 4 semester hours in educational and devel-
opmental psychology

(c) 9 semester hours in instructional methods
and materials, including instruction in the teaching of the basic skills:

[21



Id) 12 semester hours chosen from and in addi-
tion to the above requitement; (a), (b), (s), or additional super-
vised instructional experience.

(3) The fifth year of preparation shall consist of
either (a) or (b) below :

(a) A master's degree related specifically to the
candidate's field of teaching service and offered by an approved insti-
tution;

(b) 30 hours of post-baccalaureate study dis-
tributed as follos:

(i) At least 12 semester hours in liberal arts
in or related to the candidate's field of teaching service ; and

(ii) At least 12 semester hours in advanced
study in the social and behavioral sciences related to teaching and/or
advanced study in or related to improving the teaching of the basic
skills; and

(iii) At least 6 semester hours in (1) or (ii)
above or a satisfactory combination thereof.

d. A candidate for a permanent certificate valid for teach-
ing in the early childhood and upper elementary grades and an an-

s. demic subject in the early secondary grades shall meet the following
requirements:

(1) Stodits in librral arts. To qualify for a per-
manent certificate to teach in the early childhood and upper elementary
grades and an academic subject in the early secondary grades, a candi-
date shall complete at least 90 semester hours, including at least 12
semester hours of diversified course work in each of the three fields:
the humanities; the natural sciences and mathematics; the social
sciences;

(2) Academic concentration. The candidate's total
program shall include the requirements as specified below for the
selected academic subject (subjects) :

(a) English: 36 semester hours
The total preparation for teaching English shall

include work (although not necessarily separate courses), in the fol-
lowing areas:

Advanced writing;
Concepts, processes, and media of communi-

cation;
Development, structure, and function of the

English language ;

(3)

,A
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Improvement of reading ;
Literary materials for adolescents;
Literature: American, English, and world
Oral composition (public speaking, argument,

or discussion)
Oral interpretation (of prose, poetic, or dra-
matic literature).

(b) Social studies: 36 semester hours
These hours shall include the core listed below

and at least 6 semester hours of United States history and 6 semester

hours of European history.
The core of the social sciences shall consist of at

least 24 semester hours and shall include the equivalent of a full
year's work in economics, geography, and political science. In addi-
tion, the equivalent of a full year'.: work in one of the following areas

is required:
Anthropology ;
Sociology :
History or area studies other than United

States or European.

(c) General science: 42 semester hours
These hours shall include at least a full year's

course in each of the following: mathematics, chemistry, physics,
biology, and earth science. In addition, the candidate must complete
the equivalent of one additional full-year course in one of the particu-

lar sciences listed above; and become proficient in laboratory demon-

strations and techniques.

(d) Mathematics: 24 semester hours

-These hours include a full year or differential and
integral calculus. Of the !offal hours, at least 12 shall be in ?proved

advanced courses.

(s) Foreign latsgsages: 30 semester hours, of

which at least 12 shall be in approved advanced courses. In addi-

tioi. a candidate shall provide a written statement from a higher
institution ail evidence that he possesses a practical command of the

langu 7e as an instrument of Oral and written communication.

(3) Professional Maly in education. To teach in the

early childhood and upper elementary grades and an academic sub-

ject in the early secondary grades, a candidate shall complete a mini-

141
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anon of 300 clock hours e$ supervised instructional experience, includ-
ing a minimum of 80 dock bouts in teaching the selected academic
subject in the early secondary grades, and a minimum of 30 semester
hours of study in professional education. Such study shall include:

(a) 3 semester hours in the sociological, philo-
sophical, and historical foundations of education;

(b) '6 semester hours in educational and develop-
mental psychology;

(c) 12 semester hours in instructional methods
and materials, including instruction in the teaching of the basic skills,
and instruction in the methods of teaching the selected academic
subject ;

(d) 9 semester hours chosen from and in addition
to the above requirements, (a), ( b), (c), or additional supervised
instructional experience.

(4) The fifth year of preparation shall consist of either
(a) or(b) below:

(a) A master's degree related specifically to the
candidate's field of teaching service and offered by an approved insti-
tution;

(b) 30 hours of post-baccalaureate study dis-
tributed as follows:

(i) At least 12 semester hours in liberal arts
in or related to the candidate's field of teaching service, and

(ii) At least 12 semester hours in advanced
study in the social and behavioral sciences related to teaching and/or
advanced study in or related to improving the teaching of the basic
skills, and

(iii) At least 6 semester hours in (1) and
(ii) above or a satisfactory combination thereof.

e. A candidate for a provisional certificate valid for teach-
ing in the early childhood and upper eleriientary grades shall meet
the following requirements:

(1) Studies in liberal arts. To qualify for a provi-
sional certificate to teach in the ezrly childhood and upper elementary
grades, a candidate shall complete at least 75 semester hours, includ-
ing at least 12 semester hours of diversified course work in each of
the three fields: the humanities; the natural sciences and mathematics ;

the social sciences.

151
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Candidates must also include a minimum of 24 semester hours 0,
study (at least 6 of which must be in upper division or graduate level
courses) in a department or' a planned interdepartmental program
of studies in liberal arts.

(2) Professional study in education. To teach in the
early childhood and upper elementary grades, a candidate shall com-
plete a minimum of 30t) clock hours of supervised instructional expe-
rience, and a minimum of 24 semester hours of study in professional
education. Such study shall include:

(a) 3 semester hours in the sociological, philo-
sophical, and historical foundations of education;

( h ) 6 semester hours in educational and devel-
opmental psychology ;

(c) 9 semester hours in instructional methods
and materials, including instruction in the teaching of the basic skills;

(d) 6 semester hours chosen from and in addition
to the above requirements, (a), (b), (i), or additional supervised
instructional experience.

"1".A candidate for a provisional certificate valid for teach-
ing in theetrly childhood and upper elementary grades and an aca-
demic subject in the early secondary grades, shall meet the following
requirements:

(1) Studies in liberal arts. To qualify for a provi-
sional certificate to teach in the early childhood and upper elementary
grades and aq academic subject in the early secondary grades, a candi-
date shall complete at least 7S semester hours, including at least 12
semester hours of diversified course work in each of the three fields:
the humanities; the natural sciences and mathematics; the social
sciences.

(2) Academic concentration. The candidate's total
program shall include the requirements as specified below for the
selected academic subject (subjects):

(a) English: 30 semester hours

The total preparation for teaching English shall
include work (although not necessarily separate courses), in the
following areas:

Advanced writing;
Concepts, processes, and media of communi-

cation;

(6)
I
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Development, structure, and function of the
English language;

Improvement of reading;
Literary materials for adolescents;
Literature: American, English, and world ;
Oral composition (public speaking, argument,

or discussion) ;
Oral interpretation (of prose, poetic, or dra-

matic literature) ; .

(b) Social studies: 30 semester hours

These hours shall include the core listed below
and at least 6 semester hours of United States history and 6 semester
hours of European history.

The core of the social sciences shall consist of at
least 18 semester hours and shall include the equivalent of a full
year's work in economics, and geogrAphy. In addition, the equivalent
of a full year's work in one of the following areas is required:

ft
Anthropology ;
Political science;
Sociology ;
History or area studies other than United

States or European;

(c) General science: 36 semester hours

These hours shall include at least a full year's
course in each of the following: mathematics, chemistry, physics, biol-
og, and earth science. In addition, the candidate must complete the
equivalent of one additional full-year course in one of the particular
sciences listed above and become proficient in laboratory demonstra-
tions and techniques.

(d) Mathematics: 18 semester hours

These hours shall include a full year of differen
tial and integral calculus. Of the total hours, at least 6 shall be in
approved advanced courses.

(e) Foreign languages: 24 semester hours, of
which at least 12 shall be in approved advanced courses. In addition,
a candidate shall provide a written statement from a higher institu-
tion as evidence that he possesses a practical command of the language
as an instrument of oral and written communication.

. 171
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(3) Professional study in.educatiou To teach in the
early childhood and upper elementary grades and an academic subject
in the early secondary grades, a candidate shall complete a minimum
of 300 dock hours of supervised instructional experience, including
a minimum of & 'lock hours in teaching the selected academic sub-
ject in the early secondary grades, and a minimum of 24 semester
hours of study in professional education. Such study shall include:

(a) 3 semester hours in the sociological, philo-
sophical, and historical foundations of education ;

(1') 6 semester hours in educational and devel-
opmental psychology ;

(c) 12 semester hours in instructional methods
and materials, including instruction in the teaching of the basic skills,
and instruction in the methods of teaching the selected academic
subject;

(d) Three semester hours chosen from and in
addition to the above requirements, la 1, (b), and (c), or additional
supervised instructional experience.

4. Additional provisions
a. Validity of a certificate to tact* other subjects. The

validity of a certificate for teaching in the early childhood and upper
elementary grades; or for teaching in the early childhood and upper
elementary grades in an academic subject in the early secondary
grades, may he extended by the Commissioner of Education 'to include
the teaching of another subject upon evidence that the holder thereof
has completed the prescribed study for teaching the second subject
as outlined in the Regulations of the Commissioner.

b. Recognition of work compkted in secondary school
(1) .Advanced work completed in secondary school

which is assigned college credit by the institution of higher education
which the candidate attends shall be counted toward meeting the
requirements for certification.

(2) %There advanced standing, but not college credit,
is given by the college for work completed in secondary school, the
equivalent of college credit may be granted for the purposes of certi-
fication on the recommendation of the higher institution. This rec-
ommendation shall be made in a statement to the Division of Teacher
Education and Certification at the time of the candidate's application
for a certificate. The total number of college credits required for
either provisional or permanent certification shall not be reduced
unless college credit has been granted.

(81
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c. lamas* program. Provisional certificates may be
granted to candidates enrolled in fifth year intensive programs reg-
istered by the Commissioner of Education as equivalent to the prepa-
ration in the professional and academic areas as stated herein.

d. Validation for teaching approved ((asses of mentally
retarded children

The validity of a certificate issued under this section
shall be extended by the Commissioner of Education to include the
teaching of mentally retarded children upon evidence that the holder
thereof has:

(1) Completed a program approved for the teaching
of mentally retarded children at an institution or institutions having
a program registered and/or approved by the State Education Depart-
ment for such preparation ; or

(2) Completed a 12-semester hour program of study
to include each of the following areas:

(a) Practicum in tmching classes of the men-
tally retarded ;

tarded;

(6) The psychology of the mentally Tetarded;

(c Mental and educational measurements

(d) Curriculum practices for the mentally re-

(e) Creative arts for children.

1I
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THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
THE STATE ZDUCAT5ON DEPARTMENT

ALBAN; NEW PORK 123E4

AMENDMENT TO REGULATIONS OF THE
COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

Pursuant to Section 207 of the Education Law

El Teeth e September 1, 1963. -,eetifat 133 of Article XV of theRegulations of the Oiiiiis.ilmer of Fdtication rpealed and a newsection 133 adopted in place thereof. to read a follows:

ARTICLE XV

TEAL HERA CERTIFICATES
§ 133. Certificates valid for teaching an academic subject

1. Forms of teaching certificates. There shall be twoforms of certificates, to be known as permanent certificates and pro-visional certificates, which shall he valid for teaching an academicsubject:

a. Permanent certificate. The requirements for this cer-tificate shall be the completion of a five-year program of collegiatepreparation, which shall include the baccalaureate degree and, in addi-tion, 30 se 'nester hours of approved advanced courses in, or relatedto, an academic field or the teaching of an academic subject, as moreparticularly %et forth in subdivision 2 of this section.
b. Provisional certificate. The requirement for the pro-visional certificate shall he the completion of a four-year program ofcollegiate preparation including the baccalaureate degree, as moreparticularly set forth in subdivision 2 of this section. The provi-sional certificate shall be valid for five years.

2. Preparation required for a teaching certificate. Toobtain a teaching certificate, a candidate shall meet the requirementsset forth in either a or b below:
a. Completion of teacher education program registered bythe Department. Complete preparation at an institution or institutionshaving a program for the preparation of secondary school teachersof academic subjects registered and/fir approved by the State Eelaca

T. 731 O6 25.th,n(51m)5)
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tion Department. Programs for which registration is sought will be
evaluated in terms of the total college commitment to the preparation
of teachers, including the college's fulfillment of the intent of the
requirements which follow; or

b. Alternate completion of requirement:. Complete the
requirements in (1) general-liberal education, and (2) professional
study in education, and (3) the academic subject or subjects in which
certification is sought. The Commissioner may accept equivalent
work that, in his opinion, clearly meets the intent of the requirement.

* (1) General-liberal education. To qualify for a teach-
ing certificate (either permanent or provisional), a candidate shall
complete at least GO semester hours in general-liberal studies including
at least 12 semester hours in each of the three fields listed below. Can-
didatcs shall have sufficiently diversified course work in each of these
fields : (a f the humanities. ( b ) the natural sciences and mathematics,
(c ) the social sciences.

(2) Professional study in education
(a) To qualify for a provisional certificate, a can-

didiate shall complete a minimum of 18 semester hours distributed as
follows :

At least 8 hours in the social, philosophical, and psychological
foundations of educational theory and practice

At least 8 hours which include methods and materials of teach-
ing the subject in which certification is sought. and supervised
observation and practice teaching. Total preparation must include
at least 80 class periods of supervised instructional experience in
the secondary school.

(b) To qualify for the permanent certificate. a
candidate shall complete at least 6 additional hours of advanced pro-
fessional study in education. However, a candidate may elect 6 semes-
ter hours in advanced study in the field in which he will teach provided
that these 6 hours be beyond the subject matter requirements already
designated for the permanent certificate.

(3) Requirements in the academic subject for a cer-
tificate

(a) To teach English
(i) Permanent certificate. At least 51 se-

mester hours in English, 15 of which shall be in approved advanced
courses

(ii) Provisional certificate. At least 36 se-
mester hours in English

I
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The total preparation for teaching Eng-lish shall include work (although not necessarily separate courses) inthe following areas:
Advanced writing
Concepts, processes and media of communication
Development, structure and function of the English language
Improvement of reading
Literary materials for adolescents
Literature: American, English, and world
Oral composition (public speaking, argument or discussion )
Oral interpretation (of prose, poetic, or dramatic literature)

(b) To teach a foreign language
(1) Permanent certificate. At least 39 se-mester hours in a foreign language. 15 of which shall be in approved

advanced courses

(ii) Provisional certificate. At least 24 se-
mester hours in a foreign language

In addition, a candidate shall provide a
written statement from a higher institution as evidence that he pos-
sesses a practical command of the language as an instrument of oral
and written communication.

(c) To teach mathematics
(i) Permanent certificate. At least 33 se-

mester hours in mathematics including a full year of differential and
integral calculus. Of this total. 15 semester !'ours shall be in approved
advanced courses.

(ii) Provisional certificate. At least 18 se-
mester hours in mathematics including a full year of differential and
integral calculus

The minimum preparation for a perma-
nent certificate shall include at least one course from each of the
following two groups :

Algebra: such courses as polynomial algebra, linear algebra.
abstract algebra, theory of numbers

Geometry: such courses as projective geometry, foundations of
geometry, non-Euclidean geometry, algebraic geometry, topology

(d) To teach a science
(i) Permanent certificate. At least 57 se-

mester hours in mathematics and the sciences. In addition to the work
required for the provisional certificate, the equivalent of 3 full-year

[31
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courses. These courses shall include work in the science for whichcertification is sought and in mathematics.

(ii) Provisional certificate. At least 42semester hours in mathematics and science distributed as indicatedbelow

. For a provisional certificate in one of thesciences (chemistry, physics, biology, or earth science) a candidateshall:

Complete a core of work that includes the
equivalent of a full year's course in each of the following: mathe-matics, chemistry, physics. biology, earth science; and

Complete the equivalent of one addi-tional full-year course in the particular science for which certificationis sought ; and

Become proficient in laboratory demon-
strations and techniques. If this proficiency is attained other than by
course work (credit for which appears on the transcript), the candi-date is responsible for providing to the Bureau of Teacher Education
and Certification a statement by the higher institution regarding his
proficiency in this area.

(iii) The holder of a certificate (either per-manent or provisional) in a particular science shall be deemed certi-fied to teach general science.

(c) To teach the social studies
(i) Permanent certificate. At least 51 se-

mester hours in the social sciences, 15 of which shall be in approved
advanced courses. 'Within the total preparation, which includes the
distribution required for the provisional certificate, a candidate shallhave a concentration of at least 18 semester hours in one of the fol-
lowing: Economics, geography, history, interdisciplinary courses in
the social sciences, political science.

(ii) Provisional certificate. At least 36 se-
mester hours in the social sciences. These hours shall include the
core listed below and at least 6 semester hours of United States his-
tory and 6 semester hours of European history.

The core of social sciences shall consist
of at least 24 semester hours and shall include the equivalent of a full
year's work in each of 4 of the following 6 areas:

Anthropology Political science
Economics Sociology
Geography
History other than United States or European

[41
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3. Additional provisions
a. Time validity of the provisional certificate. The pro-visional certificate shall be valid for five years from the effective dateand shall not be renewable except that the Commissioner of Educationmay extend the period of validity upon satisfactory evidence that theholder of such certificate has been in military service (luring the periodof validity of the certificate or that during such period the holder hasbeen incapacitated by illness or maternity.
b. Validity of a certificate to teach other subjects. Thevalidity of a certificate fur teaching an academic subject may beextended by the Commissioner of Education to include the teachingof another subject upon evidence that the holder thereof has completedthe prescribed study for teaching the second subject as outlined in theRegulations of the Commissioner.

e. Recognition of work completed in secondary school
(1) Advanced work completed it secondary schoolwhich is assigned college credit by the institution of nigher educationwhich the candidate attends shall be counted toward meeting therequirements for certification.
(2) Where advanced standing, but not college credit,is given by the college for work completed in secondary school, theequivalent of college credit may be granted for the purposes of cer-tification on the recommendation of the higher institution. 'Ibisrecommendation shall be made in a statement to the Division ofTeacher Education and Certification at the time of the candidate'sapplication for a certificate. The total number of college creditsrequired for either provisional or permanent certification shall not bereduced unless college credit has been granted.

d. Experimental program. Provisional certificates maybe granted to candidates enrolled in fifth year experimental programsregistered and/or approved by the Commissio ter of Education asequivalent to the preparation in the professional and academic areasas stated herein.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

The State Education Department
Division of Teacher Education and Certification

Albany 1

AMENDMENT TO THE REGULATIONS OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

Effective April 1, 1963, Article XV
Section 117 is hereby amended by the
addition of a new subdivision to be
Subdivision 8, to read as follows:

ARTICLE XV

TEACHERS CERTIFICATES

117. General Provisions and Requirements

S. Internship Certificate

a. A stud-A; in a registered or approved program of
education which includes an internship experience may,
at the request of the institution, be issued an in-
ternship certificate without fee.

b. The certificate shall be issued only to those persons
enrolled in registered or approved programs which in-
clude appropriate supervision and shall show on the
face of the certificate the following information:

(1) The name of the intern
(2) The collegiate program sponsoring the intern-

ship.

(3) The area of service for which the certificate
is valid.

(4) The school district in which the internship is
to be served.

(5) The dates for which the certificate is valid.

c. The certificate shall be valid for no more than two
consecutive semesters and is not renewable.
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THE UNIVERSI1 OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
The State Education Department

Division of Teacher Education and Certification
Albany, New York 12224

GUIDELINES FC3 EVALUATION OF STUDENT TEACHING AND
INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS

In considering the approval and registration of teacher education
programs the following statements will be used as a basis for evaluating
student teaching or internship programs. It is expected that significant de-
partures from these guidelines will be justified on their educational merits.

These statements are not all-inclusive nor are they intended to ob-
struct the freedom of higher institutions to develop programs of a quality
superior to those implied by these statements.

Definition of Terms

Student Teacher: A college student enrolled in a course
which includes an apprenticeship period during which the
student teaches, under supervision, part of the regular pro-
gram of a classroom teacher.

Practice Teacher: A term frequently synonymous with student
teaching but not used in this statement.

Intern: A college graduate enrolled in-a teacher education
program and given full classroom responsibility, udder super-
vision, typically for at least a full semester.

Supervising alicher: The public school staff member most
directly responsible for working with the student teacher.

Supervisor of Interns: The public school staff member most
directly responsible for working with the intern.

College Supervisor: The college faculty member most directly
responsible for working with the student teacher, intern,
supervising teacher, or supervisor of interns.

Clinical Professor: An individual on the college faculty who
teaches methods courses and supervises student tear.hers. This
individual is also a part-time staff member of a public school
with classroom responsibility including, but not limited to
demonstration classes. This term is not used in the present
statement but is defined here to establish common understanding.
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Caution Elements

Many of the desirable conditions of a student teaching program are
applicable also to an internship program. Effective student teaching
and internship programs are developed in a setting that is mutually
beneficial to college and school; e.g., the college provides inservice
opportunities for improving public school staffs; the school offers direct
assistance to college students by providing opportunities for observation
and participation on a limited scale prior to student teaching as well as
actual student teaching experience.

Provision is made for continuous evaluation of the student teaching .

and internship program based on agreed-upon measures and with modifications
of the program when appropriate.

STUDENT TEACHING PROGRAMS

The Student Teacher

1. The student is permitted to engage in student teaching after an
all-institution review of his record indicates that his overall
average, his performance in his area of academic concentration,
his competence in his professional sequence, and his personal
characteristics qualify him for student teaching.

2. Most academic study is completed prior to student teaching. Any
course work pursued at the time of student teaching is closely
related to teaching experience and supports rather than detracts
from the tasks of preparing and teaching daily lessons.

3. The length of student teaching and pre-teaching observation time,
beyond established minimums, is variable and depends upon the
performance of the student teacher as verified by sustained
observation of supervisory personnel. A good program provides
intensive and continuous involvement. Pre-teaching observations
are carefully structured and coordinated with methods courses
or other study in the professional sequence.

4. Provision is made for student teachers to observe and comment
freely and constructively on each other's teaching as well as
to observe a variety of classroom situations under a number of
teachers.

5. Location of student teaching experience does not demand excessive
commuting time for the student.

The Cooperating Public School and Colle e

1. The school center is chosen by the college because of the known
interest of the administrator and his staff members and their
commitment to the preparation of new teachers. The cooperating
school is selected on the basis of the overall excellence of its
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program including quality of teaching, use of a variety of
effective methods and teaching tools, student services,
et cetera. The school selected for student teaching offers
a range of experience (a) at different levels within an area
of certification, (b) with different groups of students,
(c) with a range of instructive non-classroom experiences,
e.g., counseling, record keeping, extra-curricular activities,
preparation and selection of teaching materials.

2. Supervising teachers are jointly selected by school and college
personnel on the basis of mutually acceptable standards. College
representatives observe prospective supervising teachers to make
valid selections. In addition to holding full certification in
the area where he accepts student teachers, the supervising
teacher is experienced and has a good performance. record.

3. The supervising teacher is given a reduced load, teaching or
extra-curricular, in recognition of his added responsibilities
for guiding new teachers. Cooperating school and college
personnel work together in .organizing an effective orienta-
tion program for student teachers and for those who work with
them in a supervisory relationship.

The College Supervision

1. Schools are selected and developed as centers to accommodate
numbers of student teachers although the primary variable in
selection is the quality of the supervising teacher. The assign-
ment of students and college personnel conserves travel time and
permits significant relationships between the staffs of both
institutions.

2. Supervision is done by full-time college faculty members with
specializations appropriate to the area being supervised.
Opportunity is offered for supervision by representatives of both
the academic and eddcation departments. Supervisory personnel
are competent to teach the college's special methods instruction
and are knowledgeable about the public school's instructional
program and responsibilities.

3. A supervisor's total college teaching assignment provides the
time necessary for adequate observation of the student teacher
and conferences with the student teacher, supervising teacher,
and other appropriate school and college personnel.

4. Supervisory meetings and written observations:are shared with the
student teacher and, where useful, with the supervising teacher.
Comments cre constructive and substantive without restricting the
new teacher's own solution to teaching problems and the develop-
ment of a personal "style" of teaching.
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INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS

The Intern

1. Except in unusual cases, the intern has collegiate preparation in
academic content and in professional course work in education
equivalent to that required for provisional certification.

2. An intern is a legally responsible (certified) member of a school.
staff. The intern typically carries no other collegiate respon-
sibilities aside from a college seminar designed to assist him
in his teaching.

3. Interns are carefully screened by the college for intellectual
competence as well as for potential ability to work with children
of appropriate ages in the classroom.

4. There is ample provision for lesson planning, close acquaintance
with pupils, a full range of public school experience, and an
opportunity for the intern to evaluate both the pupil's and his
own success.

3. An internship extends for no less than a full public school semester
and continues all day, every day during that semester.

The Cooperating School and College

1. Interns are placed in public schools chosen because of a strong
potential for success in inducting candidates into teaching.
Schools acting as training ground for interns orient them to such
policies and practices as record keeping, psychological and
educational testing services, special provisions for the culturally
disadvantaged, attendance rules, et cetera.

2. The public school supervisor of interns:

a. is a highly qualified and experienced classroom teacber.
He may, in addition, have regular supervisor responsi-
bilities in the school.

b. is given a reduced teaching load because of his qualifica-
tions and responsibilities.

c. is selected jointly by the college and the public school.

The College Supervision

1. The academic and the education faculty of the college work closely
with the public school supervisor of interns and the intern himself.

2. Supervisory personnel are selected for their perception and
sensitivity to various supervisory problems, for their skill in
analyzing teaching problems and communicating this analysis, and
for their teaching competence.
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I.
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12. Brooklyn College of the City University, Brooklyn, New York.
1 . Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island.

1 i
. Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania.
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16. Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
17. Central College, :eella, Iowa.
18. University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.
19. City University Graduate School, New York, New York.
20. Claremont Graduate School and University Center, Claremont,

California.
21. University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado.
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24. Cranbrook Academy of Art, Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
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29. Eariham College, Richmond, Indiana.
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32. Fairleidh Dickinson University at Wroxton Abbey, Wroxton,
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3 Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, Florida.

University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida.
3 Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida.
36. Fordham University, New York, New York.
37. Gallaudet College, Washington, D.C.
38. University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia.
39. Goucher College, Towson, Baltimore, Maryland.
40. Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
41. Hofstra University, Hempstead, New York.
42. Hollins College, Hollins College, Virginia.
43. Hunter College of the City University, New York, New York.
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1. Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana.
The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland.

46. Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas.
1.7. Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
40. Maryland Institute College of Art, Baltimore, Maryland.
(). University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida.
O. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

51. Middlebury College, Middlebury, Vermont.
52. Mills College, Oakland, California.
53. University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri.
54. Menterey Institute of Foreign Srudies, Monterey, California.
55. Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, Massachusetts.
56. University ':f Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska.
57. University of New Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire.
58. University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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6o. New York University, New York, New York.
61. University of North Carolina at Greensboro, Greensboro,

North Carolina.
62. Northern Illinois University, De Kalb, Illinois.
6 . University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana.
6 . Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio.
6i. Pembroke College, Providence, 'Abode Island.
66. University Di' Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
67. Queens College of the City University, New York, New York.
68. Reed College, Portland, Oregon.
69. Rice University, Houston, Texas.
70. Rosary College, River Forest, Illinois.
71. St. John's College, Annapolis, Maryland.
72. St. Louis University, St. Louis, Missouri.
7 . San Francisco Art Institute, San Francisco, California.
7 Sarah Lawrence College, Bronxville, New York.
7, Siena Heights College, Adrian, Michigan.i
76. Smith uLllege, Northampton, Massachusetts.
77. University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California.
70. Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas.
79. Stanford University, Palo Alto, California.
60. Stetson University, De Land, Florida.
81. Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania.
82.. Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, New York.
83, Temple University, Tyler School of Art, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.
8 . Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts.
8 . Tulane University, Hew Orleans, Louisiana.
8 . University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.
87. Vanderbilt Unive-sity, Nashville, Tennessee.
88. Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, New York.
89. Wagner College, New York, New York.
90. Washingt.m. University, St. Louis, Missouri.
91. Wellesley College, Wellesley, Massachusetts.
92. Wells College, Aurora, New York.
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9 . Wesleyan University, Middletown, Connecticut.
9

i
. Williams College, Williamstown, Massachusetts.

9 . University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.
9 . University of Jyoming, Laramie, Wyoming.
97. Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut.
98. Yeshiva University, New York, New York.


